
Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A significant factor in the decline of the Everglades ecosystem functions has been the disruption of the 
system’s historic hydrologic characteristics, specifically, the quantity, timing, and distribution of inflows. 
Hence, reestablishment of these hydropattem characteristics has been explicitly incorporated into the overall 
Everglades restoration goals. During the development of the 1993 mediated technical plagjand subsequently, 
the 1994 Conceptual Design of the Everglades Construction Project (ECP), there was consensus among all 
the state and federal agencies, and other stakeholders, for the need include specific construction components 
to distribute the discharge from the Stormwater Treatment Areas (STAs) into areas needing rehydration - WCA 
2A, WCA 3A and the Rotenberger Wildlife Management Are^, \

l i t  jg ljr

Hydropattem restoration is one area of science where u n e q u i v o c a l a r e  not available 
hence we rely on best professional judgement to supplement available information.

The paper is being prepared as part of the federal dredge andjfjll regulatory process, which is taking place
concurrent with the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. Hjte objective of the completed paper 
will be to provide reasonable assurance that the benefits^Mie^ hydropattem restoration components of the 
Current Plan of the Everglades Construction Project clearly ottfcmgh the potential adverse impacts. This 
reasonable assurance will be a combination of besUivailable infM & ion and an adaptive assessment resource 
plan that describes how the South Florida Wat^fManagement^bMcf|Dis£DCt) will continue to improve its 
resource information base and, if needed, make structuralor operational modifications if potential problems 
arise as a result of implementing the recommended h^ropatteniiestoration projects. This document was 
compiled as a result of four half-day wca^l^ps heldjiine on 6, 7 ||r 3 and 14 and two public workshops held 
July 19 and August 5, 1996. During tj&£f workshop, the benefits and impacts of the proposed hydropattem 
restoration projects (“Current Plan%?and alternatives OJNo Action” and so-called “Bypass”plans) were 
evaluated based on ecologic^aetofr&and othef^cojisidetations (refer to Section 2 for further details of the 
evaluation methodology).

x  * 9 B  ^  ^  - .*
This document is a compilatiort^;||ie;best.professional judgement of District staff regarding the potential 
benefits and i mpacts o f  the proposed^ydr^attcm restoration components, and alternatives, of the Everglades 
Construction Project The following majortSSdings are presented.

' ' 'V ▼
1. Extent of hydropattem ̂ restoration benefits were estimated by comparing simulated hydroperiods for the 
Current' Plan and alternatives mtM ydroperiod targets suggested by the Natural System Model. A net 
improvement of 74,240 acres rt^the Everglades Protection Area and the Rotenberger Wildlife Management 
Area was calculated for th^fcurrent Plan compared to the alternatives.jgp! jpf

For the 8-yr time frame (1999-2006) evaluated, the Current Plan had the least cumulative phosphorus 
discharged to the Everglades Protection Area (781 metric tons), the Bypass options released 841 metric tons 
(^m etric  tons more than the Current Plan), while the No Action alternative resulted in an estimated discharge 
oPL645 metric tons of phosphorus (865 metric tons more than the Current Plan). The No Action alternative 
has the greatest extent of adverse impacts of all the options considered. In general, the Bypass options are 
more expensive, have slightly more impact than the Current Plan, yet do not have the same regional 
hydropattem benefits provided by the Current Plan’s hydropattem restoration activities. Of all the options
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evaluated, the Current Plan provides the best balance of trade-offs between regional hydroperiod benefits 
versus localized impacts and maximizes environmental benefits to the Everglades Protection Area.

3. Antecedent conditions play a critical role in determining the extent of impacts, particularly, (ietermining the 
rate of change in existing emergent macrophyte communities. For example, o b serv a t^^ in  WCA 2A 
downstream of the S-10 structures suggest that conversion from desirable vegetation communities to cattails 
is accelerated given the presence of numerous open-water slough con^unities.^whereal iT similar conversion
in areas downstream of STA-2 would probably be reduced due to^an existing dense stand of sawgrass.

4. Active management of cattails, e.g., burning, mechanical re promise as
an effective means of ameliorating some adverse impacts of the hydropattent restoration prqjects, particularly 
once the phosphorus discharge is reduced to the “no-imbalance^levels. Additional research has been proposed 
in FY 97 (via SWIM funds) to begin intensive investigations ohJfche efficacy of these techniquesthat could be 
used to reverse adverse impacts and to insure there are no collateral damage to adjacent wetlands.

5. For all the water bodies evaluated, the Current Plan optionlwe expected to have no regional short-term or 
long-term adverse impacts; all the regional impacts ar|-either benefid^ov^lhe^long-term  (WCAs) or 
negligible over the short-term (Rotenberger). All of the No Action and Bypass options are expected to have 
regional short-term and long-term adverse impacts,fprimarily becaus^pf continued degradation of vegetation 
and animal communities not receiving the benefits of hyd^pattera restoration.

6. The No Action and Bypass options r e s ig n  delayed|liplement|ition of the hydropattem restoration goals. 
Both options may significantly increase^m||total cost%f the projjpfdue to inflation. In addition, the Bypass 
options necessitate expenditures of midicenf of pubHc dollars foj^onstruction of temporary bypass canals and 
structures. This money would be be&ttir spent onfother restoration activities.

7. An appropriate adaptive 
with a well-crafted science-t

restoration 
impacts.

resource protection plan, including monitoring, research and modeling, 
feedback mechanism, should be implemented concurrently with the proposed 

is Witkreduce the scientific uncertainties, enhance our future ecosystem 
d  will allow for detection and correction of any unanticipated adverse
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Section 1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION - A significant factor in the decline of the Everglades ecosystem functions has been the 
disruption of the system’s historic hydrologic characteristics, specifically, the quantity, timing, §nd distribution 
of inflows as a result of construction and operation of the Central and Southern Florida Floodf^ontrol Project. 
One of many tangible effects of this disruption has been ^

(1) a shift of historic wetland vegetation communities to more terrestrial communities in areas that have
been cut off from surface inflows, and ^
(2) a conversion to deeper water communities in areas that receive greater volumes or are impounded Jpr
greater periods (e.g., downstream of the S-6 pump station)A |̂J>-

Hence, re-establishment of more natural Everglades’s hydropattem c h a r a c t e r i s t i c ! e x p l i c i t l y  
incorporated into the South Florida Water Management Di$trici!^o\^rall restoration goals, .Daring the 
development of the 1993 Mediated Technical Plan, and subs^pently^the 1994 Conceptual "Design of the 
Everglades Construction Project (ECP), there was consensus among all the state and federal agencies, and 
other stakeholders, for the need to include specific constructioi^in{H>ne3ilt^%.distribute the discharge from 
the Stormwater Treatment Areas (STAs) into areas needing r^hydrati(^^^|pb§Mcally, WCA 2A, WCA 3A 
and the Rotenberger Wildlife Management Area. - x W

The objective of this paper is to provide reasonableassurance that the benefit^of the hydropattem restoration 
components of the Current Plan outweigh the potential ad^ei^impactS of^plem enting the program. This 
reasonable assurance will be a combination jpbest available data andbest professional judgement and 
an adaptive assessment resource protection plan that describes how the South Florida Water Management 
District (District) will continue to impiove its resouipe inform ayn base and, if needed, make structural or
operational modifications if potential problei^m rise as a^iesult of implementing the recommended
hydropattem restoration project.

' vW? II
o achieve the ecological.restoration goals of the Everglades, it is imperative to 
nage hyJropattem characteristics as possible (Davis and Ogden, 1994; Federal 

Task Force,'Science Sub, Group,^1994). TDhis linkage between hydrologic restoration and ecologic restoration 
was summarized in  the lune 4 ,1 9 9 6 j^ S  p ||b e  Integrated Science Plan, a report of the Science sub-group

BACKGROUND In ordWm.
restore a$l

of the South Float itiotflhitiative:

The functional ecologyVof the predrainage natural system is the theoretical target for restoration. The 
predraihage system sup^jrted the" landscape patterns, clean and abundant water supplies, and large 
populations of wading bitdsSpVh and other wildlife that are essential components of a restored South 
Florida ecosystem. Using a quantitative estimation of predrainage hydrologic conditions as a theoretical 

jtarget for remaining natural areas will ensure that restoration efforts lead to change in the desired direction. 
This approach does n<tfavor one species or community over another, but rather the ecosystem as a whole, 
made Up o f ^ ^  species that occurred here naturally. It may not be possible to entirely regain the

^original ^pecies-lichness and wildlife abundance of South Florida due to irreversible changes from the 
expansion of modem human population. Rather, the objective should be to capture the defining 
characteristics that made the Everglades and other parts of South Florida unique....Hydrologic restoration 
is viewed as the prerequisite to ecosystem restoration, and it is the working hypothesis of the South 
Florida Ecosystem Restoration effort, that once hydrologic restoration is achieved, ecologic 
restoration will follow, providing water quality is improved and maintained (emphasis added).
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Building on work conducted by others, the concept of restoration of Natural System hydrologic patterns as 
a restoration target for the Everglades Protection area was endorsed by a scientific working group, an advisory 
committee established as part of the Lower East Coast Water Supply Planning initiative in 1994 to express the 
collective characteristics of numerous hydrologic parameters, including spatial distribution o^inflow, timing 
of inflow, hydroperiod, depth, flow volume, and velocity. Unfortunately, hydropa^fei was never 
quantitatively defined and restoration performance targets for hydropattem were nevefSestablished. The 
undefined charge was to restore the hydropattem of the Everglades Protection Area (EPA) as a means to 
reverse the degradation of Everglades functional values. Howeyer, quantif$mg this anticipated benefit is 
difficult because hydropattem has not been quantitatively lii&ed to reversmg Jhe degradation of EPA 
functional ecologic values. In addition, measurable restoration targets for thejpnctional ecologic values have 
not been set, nor has there been a direct link to engineeringtdesign criteria that wouM^ow.tJesign of 
engineering solutions. • .

The Everglades Construction Project is a critical initial step^ia re-establishing the desired hydropattem 
characteristics. It is one component of a comprehensive set q f & t iv l t i e s " ‘ 
restoration goals of Everglades restoration. Other

1. Completion of the District’s Lower East Coast (UEC) Regional Water Supply Plan
2. Implementation of Minimum Flows and Levels^^B^ate^^diservationg^T'ea and Everglades National 

Park and part of the LEC Plan
3. The U.S. Corps of Engineers’ comprehend f§ reviewjg Ely o W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a n d  Southern Florida Project for 

Flood Control and Other Purposes

;omplishing the hydropattem

roposed projects are the critical first step, 
within the remaining Everglades.

These activities are mentioned here omyito demonstrate that 
and not the end-all, in restoring the fiatural syste

/  !
Issuance o flfc jederal contraction permit fol4tie^B0P requires that a rigorous “public interest test” be 
satisfied,^^nlring"reasonabl^ assurance that the^project will not result in net harm to the environment. 
Existing research indicates tha?^osphoitl&. discharges of 50 ppb to the EPA may cause adverse changes to 
the ecology ortf\e Everglades, in the enriched soil and water column phosphorus, with subsequent
ecological consequences manifested m ^ ^ ^ r th e  periphyton mat (thought to be the base of the Everglade’s 
food chain), JL q ^ f^ ^ y g e n  levfeis withinfhe water column, and conversion of native sawgrass communities 
to cattailsgjSavis 1994;%ro^der c&al. 1994; SFWMD, 1992), etc. There is a question however, to the 
uncertainty regarding the extent aiid*permanence of these observed changes. Even though the current plan 
calls A  discharge with 50 j^rphosphorus for an interim period (ranging from 3 to 8 years), until the ultimate 
phpsphorus standard is achieved, there is uncertainty if the current sawgrass marshes are resilient enough to 
either* resist conversion td cattails, or if converted, to revert back to sawgrass after the ultimate phosphorus 
Standard is achieved, ^'schematic of the ECP flows and anticipated phosphorus loads is presented in Figure
i-i, J i k .

A ^ilF^deral Settlement Agreement/Consent Decree - The general goal of restoring more natural 
hydroperiods within the EPA is identified in both the 1991 Settlement Agreement and 1992 Federal Consent 
Decree; however, the hydropattem restoration components are not explicitly defined. The Settlement
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Agreement recognized that because of the STA's size and location, the STA's would allow significant 
hydrologic improvement to downstream natural areas. The Settlement Agreement also noted that the 
reintroduction of sheetflow into the Everglades had the potential for improving the Everglades hydroperiod.

timing of flows, and therefore, must be restored and protected." The £ct also s 
Legislature to pursue comprehensive and innovative solutions to issues

B. 1994 Everglades Forever Act - The Everglades Forever Act (Act) states that "The Everglades ecological 
system is endangered as a result of adverse changes in water quality, and in the quantity;'distribution, and

> that vlt is the intent of the 
:er quality, water quantity,

hydroperiod..." and "The Legislature finds that improved water supply and hydrqperiod management are 
crucial elements to overall revitalization of the Everglades ecosystem." The Act further mandates that .‘<flhe 
District shall implement the Everglades Construction Project” defined as “|he project described id the February 
15, 1994, conceptual design document.” Although the hydropattean restoration components and associated 
completion dates are not explicitly mandated in the EFA, they,;are implicitly mandated by meirinclusion in 
the 1994 Conceptual Design. The District is subjecting these hydropattem restoration components to a very 
rigorous public interest test, and evaluating options to the C i ^ ^ t  Haa>?$S^tsure that the selected projects, 
at best, avoid all adverse impacts to the Everglades. ThePiState law has flexibility for revisions in the 
implementation should the Current Plan be found to be nortp the pumi<|interest with respect to adverse 
damage to the Everglades. Moreover, the hydropatteniciest€tfati<m components of STA 2, STA 3/4 and STA 
5 are explicitly incorporated into the design, c ^ ^ lif t ib n  and operation of the STAs. Nevertheless, the 
Everglades Forever Act states that hydropatternjestoration rnust be done in a way to maximize environmental 
benefits and acknowledges that a federal pepfait for conduction is required. To obtain that federal permit 
there must be a showing that the E vergl pdes Construction ProjeM Plnthe public interest. Modification or 
deletion of the hydropattem restoration componelits would require significant revision to the design,

The prp 
>ration proje

construction, operation, schedule and jg p o f the S 
1994 Conceptual Design for the hydKfpattem r

A ' — s s s s i  ml4 i # ^ C A  2A :/ ' Jamil
| j | | g sWCA'3A: OctobefT2003

' ~ v Jannary1,1999 (operation) 
ier Restoration: January 1, 1999 (operation)

Iminary schedules proposed in the February 
ts are as follows:

C. Related Milestones * In 1994, the Difilct collaborated with state and federal agencies to identify the most 
critical problems and challenges that the District will face. One of these challenges was to identify and 
implement the Central and iSkwtherri.Florida Flood Control Project’s structural and operational modifications 
needed to restore and protedt theeeosystem. The South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Working Group’s 1995 
Annual Report set as its priority 10 the need to facilitate implementation of the Everglades Forever Act, 
including hydroperiod restoration. The 1995 Governor’s Commission for a Sustainable South Florida 

id that impactsjftave occurred through the alterations of timing and quantity of freshwater flows. An 
Governor's Commission was the modification of WCA’s to enhance wetland habitat, 

3 &at|d!ng that replicating more natural hydropattems within the WCA’s would also help restore 
natural o^anic^peat and marl soil formation processes and help to reverse the conditions causing the 
proliferation of undesirable species such as cattails and melaleuca. The Everglades Coalition embraced the 
key issues relating to the restoration of storage and natural hydropatterns and hydroperiods.
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D. Linkage Between Hydropattern Restoration and Ecological Functions

As a precursor to the evaluation of the benefits and impacts of the hydropattem restoration projects, it is 
beneficial to examine the hydrologic characteristics associated with hydropattem improvements.

A1. Sheetflow vs. point source discharge - The main hydrologic characteristic of the p ra ise d  hydropattem 
restoration project is to increase the areal distribution of flows acrojs a wetlapaotv^hifcugh spreader canals
or other means, as opposed to single points of discharge from the current pumpstations and other water control
structures.

2. Water depths
a. increased average depths downstream of the spreader canals
b. decreased average depths in areas currently receiving p^mt-source discharge
c. decreased peak storm depths downstream of the
d. decreased peak storm depths in areas currently receivi

3. Hydroperiods
a. increased durations of inundation (hydroperiod) downstrcan
b. decreased durations of inundation in areas

,4:

I i» k  J mF

111

\  Ig p 5- 
le spreader":anals

4. Peak inflow rates
a. STAs will attenuate peak storm flo^jlptes (volyjii per tim^piVvelocities; more like pre- drainage 
conditions.
b. In addition, peak storm flow rates .and velocities will beiower along the spreader canals compared 
to areas downstream of existing jpoint sourcefdischarges/

5. Timing of Hows - The spreader canals will increase the duration of storm flows; more like pre-drainage 
conditions, and will decrease me intervals between storm flows (inter-event times).

6. Diversion o f  flow and nutrient loads from current point source locations
a. The hydrologic characteristics and associated benefits are described in 1-5 above.
b. Nutrient loadm? chi J c s :  ▼

I. /Diversion of considbi^le tonnage of phosphorus from an existing impacted area to a new generally 
_ unimpacted location,

/*ii. Spreads out the phosphorus loading along a 3-8 mile front instead of concentrating the loading at 
u|'?: a point source.

La general, improved hydropattem prevents further loss of organic soils due to oxidation and subsidence, 
remaining soils and reduces the frequency and severity of muck fires and impacts to 

habitat. These benefits are manifested in an increased in the acreage of the Everglades
Protection Area that reasonably matches the hydroperiod (+/- 30 days) simulated by the Natural System Model 
(NSM) or show an improvement towards the NSM target hydroperiod. Concurrently, potential adverse 
impacts of hydropattem restoration with water containing phosphorus concentrations of approximately 50 ppb 
include localized loss of periphyton communities, increase in cattail acreage if antecedent conditions are 
conducive, and localized enrichment of soil phosphorus. The best professional judgement of the workshop
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and gain useftit information

participants was that the permanence of these adverse impacts depend on the management of the areas 
during and after the phosphorus loading; that is, with active management activities, such as burning, 
removal or herbicide treatment of cattails, the adverse impacts may be ameliorated. Additional research is 
needed to explore the efficacy of these management techniques.

Adaptive management/assessment

Adaptive assessment provides a conceptual framework for implementingecosyStem restoration activities before 
complete certainty of the outcome is known. This concept was'presented in the June 4,1996, Draft of the 
Integrated Science Plan, a report of the Science sub-groupJ?£ the South <porida Bcosystem Restoration 
Initiative:

Adaptive assessment establishes a protocol to select among 1$ 
regarding ecosystem response to restoration actions that are 
information used in making resource management decis|gElf 
resource knowledge base and adjust decisions accordingly, 
modeling to predict outcomes and monitoring to tcpttH&"f 
adaptive assessment. Related field and laboratory studies 
information, help design better models, focus monitoring, an< 
(See Figure 1-2). Predicting effects of alternatives and 
with respect to these objectives should felKione in a holist 
adaptive assessment.

The framework for an adaptive asses 
presented in Section 7. This plâ n

ken, It acknowledges the imperfection of 
; prescribes a structure to improve the 

Periodic environmental assessment, using 
redictionl^is tlie operational foundation of 

d ex p en l^ n #  are used to acquire new 
ret monitoring and modeling results, 

equences of management actions 
and by adhering to principles of

t resource protectiongplan was drafted during the workshop and is 
e finalizedtwer the^oorse of the next several months.
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F IG U R E  1 -2  Adaptive Assessment Concept. (Source: 6/4/96 Draft Integrated Science Plan).
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Section 2. DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

2.1 General Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts

Evaluating the aggregate benefits and impacts, including their extent and permanence, tdKie Everglades 
system functions of the proposed hydropattem restoration components requires assessing the tradeoff between 
regional hydropattem restoration benefits and potential local impactsjpf the hyd^jmtterfrestoration projects. 
The major difficulty with linking benefits and impacts to the hjdjtjjjattem restoration efforts is that clear 

relationships between Everglades ecosystem values and restoring natural system hydropattems have not bell® 
quantified. Key evaluation questions and issues include:

I ll J I t
1. What are the local and regional benefits/impacts of the, proposed hydropattem restoration efforts or 
alternative plans?
2. In what time frame will anticipated benefits or impacts be oblerved?
3. Are the impacts reversible? If so, how long will it take foriitfll orpartial recovery?
4. What are the current environmental values of the areas in question?
5. What alternatives to the current plan have been evaluat©$f|W
6. Wouldn’t there be similar impacts even if the hydropattem restoration cdnpoipits were delayed until the 
STA discharge achieved the “no-imbalance” in flora or faijna phosphorus limit?
7. What are the “no-imbalance” phosphorus limits for the areas in question?
8. How can we implement proposed hydrppattem res^ation^objectives such that adverse impacts are
minimized? ,4 ^  )&■***'
9. What is the best way to evaluate thê  benefits andimpacts o^^p ro p o sed  hydroperiod restoration plan?? 

Technical Workshops - The initiaF&i&ft of thi&’paper was.compiled as a result of four half-day workshops
held June on 7, 13 and 14 
process: . .' cl.!

Sue Newman, Ph. D. 
Shili Mi'aCPhi>3 
Tom Fontaine, Ph 
Max D ayi'M »3f: „ 
Carl Fitz, Ph.D.
Mike Chimney, Ph.

/ Jennifer Jorge, Ph.D, 
James Lee, M.S., P.Jj 
Neil Larson

|The following District staff provided valuable contributions during this

Paul McCormick, Ph.D. 
Tom Kosier, Ph.D. 
Zhenquan Chen, Ph.D. 
Joel Van Arman, M.S. 
Peter David, M.S.
John Mulliken 
Miller Andress, P.E. 
Tom Teets, M.S.

Ph.D. 
ive a j l.S. 

Zak^loustSa, Ph.D. 
Steve fSH, M.S.
Cal Neidrauer, M.S., P.E. 
jYegang Wu, Ph.D.
Sally Kennedy
Jim Grimshaw, Ph.D.
Gary Goforth, Ph.D., P.E.

internal .workshops, scientists, engineers, and other experts were asked to apply the best available 
. 5rt opinion in determining the extent and permanence of anticipated benefits and adverse 

im p^g^ |ppproposed  hydropattem restoration projects, as well as alternative configurations. This was not 
an easylask considering the degree of uncertainty surrounding the issues. The best available information 
included direct field observations, related research, hydrologic, water quality and landscape modeling 
activities, and in many cases, the individual’s best professional judgement.
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The South Florida Water Management District was the host to two public workshops with stakeholders on July 
19, 1996 and August 5, 1996. The workshops provided the public an opportunity to evaluate, critique, and 
improve this document through an interactive and facilitated process. This document incorporates revision 
made because of comments and suggestions made during those public activities. Appendix ^contains a list 
of public workshop comments and the South Florida Water Management District’s responses to them. 
Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 contain summaries of the two workshops in their er

Evaluation of the Extent and Permanence of Local and R( o /

Through a combination of existing research and modeling, belt professional judgement, and in the face of 
insufficient scientific information, the anticipated environmental benefit^implementmg the hydropattem 
restoration components were estimated. A primary anticipated benefit "is a reversal in the decline of the 
structural (e.g. species composition) and functional values^ of the^Everglades wetlancisHe.g., aquatic 
productivity) caused by the disruption of predrainage flow chafaoteristics?to the EPA. Ideally, the benefits 
attributable to these functions could be predicted through direcf, research results, computer model simulations, 
or where data is unavailable, through expert systems analysis^.g. be^t^>iof^!Saonal judgement). In addition 
to environmental benefits, one option may be preferred^over another^^cause oncost, legal, economic, 
scheduling or other factors. >

A. Existing research - Very little direct researc|tjflavailable>'to jpiediet the recovery of Everglades structural 
and functional values as a result of implementing alterative hydiologic regimes. However, a number of 
modeling efforts, including the Natural S^stiih ModeljNSM), EvfipaSes Landscape Model (ELM), Across 
Trophic Level Systems Simulation the South FloridaJS^ater Quality Model (SFWQM), and the
Wetlands Water Quality Model (W\yQM) are cur&ctly underjpy  to evaluate such plans.

B. Expert Systems Analysis-^Many existing programs to  identify and quantify Everglades ecosystem cause 
and effect relationships are ̂ yet to be completed.^gj^eafeence of completed research, there is nevertheless, 
a significant pool acknowledge to be gleaned from field observation, transferable information from other 
systems and'circumstantial information. The result is that District and other scientists have an intuitive 
feel, or best professional Judgement, for how the Everglades system will respond. This expert systems 
analysis has provided much of the bSs^|fJ^om pleting the evaluations described below. Knowledgeable 
professionals were asked to provide theirlfest professional judgement on this topic. Initial discussion focused 
on establishing an appropriate set devaluation criteria, identifying spatial scales appropriate to assess benefits 
and impacts, and recognizing that assessment of the permanence of impacts required considering both short
term and long-term scenaiS^Site-specific matrices were completed during the four half-day technical 
wqisshops and the stakeholder workshops as a means of soliciting best available information and professional 
judgement regarding the benefits and impacts of each option to the numerous environmental, legal, economic 
dnd other relevant

C. Models - Thejfcistrict is developing an Everglades Landscape Model (ELM), and the National Biological 
Sur^^(J|B§&S' developing the Across Trophic Level System Simulation (ATLSS) model. These models seek 
to predict ecosystem responses to hydrological and nutrient management scenarios, using cause and effect 
relationships. Both of these models remain under development and were unavailable to assist in this analysis.
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Presently, there is not a universally accepted method to accurately measure the structural and functional values 
of the Everglades ecosystem. As a surrogate, benefits can be inferred from the hydropattems produced by a 
particular management option. The estimated benefits of various options can then be compared with each 
other. One relative measure available to compare the benefits of a proposed hydropattem restoration option 
is to use the South Florida Water Management Model (SFWMM) to compare the degree to jp lch  the option 
results in a match of the hydroperiod predicted by the Natural System Model (NSM). Toljfete, the SFWMM 
has simulated the Current Base condition (without the ECP) and a Future 00X6) -ifise condition which 
includes the ECP, including the hydropattem restoration components/ ^

Evaluation of the Extent and Permanence of Local and Regional Impacts: \
fv.; V"  sv,v rv^x ..

The same obstacles that make it difficult to determine the benefits of the three hydropattem restoration options 
also makes it difficult to determine potential impacts. Similarly, existing research, expert systems analysis, 
and surrogate modeling can be employed as indicators for system-wide impacts. The anticipated adverse 
environmental impacts of implementing the hydropattem restoration components may be a local (i.e., 
downstream of an inflow structure), possibly temporary, decline in one or more ofcthe structural or functional 
values of the Everglades wetlands (e.g., reduction of aquatic productivity) caused by additional water, 
additional phosphorus loads and phosphorus concenuatioas e x u d in g  the^Orimbalance level.

A. Existing research - There appear to be t l |^ s ig n i f ic ^ t^ ^ ^ p & f l i |f ^ in g  the expansion of cattail in 
extant wet prairie, slough and sawgrass coj|jmunities: ^mtecedent-^soioonditions (disturbance, including 
drought, fires, and subsidence, as well as Jbil nutrient levels), Hprdrologic characteristics (depth of water, 
hydroperiod), and inflow phosphorus cgifcntration (J^ewman et ajf 1995). Fire and drought can oxidize the 
soil, leading to a higher bulk density p£$$ ith  higher soil phosjpOms concentrations (Newman et al, 1994); 
cattails out compete sawgrass in deeper water andliigher ph^sppOrus concentrations (Newman et al, 1994) and 
cattails tend to out compete sawgrass when inflow phosphorus concentrations are sufficiently higher than

All^hiee of these factors may be present in one or more of the 
restoration components.

background'Oottbentration

B. Expert Sysl 
judgement on the 
matrix

professionals were asked to provide their best professional 
oration. Relevant information was compiled in an evaluation 

hops and the two stake holder meetings.

C. Models - The District i s ^ v ^ p n g  an Everglades Landscape Model (ELM), and the National Biological 
Survey (NBS) is developingthe^Across Trophic Level System Simulation (ATLSS) model. These models are 
designed to predict ecosystem responses to hydrological and nutrient management scenarios, using cause and 
effecfirelationships. Both of these models remain under development and were unavailable to assist in this

Definitions of Terms Used in Evaluation Matrix

Evaluation of benefits and impacts necessarily involves trade-offs, with most alternatives yielding both positive 
and negative influences on the existing ecological communities. For the purpose of this exercise, at least three 
options were evaluated for each hydropattem restoration project.

1. Current Plan: This option is the present design, as contained in the Final General Design Memoranda for 
the Everglades Construction Project, and is consistent with the scope and timing contained in the 1994
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Everglades Forever Act and 1994 Conceptual Design Document. A schematic of the Current Plan major 
components is provided in Figure 1-1.

2. No Action Option: This option considers not building the STAs until the phosphorus discharge is reduced 
so as not to cause an imbalance in the native populations of flora or fauna (the “no-imbalancegl€vel). During 
the interim, waters entering the Everglades Protection Area through S-6, S-7 anJlS-8 wjalS^ not receive any 
phosphorus treatment in addition to the EAA on-farm BMPs.

3. Bypass Option: This option considers constructing the STAs*and bypassing^the hydropattem restoration 
components. The treated STA discharge would be convey^J lo the exisfcpg point source onflow to the 
Everglades Protection Area. For example, it was considered that.the discharge"from STA 2 could be conveyed 
to S-6 and discharged to WCA 1, or alternatively conveyed to S-7 and di||barged to WCA 24<Gnce the STAs 
and additional treatment results in the “no-imbalance” phosphorus *Jevel, the hydropattem restoration 
components could be implemented.

To fully characterize the options, anticipated short-term and long-term 
at both local and regional scales:

its and impacts were evaluated

Potential Short-term benefits or impacts: These impacts arc defined as typositive and negative changes 
anticipated to occur by January 1, 2007. ThisMlfce date mandated bythefl994 Everglades Forever Act for 
the long-term average phosphorus level dijparged from the^TA s to change from 50 ppb to the “no
imbalance” level due to implementation Additional-water quality treatment measures. Please refer to the
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for a discussion orfpotentially superior treatment technologies 
that could achieve this “no-imbalance^Jevel.

Potential Long-term benefits or impacts: These impacts are defined as the positive and negative changes 
anticipatedhto'^present o£*Januaryl|, 2017, roughly ten years following discharge of the “no-imbalance” 
phosphorus levels.

—
Potential Loeal benefits or impacts: Identified as the area within the adverse impact zone, where the 

phosphorus content may cause ecological degradation, including potential loss of periphyton mat, expansion 
of cattails and ̂ nchm ent ofsoil phosphorus level. Outside of this impact zone, it is assumed that minimal 
impacts are observable, yet hydropeiiod benefits are affected.

Potential Regional b d p i lp b r  impacts: Encompasses the entire Everglades Protection Area and the 
Rotenberger Wildlife Management Area; assumes that the phosphorus level is low enough beyond the impact 
zonethat there is no advjpe impact downstream, or outside, the impact zone, associated with phosphorus

EvaluadciToitJbenefits/impacts - General, simplistic guidelines were applied to each of the ecological
:ena:

+ Indicates an improvement over current conditions
0 Indicates no measurable change from current conditions 

Indicates degradation from current conditions
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Antecedent conditions - One of the most critical factors determining the extent of impacts, specifically, the 
conversion of desirable Everglades vegetation communities to cattail, is the antecedent conditions in the 
proposed receiving water body. It was determined that three primary factors affect the presence or absence 
of cattails within the EPA:

1. Soil phosphorus level (high, medium, low) - total phosphorus expressed on a volume(Sasis; a composite
of soil phosphorus concentration and bulk density *

2. Vegetation communities (types) - existing periphyton and maci|l$hyte communities,;
3. Peat/marl accretion (positive) or negative (subsidence) - The alllity of an area to build healthy peat or marl 

soil as determined by the available soil moisture.
i f f  jpF

Data or observations were not available for all receiving water areas in questions; District sta|f relied on expert 
systems analysis in characterizing antecedent conditions.

Evaluation criteria - General evaluation factors were desci 
description of the public interest test applicable to the Corps of 
inability to quantitatively evaluate\ potential benefits orjj 
using a consistent unit of value, a qualitative assessment was t 
within each functional evaluation factor (rows)
Restoration Evaluation Matrix.

333 CFR Sec. 320.4, which contains a 
dredge and fill permits. Due to the 

;ts as the^tnay relateito ecological functions 
lopted. Alternatives should be compared 
evg., TablepR. WCA-2A Hydropattem

etland stmcture and function were 
imal species were considered. However, 

specific restoration objectives, composite

After considerable discussion, specific evaluation criteria relate 
incorporated into the evaluation m atrix^M iilly specific plant 
in keeping with the ecosystem-level ap|»pitcn, as opposed to sj 
evaluation criteria were developed,

1. Vegetation Communities Influence on p e i^ jf^ n  and emergent macrophyte communities, and aquatic 
p rim a |y 'l^ :| |& |d a r y  productivity, inc lud ir^ lS d  chain production, general habitat, etc.

2. Animal donunuslUes - Influence CO wildlife habitat, including nesting, spawning, and the use of the area 
as foraginglH^a&; saiktuaries o> refuges, etc.

3. Hydropattern Characteristics - w fli^tee on desired hydroperiods, depths, timing and distribution of 
flows, in d |S ft^o w n sb eam  flows t^Florida Bay and other estuaries.

4. Groundwater Interactions ~ Influence on water tables, and aquifer recharge, including influence on 
Coastal aquifers, well fields, andestuaries.

5. ^ater Quality - Influenrecprwater quality and water purification functions.
6. ^Preservation of organic, hydric soils- Restoration, maintenance and protection of peat and marl soils, 
/  'including reduction jj^the number and frequency of severe muck fires. (Note: organic hydric soil 

^ preservation is also ̂ proposed objective of the District’s Minimum Flows and Levels criteria for the Water
* Conservation Junetf and the Everglades National Park.)

Two,additional criteria were incorporated to consider other public interests:

7. Additional Time to Implement - Additional time to implement alternative, compared to Current Plan.
8. Additional Cost to Implement - Additional cost to implement alternative, compared to Current Plan.
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2.3 Estimates of Cattail Expansion

A very visible adverse impact of elevated nutrient levels in the Everglades Protection Area is the expansion 
of cattails just downstream of the S-10 structures in WCA 2A (Everglades SWIM Plan, 1992, Davis 1994). 
As a result of the accumulated years of nutrient loadings moving through these structures, cattdfe*have invaded 
what once was a sawgrass/tree island open water slough community. The grovAtof catjKs from the early 
1970s through the early 1990s is depicted in Figure 2-1. The 1992eEverglades SWJMvPlan documents the 
commensurate phosphorus loadings for the base period 1979-19S8v During the initial four day workshops, 
a relationship between nutrient loads and cattail expansion was developed in order to develop a rough estimate 
of the extent of impact. A first-order predictive relationship \p s “developed by comparing the expansion of 
cattails to the average annual loading rate (Tables 2-1 & 2-2)»dDuring the early years, a low rate o f annual 
cattail expansion was calculated as 6.33 acres per metric ton | f  j|hosph<irus load. Duringthe lateryears, an 
accelerated annual rate of 17.3 acres per metric ton of phosphorus load was calculated. Rate cSleulations using 
data from Wu et al (1996) provided similar rates. While the rates determined during the four day workshops 
clearly represent a very crude predictive relationship, it r e p r i^ ^ t^ i^ $ 3 ip d  for estimating the potential 
range of extent of adverse impacts associated with the hydropattem restoration alternatives. For each 
alternative, the potential range of extent of impacts was c^ciilated by m ul^ly ing |he low rate and high rate 
of cattail expansion by the product of the anticipated average-annual phospfiorus load and the duration of 
discharge until the “no-imbalance” limit is achieved«>eceniber31,2006). For&xample, for the Current Plan

' ' 's-'
for the STA 2 hydropattem restoration project, the estimatedrange Oi extentof impacts is

6.33 x (12.7 metric tons per year) x ( 
to
17.3 x (12.7 metric tons per year)4 (8 years duration) =

For each alternative, the antecg

acres

&d to determine which end of the range may be 
more appropriate^ For example* the presence of dense sawgrass downstream of STA 2 for the Current Plan 
suggests the extent would be more towards the low end of the range (644 acres). This conclusion was based 
on the best professional judgement that cattail expansion is less likely to occur in the densely vegetated area 
downstream of ̂ TA  2 where competitioni with other plants is more likely than in the open water slough 
downstream of th^eS-H

During stakeholder me 
hydropgjjiem restoration was su 
on ifjftis  document until

jidonal methodology for estimating cattail expansion as a function of 
That methodology is under review, however, and cannot be elaborated 

ceholder review is completed. However, a summary of conclusions (see 
attachment 3) provided authe stakeholder meetings suggests agreement with the rate of cattail expansion 
presented here. One major difference in the stakeholders methodology and that presented above is that their 
tSDOdel^simulates buildup of phosphorus in soils. Only after a certain amount of soil phosphorus is 
accumulated does their model suggest that cattails could successfully invade. This methodology would, in 
general, predict less cattail invasion than the methodology presented above, since no time lag is assumed 
between phosphorus loads and cattail growth.

As a result of the comments, discussion and complementary analyses presented at the public workshops, the 
District revised its methodology to estimate potential cattail expansion acreage. The rates of cattail expansion 
calculated above (6.33 and 17.3 acres per metric ton of phosphorus load per year) were calculated from cattail 
data collected at least 10 years after nutrient loads began discharging from the S-10 structures. Hence, those 
rates do not accurately the initial vegetative response of the ecosystem during the early years of nutrient loading
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and resultant accumulation in the sediment. It is reasonable to include a time lag when estimating potential 
acreage of cattail expansion to reflect the accumulation of phosphorus in the soil prior to cattail growth. For 
the purpose of demonstrating the effects of this time lag, estimates of potential cattail expansion were 
calculated with time lags of zero (0), one (1), three(3), five (5) seven (7) and 17 years. The 17-year time lag 
was included for comparison with the alternative analysis presented at the workshop (see ^tlilhrnent 3 for a 
summary of the presentation); that analysis predicted that it would take appmximately 17 years before 
phosphorus accumulated in the soil to a sufficient level to stimulatejattail grc

For calculation purposes, the effects of the time lag were calculated as a lin e ^ ^ b d ^ BjgJn the effective 
loading duration. The cattail expansion estimate with a zero-year time lag represents aQ instantaneous response 
of cattails to the phosphorus loading, and can be considerecTas a Worst Case (albHt unliikely) scenario. 
Similarly, the expansion estimate assuming a 17-yr time lag can be considered as the Best Case scenario. From 
the example above, the cumulative estimate of cattail expansion assuming a 1 -yr time lag andifte low rate of 
expansion for the STA 2 hydropattem restoration project was

6.33 x (12.7 metric tons per year) x (seven years effective

The cumulative estimate assuming a 3-yr time lag used a  five year/ 8 year duratiocf- 3-yr time lag = 5 years) 
effective duration, and so on.

The influence of the time lag was determined for the Current Planvthe No Action and the Bypass alternatives. 
However, a time lag may not be approprigte||6r the NofAction and Bypass options since the areas receiving 
nutrient loads in those options are curret f g r eceivinCioads, andjpiosphorus has already accumulated in the 
sediment. For the same reason, it may be more appropriate to calculate the potential cattail expansion in the 
No Action and the Bypass options using the hiflfflate (173 acres per metric ton of phosphorus loading) of 
expansion. Defending on the ^sirr|lative capacity of tlte existing impacted area, there may or may not be a 
noticeable time lag response^ additional phosphorus loading. Because of the uncertainty, the full range of 
expansion rates and lime lagl'weie calculated for each option.

The sensitivity of this meth 
two STA performance scenarios, 
average phos^jp^P 
Removal.(ENR) Project

Evaluated by calculating the cattail expansion estimates under 
,  _.r^r are presently designed to achieve a long-term flow-weighted 

foximately 50 ppb. Recent performance of the Everglades Nutrient 
sustainable discharge concentrations below 50 ppb may be likely. In 

addition, EAA BMP performance has exceeded the target of 25 % phosphorus load reductions that have been 
assumed in the STA design^Data from the ENR project and current best professional judgement suggest that 
appropriately sized and operated constructed wetlands may be able to sustain annual average discharge 
concentrations of approximately 30 ppb. To evaluate the effect of possible nutrient removal performance better 
than the design performance, potential cattail expansion estimates were also calculated assuming a 30 ppb
lischarge concentration.

gr

I t l s ^ jK 5rtant to note that nutrient impacts such as cattail expansion are not the only impact that can result 
from nufnent loading. Potential impacts, such as loss of the calcareous periphyton mat, can occur on a much 
faster time scale. However, for that impact to actually occur requires that these types of algal systems, which 
are present in sloughs, be the receiving water system. This emphasizes the importance of understanding 
antecedent conditions in the areas receiving the water from hydropattem restoration efforts. For example, in 
areas of dense sawgrass (a non-slough environment) such as those found in areas that will receive STA 2
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effluent, the largest concern would be whether the soils would build up sufficient soil phosphorus during the 
interim (50 ppb TP) discharge period for cattails to successfully establish and proliferate.
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Table 2-1 Cattail Expansion Downstream of the S-10 Structures
YEAR CATTAIL CATTAIL INCREASE RATE OF

COVERAGE CO VERAG E : IN  CO VERAG E INCREASE
hectares acres acres acres/year

1973 877 2167
1976 1464 3618 1451 484
1982 2252 5565 1947 325
1987 4039 9,980 4415 883
1991 6070 14,999 5019 1255

Table 2-2. Phosphorus Loads Downstream of the S-10 Structures
YEAR 5-1 Q's LOAD  

metric tons

FLO W  

acre feet

PH O SPHO RU S

ppb

AVERAGE  
LOADING  

; - meirfotGns/iri
year

CATTAIL 
EXPANSION  

HATE  
acres/metric tons year

1979 21.09 237,500 71.98
1980 58.96 492,882 96.97
1981 37.33 135,238 223.76
1982 87.69 370,332 191.7 51.3 6.33
1983 86.56 532,576 131.8
1984 66.25 381,213 140.9
1985 39.26 313,482 101.5
1986 53.26 404,764 ' 106.7
1987 9.59 69,727 111.5 51 17.3
1988 63.04 495,956 103

avg. 52.303 343,367 130.8
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2.4 Hydropattern Restoration Benefits Estimated from Regional Modeling

As part of the Lower East Coast water supply planning process, District staff have looked at alternative ways 
to evaluate the hydroperiod benefits of various alternatives. Two basic tools utilized for this, evaluation are 
the South Florida Water Management Model (SFWMM) and the Natural System Model (NSgp^ Both models 
simulate the regional hydrologic response to climatic factors (rainfall, evapotrans^ration,^^- The SFWMM 
has the capability to simulate regional hydrology as influenced by the water management facilities (canals, 
pump stations, etc.) under various operational strategies, where^tj^J^SM* provides estimates of regional 
hydrology that may have existed prior to the construction and operation of the water management facilities4 
The SFWMM has been thoroughly calibrated and verified with available data, v^hile tfie NSM is still an 
evolving tool. Version 2.9 of the SFWMM and version 4.4 of the NSM were u tilized^ estimate the extent 
of hydroperiod improvements that could be expected as a result of the Everglades Construction Project (ECP) 
implementation, including the hydropattem restoration projects. Additional characteristics^the SFWMM 
are summarized in Figure 2-2. v

/ ' * '  ^ S -
As a reference, flows associated with the ECP were simulated using the climatic input for the 10-yr base 
period of 1979-1988. For comparison to planning altemativespthe simulations included anticipated year 2010 
influences, such as urban and environmental water supply demands. The insulting flows are presented in 
Figure 2-3. Simulated stage duration curves and stage hydrpgraphs were prepaied from the ECP and NO ECP 
simulations and are presented in subsequent sec|fOfis of thi|'document Locations are referenced spatially by 
a row number and column number corresponding to th^grid sho^m ^Efgure 2-4. For consistency among 
planning comparisons, the 26-year period jpflecord for climatic variables was simulated and are shown in the 
stage duration and stage hydrograph ci

To compare the hydroperiod characteristics of the.Current E1
displace. Thwith and without the ECP feai 

year that the area is inund 
Management Area were su 
by the
or wrong directipn^
where
methodology.wa 
19). The originally pro

with alternatives, the SFWMM was run 
roperiods (defined as the number of days in the 

e Everglades Water Conservation Areas and Rotenberger Wildlife 
tome estimated hydroperiods in the same areas as simulated 

areas where hydropattem restoration is moving in the right 
m the NSM targets. The methodology gives credit to areas 
(+ / - 30 days) the estimated NSM hydroperiod target. This 

on the first of the two public workshops on this subject (July 
ogy gave credit for hydroperiod improvement only for those areas that 

showed a hydroperiod that matched the NSM targets within 30 days. During the July 19 workshop, participants 
strongly supported revisingji^inethodology to account for those areas which showed an improvement or 
worsening in hydroperiod, rather than just matches to the NSM target. The revised methodology recognizes 
fa ir  categories of hydroperiod results:

I, No change - theisrsean annual hydroperiod for the ECP simulations does not change (+/-) 30 days as 
compared tolheN o ECP simulation. For example, if the simulated No ECP hydroperiod for an area is 120 
days, and the ECP simulation predicts a hydroperiod of 135 days, the methodology considers this area as no 
change in hydropenod.

2. Improvement - the mean annual hydroperiod from the ECP simulations moves in the right direction 
towards a more rainfall driven, natural system hydropattem (currently defined by the NSM). For example, 
if the simulated No ECP hydroperiod for an area is 120 days, the NSM suggests a target hydroperiod of 210
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Simulated Performance of the Everglades Construction Project (ECP) 
using the South Florida Water Management Model (SFWMM) {8/5/96 CN}

Simulated Performance of the 
Everglades Construction 
Project (ECP) using the 

South Florida Water Management 
Model (SFWMM)

•  Purpose: to estimate the likely changes 
in WCA hydropattems resulting from 
the latest STA designs & the current 
operational intent of the ECP

8/5/96 CN

Brief Overview of the SFWMM
• Regional-scale, continuous sim ulation, 

hydrologic model
• Lake Okeechobee to Florida Bay

• includes basins tributary to Lake Okeechobee
• 2mi x 2mi grid cells (7000 sq.miles)
• 1965-90 simulation period (daily stress period)
• 1979-90 calibration/validation period

• Simulates all key hydrologic processes
• rainfall, ET, infiltration, percolation, overland flow, 

groundwater flow, canal/structure flows
• Simulates current or proposed structures

• reservoirs, STAs, pumps, spillways, etc

•  Simulates current or proposed system  
operational rules

SFWMM Key Assumptions

•  Current Plan (aka 2010 Base)
•  2010 projected land use & associated demands
• Kissimmee River Restoration
• Current (Run25) Lake Okee. Regulation Schedule
• N ew  WCA-1 Regulation Schedule
• USACOE Modified Water Deliveries GDM
• USACOE C-l 11 GRR
• ECP (BMP's, BMP Replacement Water, STAs)

•  No-Action (aka NOECP)
•  2010 Base without STAs

Primary reasons for differences 
between SFWMM simulated flows 
and flows used for ECP design
• Lake Okeechobee regulatory (flood control) 

discharges {136kaf/yr less ~50%}
• BMP replacement water deliveries 

{193kaf/yr more}
• Southern L-8 runoff {74kaf/yr more}
• EAA backpumping & backflow to L.Okee
• et al

• Net Effect =  ~110kaf/yr more to WCAs 
(WCA1:+180; WCA2: +50; n.e.WCA3A: -120)



FIGURE 2.3



SFWMM Grid Superimposed Over Study Area
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days, and the ECP simulations predict a hydroperiod of 175 days, the methodology considers this area as an 
improvement in hydroperiod (see Figure 2-5).

3. Worsening - the mean annual hydroperiod from the ECP simulations moves in the wrong^iirection away 
from a more rainfall driven, natural system hydropattem (currently defined by the NSM). Forexample, if the 
simulated No ECP hydroperiod for an area is 180 days, the NSM suggests a target hydrogen od of 210 days, 
and the ECP simulations predict a hydroperiod of 150 days, the| methodology ccmsiders this area as a 
worsening in hydroperiod.

4. Overshoots NSM - the mean annual hydroperiod from the,ECP simulatic&s mo\^s'in the right direction
towards the more rainfall driven, natural system hydropattem (Currently defined by the NSM)t but exceeds the 
target. For example, if the simulated No ECP hydroperiod for^an area is 180 days, the NSM suggests a target 
hydroperiod of 210 days, and the ECP simulations predict a,3iydit>period of 220 days, me'Tnethodology 
considers this area as an overshoot of the hydroperiod. If the overshoot is less than or equal to 30 days, the 
methodology still considers this an improvement. If the over^® t^g ieaferthan  30 days, the methodology 
considers this an adverse impact. ▼

These four categories are presented graphically in Figure 2-5. The individual results of this methodology are 
presented and discussed in the specific sections ofJtiis document relating to e a $  hydropattem project. Figure 
2-6 summarizes the regional results of this
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Relative to NOECP Simulation
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Section 3. WCA 2A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION

3.1. Introduction

The Current Plan calls for the initial discharge of water at 50 ppb total phosphorus (until the time that no 
imbalance levels are set) from STA 2 to be spread along approximately 7.5 m ilelof the northwest boundary 
of WCA 2A (see Figure 3-1). For this alternative, the local impact^zone is inoit^diately downstream of the 
spreader canal. The estimated range of extent of impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between 
cattail expansion and phosphorus loading observed in WCA 2A and presented below. The regional area under 
consideration is the Everglades Protection Area (EPA) downstream and outside of the impact zone which 
receives hydropattem benefits and no adverse water quality. | i |

The No Action plan would continue the discharge of untreated water through S-6 into the Loxahatchee 
National Wildlife Refuge (see Figure 3-2). For this altematjve^the local impact zone is immediately 
downstream of the S-6 and S-10 structures, which is the presenyceiving watfcr. Adverse impacts have been 
observed at the existing discharge locations over a period ofthirty years. The No Action alternative would 
exacerbate the present situation by continuing to discharge untreated water^and could result in an incremental 
increase in the area of impact, located immediately downstream of the already degraded area. The extent of 
adverse impact is calculated to be proportional to th^trtHefttl^&SVer time (sefe Section 2.3). The regional 
area under consideration is the Everglades Protection Aj^^Jownstreamsof the local impact zone and the 
Rotenberger area. This area includes the northern WCAt which are presently over drained, and will remain 
over drained under the No Action alternative-

Bypass Option No. 1: STA 2 would bfc routed ugilpong the L-6 borrow canal to the vicinity of 
existing pump station S-6, where R e treated water woujy^flow into WCA 1 (see Figure 3-3). For this 
alternative, the local impact of the S-6 and S-10 structures, which is the 
present receiving water. Adverse impacts have been observed at the existing discharge locations. Relative 
to the current plan, the Bypass^ptioti would exacerbate the present situation by continuing to discharge water 
above the “no-imbaiance” level, and coufcLresult in an incremental increase in the area of impact, located 
immediately downstream of the already degraded area. The extent of adverse impact is calculated to be 
proportional to the nutrient load over i ^ | s e e  Section 2.3). The regional area under consideration is the 
Everglades Protection Area downstream dfthe local impact zone and the Rotenberger area. This area includes 
northem WCA 3A whiclris piBseiMy^over drained, and will remain over drained under the Bypass alternative.

Bypass Option No. 2: STA 2'tfischarge would be routed southwest to the vicinity of the S-7 pump station, 
where the water would flow into WCA 2A (Figure 3-4). For this alternative, the local impact zone is 
downstream of S-7 pump station (North New River Canal) and NW WCA 2A. Adverse impacts have been 
observed at the existing discharge locations. The Bypass option would exacerbate the present situation by 
continuing to discharge water above the “no-imbalance” level, and would result in an incremental area of 
impact, locatedjmrnediate 1 y downstream of the already degraded area. The extent of adverse impact is 
caleuktead to%e proportional to the nutrient load over time (see Section 2.3). The regional area under 
consideration is the Everglades Protection Area downstream of the local impact zone and the Rotenberger area. 
This area includes the northern WCAs which are presently over drained, and will remain over drained under 

the Bypass alternative.

The local antecedent conditions for each of these alternatives are summarized in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1. WCA 2A Local Antecedent Conditions

Evaluation Criteria Current
Plan

vi , £ 'V >
No Action Bypass Option 1 & Option 2 

Bypass to S-6 Bypass to S-7

1. Soil Phosphorus Level 
(high, medium, low) Medium High High f  High

2. Vegetation
Communities (types)

Dense
Sawgrass

Dense Sawgrass, 
Cattail Cattail Cattail

3. Peat/Marl Accretion 
(positive, subsidence) Subsidence Positive#

m
Positive . "
A**

Ilk.
; Positive /

3.2 Anticipated Benefits and Impacts:

Stage duration curves and stage hydrographs within the northenf 
3-6. The locations of these results are shown in Figure 2-4«|l% tn<
Figure 3-5, three stage duration curves are shown. The dashed curve rl 
the water depth on the left axis is equaled or exceeded intheNSM simulatidr 
the percentage of time that the water depth on the left axis is equaled or exce 
dashed line curve with small squares represents tfe^percentagejof ilime that 
equaled or exceeded in the No ECP simulation*^ ̂ The sameiine'
Figure 3-6.

The ECP Current Plan simulations ri 
WCA 2A when compared to the No,

The ECP provides a direct 
S-6 to STA 2 for treatmen 
about 23,000 actes ofimprov 
(to WCA 1) options assoqated wr 
These results arSisliovsil

presented in Figures 3-5 and 
the northern WCA 2A. In 

of time that 
The solid line curve represents 
le^in the ECP simulation. The 

jf  water depth on the left axis is 
i>lies to the stage hydrographs in

0 acres of improved hydroperiod within 
od comparisons are presented Figure 3-7.

m benefiftoWCA I ̂ through the diversion of current discharges from 
releaseJo^WCA 2A. This benefit was estimated to account for 

to the No ECP simulations. The No Action and Bypass 
Upattem project are both represented in the NO ECP simulation.

The total acreage of nydmpenOd benefits for the ECP Current Plan for WCA 2A was estimated to be 
approximately 31,000 acres In both WCA 1 and WCA 2A.

An i m a t e  of the extent of adverse impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between phosphorus 
loading and observed cattail expansion derived in Section 2.3, and is summarized in Table 3-2 for each of the 
alternatives evaluated. J p r  the No Action and Bypass options, the acreage estimated is in addition to any 

>,areas impacted by elevated nutrient conditions.
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Table 3-2. WCA 2A Hydropattern Restoration Project - Estimates of Potential Cattail Impacts (acres)
Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-6 Bypass to S-7

With 50 jpb discharge from SI ’As
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 12.7 27.2 12.7

is-. ..Jfllr
► 12.7

(2-yr delay}# (2-yr delay)
Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate Low Rate | High Rate Low Rate High Rate

Estimate of cattail acreage
Zero time lag 643 1758 1377 ,«-*> 3764 M 77 2259 w 827 #  2259
1-yr time lag 563 1538 1205 ....  3294 ... 2040 746 2040
3-yr time lag 402 1099 861 2353 586 1600 586 1600
5-yr time lag 241 659 517 1412 425 116? 425 1161
7-yr time lag 80 220 172 ^ 4 7 1 172 471 172 471
17-yr time lag 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0

With 30 jpb discharge from SI"As
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 7.6 1111k

fgiiigk 7.6

Low Rate High Ratel Sow  Rate High Rate Lovpftate High Rate Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage A i f l |

Zero time lag 386 JPD55 J I 26 2259 496 1356 496 1356
1-yr time lag 338 4SSP 923 J F  723 Jp976 448 1224 448 1224
3-yr time lag 241 659 517 . J f  1412 351 960 351 960
5-yr time lag 145 3 9 l 310 847 255 696 255 696
7-yr time la | ▲  t e 132 282 103 282 103 282

17-yr 4 - Q 0 r  0 0 0 0 0 0

options.would occur downst
^mentation of active management practices. Impacts from the No Action and Bypass 

of their.discharge points. Impacts are cumulative impacts through the year 2006.

isidtt€alculations are presented in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-9. For the 50 
le Low Kate relationship between phosphorus loading and cattail expansion, 

estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Current Plan range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time 
lag) tgj>43 acres for the Case (instantaneous or zero time lag). For the same scenario, estimates of 
potential cattail expansion fpfcthe No Action alternative range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time lag) 
toj[377 acres for the WorstCase (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an increase of 743 acres 
(114%) over the CurrentjSan. For the Bypass options, the delay in operation of STA 2 due to the additional 
time for design and construction of the bypass results in an additional 2 years of untreated discharge to the 
Everglades Protection Area, equating to an estimated additional phosphorus load of 54 metric tons of 
pTKJSphonis, The estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Bypass options reflect this additional load 
(corfipaise&tmlie Current Plan) and range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time lag) to 827 acres for the 
Worst Case (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an increase of 184 acres (29%) over the 
Current Plan. In light of the antecedent conditions downstream of the hydropattem project, and the importance 
of the time lag before impacts occur, District staff best professional judgement suggests that the Best Case is 
the more likely scenario.
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R43 C27 
Downstream of STA-2
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Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R43 C27 
Downstream of STA-2
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Hydroperiod Improvement Relative to No Action (NOECP) 
for WCA-2A (104960 acres) over the 26 yr. simulation

>90d worse 7-30d worse 7-30d improvement >90 improvement overshoots NSM >30d
30-90d worse no change(+/- 7d) 30-90 improvement overshoots NSM <«30d

Note: NSM=Natural System Model; BASE-Baseline for measuring improvement (e.g. 2010-Base); ALT-Alternative to compare with BASE

’Improvement’ means the mean annual hydroperiod resulting from the alternative is 'moving in the right direction’. For example 
if the hydroperiod for ALT is longer than that of the BASE, and is getting closer to that of the NSM, the hydroperiod 
of ALT is said to improve.

’Worse’ means that the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving in the wrong direction’. For example, if the hydroperiod for 
ALT is shorter than that of the BASE, and is getting farther from the NSM , then the hydroperiod is said to get worse.

’Overshoots’ means the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is 'moving toward the N SM ’, but goes past the NSM hydroperiod.
For e.g., if the respective hydroperiods of the B ASE-270, the NSM*»310, and the ALT»350, then the ALT hydroperiod is 
said to overshoot the NSM hydroperiod.
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Hydroperiod Improvement Relative to No Action (NOECP) 
for WCA-1 (145920 acres) over the 26 yr. simulation
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Note: N SM -N atural System Model; BASE-Baseline for measuring improvement (e.g. 2010-Ba6e); ALT-Alternative to compare with BASE

’Improvement’ means the mean annual hydroperiod resulting from the alternative is 'moving in the right direction’. For example
if the hydroperiod for ALT is longer than that of the BASE, and is getting closer to that of the NSM, the hydroperiod
of ALT is said to improve. t

'Worse' means that the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is 'moving in the wrong direction’. For example, if the hydroperiod for 
ALT is shorter than that of the BASE, and is getting farther from the NSM, then the hydroperiod is said to get worse.

’Overshoots’ means the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving toward the NSM ’, but goes past the NSM hydroperiod.
For e.g., if the respective hydroperiods of the B A S E -270 , the N S M -310 , and the A L T -350 , then the ALT hydroperiod is 
said to overshoot the NSM hydroperiod.
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

Fig. 3-9 Influence of Time Lag on Estimate of Potential Cattail Impact in WCA 2A

W CA 2A
C urren t R an: Estim ated Cattail A c re a g e

(0
0)
V-
O
<

3 5
Time Lag (years)

17

T im e  L a g  is th e  tim e  until th e  e c o s y s te m  b e g in s  to re s p o n d  to a  lo a d in g  ra te , 
h igh  ra te  =  h ig h e s t ra te  o f c a tta il e x p a n s io n ; low  ra te  =  lo w e s t  ra te  o f e x p a n s io n

iilS liil

The results of ih$ evaluation are presented in liable 3-3 and are described below.
" '  *_______

Using an altemMcnwcfeling mi&odology presented by one of the stakeholders (Walker, pers. comm.), the time 
required to4xceed the most conservative soil P criterion for initiation of cattail expansion (10 cm soil depth 
and 6 UKmg/Kg) was fiv&years.^However, the time required to exceed the soil P criterion which best 
reproduced the initial 20 yearbattail expansion in WCA-2A ( 20 cm depth and 720 mg/kg) ranged from 17 
to ears. These findingsSiiggest that cattails would not expand during the period of 50 ppb discharge. In 
addition, if the extent of cattails is controlled by fragmentation of existing populations (Wu et al., 1996), the 
mte of cattail expansiorf vvould be expected to be slower than that predicted based on soil P concentrations 
alonel

evaluation process which incorporate the estimates of cattail expansion and NSM- 
hydropattem match are summarized in Table 3-3 and are described below.
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

TABLE 3-3. WCA 2A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION EVALUATION MATRIX

Evaluation Criteria Current Plan
> 1; vf. v -i ■: i: &•■[? -if;

No Action Bypass Option 1 and Option 2

Local (Impact Zone) Benefits/Impacts
Short-term Long-term Short-term Long-term Short-term Long-term Short

term
Long

term

1 .Vegetation communities
- 0 - - 0 + - -

2.Animal communities - 0 - - 0 + - -

3 .  Drainage characteristics + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

5. Water quality 0 - - 0 + - +

6. Organic soil preservation + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

Regional (Everglades Protection Area) Benefits/Impacts

1 .Vegetation communities
+ + - - - - - -

2. Animal communities + + - - - - - -

3 .  Drainage characteristics + + 0 0 0 0 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction + + 0 0 0 + 0 0

5. Water quality + + - + - + - +

6. Organic soil preservation + + - - - - - -

Other Considerations
1. Additional cost to implement No Deferred Costs $7-9 Million $35 Million

2. Additional time to implement No No 18-24 months 18-24 months

+ Indicates improvement over current conditions; 0 Indicates no measurable change; - Indicates degradation
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

1. Vegetative Communities

For the Current Plan:
• the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions due to 50

ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem characteristics. See 
the discussion in Section 2.3 for a description of the general impacts associated with elevated nutrient 
loadings. It is anticipated that due to the existing dense sawgrass communities downstream of the 
proposed spreader canal, the potential for cattail expansion will be significantly less than that observed 
downstream of the S-10 structures. J l l r  Jlf

• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail 
management is in retarding the expansion of cattails, and How soon the phosphorusgUs leached^roin the 
soil. It is anticipated that the periphyton community will recover .quicker than the madrophyte,; ̂  
community.

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positive due to jsheetflow benefits and diversion 
of phosphorus load from the existing point source discharg^location. ^

For the No Action option: ^
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphorus enrichment at 

high phosphorus levels.
• additional short-term local negative impact because degradation due to continued high

water conditions downstream of S-6 and the S-10 structuresX.
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts are negati^edue to continued degradation as a result 

of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem.

For the Bypass No. 1 option, A r i
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a balance of negative impacts due to 

continue^jK^t source discharge and higher.water depths and benefits due to lower phosphorus levels.
• the long-term local impacts are + due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level.
• the regional short-term and long-term impacts are negative due to continued degradation in northern 

WCA 2A wit*

impacts are negative due to additional water and phosphorus
For the Bypass No?
• the short-term and long-i 

loads downstream of S-7*. '
• the regional short-term arid long-term impacts are negative due to continued degradation in northern 

ifeC A  2A without hydropattem restoration.

2. Animal Communities - 
For theCurrentPlan:
•\.-'the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions

(popularly  reduced quality of habitat) due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact 
of the improved hydropattem characteristics.

• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail 
management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.
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• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positive due to sheetflow benefits and diversion 
of phosphorus load from the existing point source discharge location.

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphoru^eftrichment at

high phosphorus levels.
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation as a result

of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem. ik .

For the Bypass No. 1 option: ^  x s :
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a balance of Negative impacts due to 

continued point source discharge and benefits due to lower phosphorus levels.
• the long-term local impacts are positive due to discharge^of the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level.
• the regional short-term and long-term impacts are negative due t oC— J J ----

For the Bypass No. 2 option:
• the short-term local impacts are negative due to a d d ^ itia ^ a te r  and phosphorus loads downstream of

• the long-term local impacts are negative due^oatMitional water^and pholphorus loads downstream of

s'7, ■ J r
• the regional short-term and long-term impacts aretnegati ve due ti pontinued degradation in northern 

WCA 2A without hydropattem restO|

3. Hydropattern Characteristics - 
For the Current Plan:
• the short-term and long-

improvement benefits.
ocal and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage

characteristics. x

For the Bypass options:
• the short-term a°d lonj|«j^^®cal and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage 

characteristics.

4. Groundwater Interactions 
^Current Plan, w

;-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage 

characteristics.
For the Bypass options:
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the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage 
characteristics.

.ttensch aracteri sti c s.
>0 how effective cattail 
lirom the soil.

^benefits and diversion

5. Water Quality -
For the Current Plan: jflr• the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecm rical A i 6tions due to 50 

ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydn
• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positiy#dependi^ 

management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leach
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positiVe due to 

of phosphorus load from the existing point source discharge
t ' ' N q - -

For the No Action option, Vv
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due tox?ontmued vegetation community 

degradation due to phosphorus enrichment at high phosphgpts le v e ls ^ : '/ ,
• additional short-term local negative impact because offcontinuecl degradation due to continued high

water conditions downstream of the S-6 and S-10 s tm c ta t^  v v
• short-term regional impacts are negative due tj^^iiti^ll3#ggetative Community degradation as a 

result of high phosphorus levels and inadequ
• long-term regional impacts are positive

there remains an inadequate hydropatte

For the Bypass No. 1 option when the
• the net short-term local impacte JpTnegligi 

discharge and + due to lower ph&phorus
• the long-teim local im pact am # due to d
• the regional short-

. . Tto reduce phosphorus attributable to BMPs, even though
- w

alance of - due to continued point source

no-imbalance” phosphorus level, 
continued degradation of the vegetative

does nOtreceive hydropattem benefits, even though the phosphorus concentrations

due to the reductions in phosphorus concentrations.

For the
• the short-term local impacts are^, due to additional water and phosphorus loads downstream of S-7.
• thejkmg-term local impacts a r e \  due to additional water and phosphorus loads downstream of S-7.
• short-term regional imjpacts are negative due to continued vegetative community degradation as a 

/result of high phosphoric levels and inadequate hydropattem.
•^long-term regional Jmpacts are positive due to reduced phosphorus, even though there remains an 
^inadequate hydrojatfjSem.
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6. Organic Soil Preservation - 
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem 

improvement benefits, particularly sheetflow, greater surface area and water depths.
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negligible due to continuation of the same hydrology.

ve due to continuedFor the No Action option, the short-term and long-term regional impacts
degradation as a result of not restoring regional hydropattem. &

For the Bypass options, the short-term and long-term
degradation as a result of not restoring regional hydropattem.

H l .  JSF
Summary

Although each alternative has some potential for adverse impapf th ^ ^ u a M o n  suggests that the Current 
Plan provides the best balance of regional hydropattem benefits against the potential impacts and 
maximizes the environmental benefits to the Everglades^PfOtection A r e a \  ;
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Section 4. EAST WCA 3A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION

4.1. Introduction

The Current Plan calls for approximately 60% of the discharge from STA 3/4 to Jrar spread along 
approximately 5 miles of the north boundary of WCA 3A, with app rox im ate38% g&rt to S-7, and the 
balance sent to S-8 (see Figure 4-1). For this alternative, the local impact zone is immediately downstream 
of the spreader canal (approx. 60% of average annual flow); plus downstream of S-7 pump station (North New 
River Canal) and NW WCA 2A (approx. 38% of average annual flow); plus downstream ofS -8 pump station 
(Miami Canal gaps) (approx. 2% of average annual flow). T^e estimated range of extent of impacts was 
calculated from the simple relationship between cattail expansion and phosphorus loading observed ins WCA 
2A and presented below. The regional area under consideration is the Everglades Protection Area(EPA) 
downstream and outside of the impact zone which receives hydropattem benefits and no adverSe'#ater quality.

The No Action plan would continue the discharge of untreated Waterthixmgh S-7 into WCA 2A and S-8 into 
WCA 3A (see Figure 4-2). For this alternative, the local impact zone is immediately downstream of the 
S-7 pump station (North New River Canal) and NW WCfi. 2A (current average annuaMlow); plus downstream 
of S-8 pump station (Miami Canal gaps) (current average annual flow)into WCA 3A. Adverse impacts have 
been observed at the existing discharge locations/The No Action alternative would exacerbate the present 
situation by continuing to discharge untreated wprteC and wotldresult in an incremental area of impact, located 
immediately downstream of the already degraded area||The extent of adverse impact is calculated to be 
proportional to the nutrient load over tirae^See Sectigpr2.3). The regional area under consideration is the 
Everglades Protection Area down stream®£  local impact zone aid the Rotenberger area. This area includes 
the northern WCAs which are preseritly^over drained, and wifl>remain over drained under the No Action 
alternative.

Bypass Option: STA 3/^ 3ik;harge would be touted to the existing S-7 and S-8 pump stations, where the 
treated water would flow in^W CA  2A and WCA 'TA, respectively (see Figure 4-3). For this alternative, the 
local impact .zone is im m edi^l^  dov^sfream of the S-7 pump station (North New River Canal) and NW 
WCA 2A (current average annual flow); plus downstream of S-8 pump station (Miami Canal gaps) (current 
average annual flow)intO WCA 3 A. Atfeejse^impacts have been observed at the existing discharge locations. 
The By pas s.option would exacerbate thfepresent situation by continuing to discharge water above the “no- 
imbalancgjpevel, albeit atdecreased concentrations relative to the no action alternative, and would result in 
an incremental area of impapt* located immediately downstream of the already degraded area. The extent of 
adverseimpact is calculated to be proportional to the nutrient load over time (see Section 2.3). The regional 
area under consideration^ the Everglades Protection Area downstream of the local impact zone and the 
Rotenberger area. This area includes the northern WCAs which are presently over drained, and will remain 
►yer drained under the bypass alternative. The local antecedent conditions for each of these alternatives is 

mmarized in Table 4-1.V■ : ■■■■
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Table 4-1. East WCA 3A Local Antecedent Conditions

FirnlnotiAnevaluation criteria  ̂ Plan No Action

:

Bypass to 
S-7 and S-8

1. Soil Phosphorus Level 
(high, medium, low) High High / I , .  , 

_________
fVr  High

2.Vegetation Communities (types) Shrubs, Sawgrass ^  Cattail ^
3. Peat/Marl Accretion 
(positive, subsidence)

Subsidence
l i r '  \  

Positive Positive-

4.2 Anticipated Benefits and Impacts:
III

are presented in Figures 4-4 
in the northeastern WCA

Stage duration curves and stage hydrographs within the northea* 
through 4-7. The locations of these results are shown in Figure 2-4 as 
3A. In Figures 4-4 through 4-7, three stage curves are shp^va. The dashed curve represents the percentage 
of time that the water depth on the left axis is equaled^exceeded in the NSM simulation. The solid line 
curve represents the percentage of time that the w a ^ d e $ ^ P |:jtfeie^axis is equaled or exceeded in the ECP 
simulation. The dashed line curve with small squares represents the percentage of time that the water depth 
on the left axis is equaled or exceeded in the ,Ho ECP sigplatiou. ;  ̂

It is appropriate to concurrently examine flie hydropattem e ffec t of both the eastern and western WCA 3 A 
projects on the entire northern WCA ^ ^ y stem  because of the associated structural and operational strategies. 
In general, the area east of the Miami Canal receives significant areal benefits (approximately 59,000 acres) 
because of theJECP projects discftbute discharged from STA 3/4 that currently go into WCA 2A from S-7, and

_ • * *, f acreage (approximately 38,400 acres) overshoots 
maybedischarged in this area. However, at the same time, a 

worsening ot me nyaropenod ror approximately 49,000 acres was suggested by the methodology, indicating 
additional water would be beneficial The net effect is approximately 10,000 acres of benefits attributable to 
the ECP projects^Theseiektfts are shownJ^Vigures 2-6 and 4-8.

to central WCA 3 A from SjS^K -liS , the maj

The methodology suggests that the current discharge configuration and operational assumptions for STA 3/4 
need to Jbe reviewed and possibly revised to improve hydroperiod in WCA 3A, particularly west of the Miami 
Canaif The Lower East Coasst pjapriing process has already initiated evaluation of alternative STA discharge 
configuration to address this situation. The design process for STA 3/4 contemplated that changes would 
oOTrprior to the beginning of the detail design. The current schedule for design of STA 3/4 has the flexibility

to identify the optimal discharge configuration and operational
strategies before commencing detail design in 1999-2000.

of the extent of adverse impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between 
and observed cattail expansion derived in Section 2.3, and is summarized in Table 4-2 for 

each of the alternatives evaluated. For the No Action and Bypass options, the acreage estimated is in addition 
to any existing areas impacted by elevated nutrient conditions.
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C24 
Downstream of STA-3&4

Percent Time Equaled or Exceeded
Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to 
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C24 
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C22 
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C22 
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Hydroperiod Improvement Relative to No Action (NOECP) 
for WCA-3A North (204800 acres) over the 26 yr. simulation
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00
>90d worse 7-30d  worse 7-30d improvement >90 improvement overshoots NSM >30d

30-90d worse no change(+/- 7d) 30 -90 improvement overshoots NSM < -30 d

Note: NSM=Natural System Model; BASE=Baseline for measuring improvement (e.g. 2010-Base); ALT=Altemative to compare with BASE

’Improvement' means the mean annual hydroperiod resulting from the alternative is 'moving in the right direction’. For example 
if the hydroperiod for ALT is longer than that of the BASE, and is getting closer to that of the NSM, the hydroperiod 
of ALT is said to improve.

’W orse’ means that the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving in the wrong direction’. For example, if the hydroperiod for 
ALT is shorter than that of the BASE, and is getting farther from the NSM, then the hydroperiod is said to get worse.

’Overshoots’ means the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving toward the N S M ’, but goes past the NSM hydroperiod.
For e.g., if the respective hydroperiods of the BASE=270, the NSM =310, and the ALT=350, then the ALT hydroperiod is 
said to overshoot the NSM hydroperiod.
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

Table 4-2. East WCA 3A Hydropattern Restoration Project - Estimates of Impacts (acres)
Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-7, S-8

With 50 ppb discharge from STAs
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year)

43.4 110.3 43.4

Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate! Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage * 4 k

Zero time lag 893 2440 2269 6202 893 2440
1-yr time lag 618 1689 11571 4293 618 1689
3-yr time lag 69 188 175 Jmii 69 188
5-yr time lag 0 0 0 0 b 0
7-yr time lag 0 0 0 0 0
17-yr time lag 0 0 ... 0 i i s,  o 0 0

W
With 30 ppb discharge from STAs

Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 26.0 ^ ■ 36 14.8

Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage V " A ' : '

Zero time lag 53.ji ljflf 1361 3721 536 1464
1-yr time lag 371 J # 4 m 2576 371 1014
3-yr time lag /  41 JR 113 j i b s 286 41 113
5-yr time lag & jmiP o o o 0 0 0
7-yrjaine,lag M i J l  0 0 0 0 0 0
17-yr tim e-lag 0 s H,, ■■ - 0 0 0 0 0

Note: Actual impacts may be% w erw ith implementation of active management practices. Impacts from the No 
ass options would occur downstream of their discharge points. Impacts are cumulative 

year 2ClO$,

Result&of the potential cattail ^cpaiision calculations are presented in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-9. For the 50 
ppb discharge scenario and usingthe Low Rate relationship between phosphorus loading and cattail expansion, 
estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Current Plan range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time

to 893 acres for Case (instantaneous or zero time lag). For the same scenario, estimates of 
potential cattail expansion for the No Action alternative range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time lag) 
to 2269 acres for the Worst Case (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an increase of 1376 acres 
(154%),over the Current Plan. The estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Bypass options range from
0 atrestforthe Best Case (17-yr time lag) to 893 acres for the Worst Case (zero time lag. In light of the 
antecedent conditions downstream of the hydropattem project, and the importance of the time lag before 
impacts occur, District staff best professional judgement suggests that the Best Case is the more likely scenario.
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

Fig. 4-9 Influence of Time Lag on Estimate of Potential Cattail Impact in East WCA 3A

East W CA 3A
Current Ran: Estimated Cattail A cerag e

— 30 p p b - high rate

♦ 50 p p b - high rate

u 30 p p b - low rate

• * 50 PPb- low rate

3 5
Time Lag (years)

T im e Lag is the tim e until the ecosystem  begins to respond to a loading rate, 
high rate = highest rate of cattail expansion; low rate = low est rate of expansion

Using an altematemodeling methodology presented by one of the stakeholders (Walker, pers. comm.), the time 
required to exceed the most conservative jjgjff P criterion for initiation of cattail expansion (10 cm soil depth 
and 610 mg/Kg) or tHe P  criterion which best reproduced the initial 20-year cattail expansion in WCA-2A
( 20 cm depth and 720Xra|^g)/w ^pid not be reached in WCA 3A by 2007 when Phase II controls are 
implemented. However, it Was suggested at the second stakeholder workshop that additional predictions of 
cattail spread in WCA 3A Jk >um be more appropriately based on the rate of spread of cattails in the Holey 
Land; and not WCA-2A. Comparison of the soil and water conditions of these two areas is underway. If 
proved more appropriatejthese simulations will be run for later evaluations of hydropattem restoration. As 
yw!h^WCA-2A, if the extent of cattails is controlled by fragmentation of existing populations (Wu et al., 1996), 
the rate of cattail expansion would be expected to be slower than that predicted based on soil P concentrations 
al

Results of the entire evaluation process which incorporate the estimates of cattail expansion and NSM- 
hydropattem match are summarized in Table 4-3 and are described below.
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

TABLE 4-3. EAST WCA-3A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION EVALUATION MATRIX

Evaluation Criteria Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-7 and S-8

A.
Local (Impact Zone) Benefits/Impa&s /  ^  ' :c

Short-term Long-term Short-term ' Long-term Short-term Long-term

1 .Vegetation communities
- 0

' A , 4 '

* +

2.Animal communities _ 0 +

3. Drainage characteristics + + 0
-

0 0

4. Groundwater interaction + +
w
Cf " A  0 '%L ° 0

5. Water quality _ 0 A - p P
+

6. Organic soil preservation + + 0
|

0 0

Regional (Everglades Protectioi^Area) Benefits/Impacts

1. Vegetation communities
+ 4 *' + A

S i
- -

2. Animal communities + $ - -f-4 - ||t _ _ _

A
3. Drainage characteristics jtk ^ S k 0 0 0 0

/  ;
4. Groundwater interaction ■. + 0 0 0 0

5. Water quality - + + + _ +

6. Organic soil preservation ftfe* + $»** + _ _ _

"  ̂ Other Considerations

1. Additional cost to implement ' n o Deferred Costs TBD

2. Additional time to implement No No TBD

-Jmlicates improvement.over current conditions; 0 Indicates no measurable change; - Indicates degradation
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Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project

1. Vegetative Communities -

For the Current Plan:
• the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions due to 50

ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem characteristics. See 
the discussion in Section 2.3 for a description of the general impacts associated with elevated nutrient 
loadings. It is anticipated that due to the existing dense sawgrasscommunities downstream of the 
proposed spreader canal, the extent of cattail growth will be significantly^essthan that observed 
downstream of the S-10 structures. /%"' . .

• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on iNbw effective cattailJft|| ••SSSvSS. ..•»::!*« ■
management is in retarding the expansion of cattails, and npy/ soon 
soil. It is anticipated that the periphyton community will recover quicker than the ma 
community.

• V

to sheetflow benefits and diversionthe short-term and long-term regional impacts are positn 
of phosphorus load from the existing point source dischargeioc? „„„ ;,

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphorus enrichment at

high phosphorus levels. £  '
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts arc hegative due 

of high phosphorus levels and inadequateliydropattem.
Intinued degradation as a result

For the Bypass option,
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflectingjp)alance of negative impacts due to 

continued point source discharge and highert4vater depthCahd benefits due to lower phosphorus levels.
• the long-term local impacts are + due to discharge o f  the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level.
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation in northern 

WCA 3 ^ y ith o m  hydropattem restoration.

2. Animal Communities r 
For the CurrentPian:...
• the short-term local Impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions 

(particularly reducedl^iality of habitat) due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact 
of the improved hydropattem characteristics.

• the long-term local impacts imay well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail
I management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.

•; the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positive due to sheetflow benefits and diversion
|  tof phosphorus load from the existing point source discharge location.
jf ' ' v ' - t s*r ' ^
I^ |K |J |o A i^ o n  option:
• Ihe short*term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphorus enrichment at 

high phosphorus levels.
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation as a result 

of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem.
For the Bypass option:
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the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a balance of negative impacts due to 
continued point source discharge and benefits due to lower phosphorus levels, 
the long-term local impacts are positive due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level, 
the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation.

3. Hydropattem Characteristics -
For the Current Plan: ^
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem 

improvement benefits.

For the No Action option: * * • * ................
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change mdrainage 

characteristics.
j  k

For the Bypass option:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage 

characteristics.

4. Groundwater Interactions -
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term local andjregional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem 

improvement benefits.

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-tei*m l i i l I and re0om lim p$(iis  are negligible due to no change in drainage 

characteristics.
:-.v

For the Bypass option:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage

characteristics, V

5. Water Qualitf - '6 
For the Current Plan:
• the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions due to 50 

pf§> of phosphorus that put Weigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem characteristics.
• jiiW long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail
I management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.

• : the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positive due to sheetflow benefits and diversion 
M^c^picsphoru&'l^d from the existing point source discharge location.
v.
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For the No Action option,
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued vegetation community 

degradation due to phosphorus enrichment at high phosphorus levels.
• the short-term regional impacts are negative due to continued vegetative community degradation as a

result of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem. ^
• the long-term regional impacts are positive due to reduced phosphorus, eviiithoug sre remains an

inadequate hydropattem. &

For the Bypass option, /" ' '
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflectingj|}balance of^rase to^ntinued  point source 

discharge and + due to lower phosphorus levels.
• the long-term local impacts are + due to discharge of theT“no-imbalance” phosphorus level.'
• the short-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation of the vegetative

community which does not receive hydropattem benefits, even though the phosphorus concentrations 
are reduced. J 0  ' X

• the long-term regional impacts are positive due to the reductions^ phosphorus concentrations.

6. Organic Soil Preservation - 
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem 

improvement benefits, particularly sheetflow, greater surface area and^water depths.

For the No Action option, *^ 5?
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negligib

the short-term and long-,
of not restoring region

to continuation of the same hydrology, 

ative due to continued degradation as a result

For the Bypass option,
N 1 ' itsi fjpfeirh.1 the short-term and long-term Toe#/ and regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation

as a result of n<  ̂rcstormgregionarhydropattem.

Summary

Although each alternative has some potential for adverse impact, the evaluation suggests that the Current 
Plan provides the best balance of regional hydropattem benefits against the potential impacts and 
maximizes the environmental benefits to the Everglades Protection Area.
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Section 5. WEST WCA-3A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION

5.1. Introduction

The Current Plan calls for the discharge from STA 6 to be spread along approximately^ miles of the 
northwest boundary of WCA 3A (see Figure 5-1). For this alternative, the localjisipact j^ne is immediately 
downstream of the spreader canal along the L-4 levee. The estimated range of extent of impacts was 
calculated from the simple relationship between cattail expansion a id J^ o sp h ^f |§ U !in g  observed in WCA 
2A and presented below. The regional area under consideration is the Everglades Protection Area (EPA)
downstream and outside of the impact zone which receives hydropattem benefit^ andtio adverse water quality.

illI J F  
The No Action plan would continue the discharge of untre^ed:lwaterthrough S-8 into t̂fae WCA 3A (see 
Figure 5-2). For this alternative, the local impact zone is downste?^,pC^G-155 into north west "comer of WCA 
3A and the S-8 pump station where the Miami Canal overflows into the marsh (existing locations). Adverse 
impacts have been observed at the existing discharge locationj^Fh^Nd Action option would exacerbate the 
present situation by continuing to discharge untreated water, alid would result in an incremental area of impact, 
located immediately downstream of the already degraded area/>The extern  ̂of adverse impact is calculated to 
be proportional to the nutrient load over time (see Section ̂ 3}.>Tnex regional area under consideration is the
Everglades Protection Area downstream of the local impact zone and the RotenWger area. This area includes 
the northern WCAs which are presently overjftained, and will remairshover drained under the No Action 
alternative.

J!
The Bypass Option would route treated water to S-8 for discharge into WCA 3A (see Figure 5-3). For this 
alternative, the local impact zone istllownstrearpi of G-155 iipjPhorthwest comer of WCA 3A and the S-8 
pump station where the Miami Canal overflows intothe marshfexisting locations). Adverse impacts have been 
observed at the existing d isc^a^^^ations. ^ e  Bypi^SjOption would exacerbate the present situation by 
continuinjg^discharge water above the “no-imbalanee** level, and would result in an incremental area of 
impact, located imiti^diateiy idownstreani of the already degraded area. The extent of adverse impact is 
— l oad over time (see Section 2.3). The regional area undercalculatec
consideration isthe Everglades Protection Areajdownstream of the local impact zone and the Rotenberger area. 
This area include^the no i& r^  WCAs whidi are presently over drained, and will remain over drained under 
the Bypass alternative^ v

The logfi antecedent conditions foe each of these alternatives is summarized in Table 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. West WCA-3A Hydropattem Restoration - Current Plan
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Table 5-1. West WCA 3A Local Antecedent Conditions
Evaluation Criteria Current Plan

... • ,

No Action Bypass to S-8

1. Soil Phosphorus Level 
(high, medium, low)

High High / High

2.Vegetation Communities 
(types)

Shrubs, Sawgrass Shrubs^Sawgrass Cattail

3. Peat/Marl Accretion Subsidence J§ #  SubsideB C ^iik, Positive
(positive, subsidence)

5.2. Anticipated Benefits and Impacts: I s
.

v :  .

Stage duration curves and stage hydrographs within the northwek^pi WCA 3 A are presented in Figures 5-4 
and 5-5. The locations of these results are shown in Figure 2-4 as a triangle within the northwestern WCA 3 A. 
In Figure 5-4, three stage duration curves are shown. The dashed curve represents the percentage of time that 
the water depth on the left axis is equaled or exceeded in.the NSM simulati^; The solid line curve represents 
the percentage of time that the water depth on the left axis is equated or exceeded in the ECP simulation. The 
dashed line curve with small squares represents th^percentage that the water depth on the left axis is
equaled or exceeded in the No ECP simulation 
Figure 5-5.

ies to the stage hydrographs in

It is appropriate to concurrently examine the hydropattem effects of both the eastern and western WCA 3A 
projects on the entire northern WCA 3A system because of the<;associated structural and operational strategies. 
In general, the area east of the Miartti Canal receives significant areal benefits (approximately 59,000 acres) 
because of the ECP projects di^jbulBidischarges from STA 3/4 that currently go into WCA 2A from S-7, and 
to central WCA 3A from S4L In fact, the majontypfthis acreage (approximately 38,400 acres) overshoots 
the NSM target, indicating t^cynuch water may be discharged in this area. However, at the same time, a 
worsening of the hydroperiod for approximately 49,000 acres was suggested by the methodology, indicating
additional water 
the ECP project

n e fic ia l^ l^  net effect is approximately 10,000 acres of benefits attributable to
| | i | i f  Figures 2-6 and Figure 5-6.
v

The methodology suggests^tiiat the current discharge configuration and operational assumptions for STA 3/4 
need tolbe reviewed and possibly revised to improve hydroperiod in WCA 3A, particularly west of the Miami 
Canal. The Lower East Coast KCgional Water Supply planning process has already initiated evaluation of 
alternative STA discharge configuration to address this situation. The design process for STA 3/4 has the time 
and flexibility to allow fo^ completion of this planning process to identify the optimal discharge configuration 
and operational strategies before commencing detail design in 1999-2000.
'  ̂ .... ..
^ O B E S m a t 0f the extent of adverse impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between 

and observed cattail expansion derived in Section 2.3, and is summarized in Table 5-2
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C17 
Downstream of STA-5&6
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C17 
Downstream of STA-5&6
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Hydroperiod Improvement Relative to No Action (NOECP) 
for WCA-3A North (204800 acres) over the 26 yr. simulation
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Note: NSMnNatural System Model; BASE-Baseline for measuring improvement (e.g. 2010-Base); ALT-A ltem ative to compare with BASE

’Improvement’ means the mean annual hydroperiod resulting from the alternative is 'moving in the right direction’. For example 
if the hydroperiod for ALT is longer than that of the BASE, and is getting closer to that of the NSM, the hydroperiod 
of ALT is said to improve.

’Worse’ means that the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving in the wrong direction’. For example, if the hydroperiod for 
ALT is shorter than that of the BASE, and is getting farther from the NSM, then the hydroperiod is said to get worse.

’Overshoots’ means the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving toward the N S M ’, but goes past the NSM hydroperiod.
For e.g., if the respective hydroperiods of the BASE-270, the NSM =310, and the ALT=350, then the ALT hydroperiod is 
said to overshoot the NSM hydroperiod.
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for each of the alternatives evaluated. For the No Action and Bypass options, the acreage estimated is in 
addition to any existing areas impacted by elevated nutrient conditions.

Table 5-2. West WCA 3A Hydropattern Restoration Project - Estimates of Impacts (acres)
Current Plan No Action BvpaS!s to S-8

With 50 ppb discharge from STAs
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 1.7 & ̂

k
Sip , 17

Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate! Low Rate IHigh Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage ,W"' J #

Zero time lag 86 235 * 375 024 86 235
1-yr time lag 75 206 . 328 896 75 206
3-yr time lag 54 147 234 640 54 147
5-yr time lag 32 88 J41 32 88
7-yr time lag 11 29 47 128 11 29
17-yr time lag 0 0 0 0 0 0

With 30 ppb discharge from STAs
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 1.0 4.4 

. ■ _
1.0

Low Rate #High RateJ Iflow Rate' HigftRate Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage r

Zero time lag - 52 j f i i 614 52 141
1 -yr time lag 45 J&I124 ^ 1 9 7 538 45 124
3-yr time lag A . p f ' 32 88 141 384 32 88
5-yrftioie-tiag ' . 19 53 84 230 19 53

o 18 28 77 6 18
17 yMmje lag‘*v 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: of active management practices. Impacts from the No 
icur downstream of their discharge points. Impacts are cumulative

Results<of the potential cattall^xpansion calculations are presented in Table 5-2 and Figure 5-7. For the 50 
ppbjdfscharge scenario and using the Low Rate relationship between phosphorus loading and cattail expansion, 
estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Current Plan range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time 
lag) to 86 acres for thejfibrst Case (instantaneous or zero time lag). For the same scenario, estimates of 
potential cattail expansi|3ff for the No Action alternative range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time lag) 
to 375 acres for the Worst Case (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an increase of 289 acres 
(§36%) owrflh^purrent Plan. The estimates of potential cattail expansion for the Bypass options range from
0 le f e l d l h ^ e s t  Case (17-yr time lag) to 86 acres for the Worst Case (zero time lag), which was the same 
as the Current Plan. In light of the antecedent conditions downstream of the hydropattem project, and the 
importance of the time lag before impacts occur, District staff best professional judgement suggests that the 
Best Case is the more likely scenario.
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Fig. 5-7 Influence of Time Lag on Estimate of Potential Cattail Impact in West WCA 3A

W est W CA 3A
Current Ran: Estimated Cattail A c e ra g e
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50  ppb - high rate 

50 ppb - low rate

L£ * l a a
3 5

Time Lag (years)
17

T im e Lag is the tim e until the ecosystem  begins to respond to a loading rate, 
high rate = highest rate of cattail expansion; low rate = low est rate of expansion

I
Using an Alternate modeling methodology presented by one of the stakeholders (Walker, pers. comm.), the time 
requited to exceed the mosfSt^ervative soil P criterion for initiation of cattail expansion (10 cm soil depth 
and 610 mg/Kg) or the soiljPcriterion which best reproduced the initial 20-year cattail expansion in WCA-2A

:m depth and 720jpg/kg) would not be reached in WCA 3A by 2007 when Phase II controls are 
In additiofifif the extent of cattails is controlled by fragmentation of existing populations (Wu 

), the rate;1§f'Cattail expansion would be expected to be slower than that predicted based on soil P

Results or the entire evaluation process which incorporate the estimates of cattail expansion and NSM- 
hydropattem match are summarized in Table 5-3 and are described below.
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TABLE 5-3. WEST WCA 3A HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION EVALUATION MATRIX

Evaluation Criteria Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-8

Local (Impact Zone} Benefits/Impacts

Short
term

Long
term j term term

Short-
%rm

Long
term

1. Vegetation communities
- 0

1? f  .
■ ■ . ■"

2.Animal communities 0 ‘ •* _ _

3. Drainage characteristics + + A () k  o 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction + + 0 * 0 0

5. Water quality _ , . ■ 0 K  - N g i g r -' _ +

6. Organic soil preservation + |̂ll>
jSISk

~ o A
W  
w  o 0 0

Regional (E'vergladesProtection Area) Benefits/Impacts

1 .Vegetation communities 4 +I ^ r
■ - - -

2. Animal communities
w  A

+ I + * _ _ _ .

3. Drainageeharac ter i sties * - + 1 i  ■+ 0 0 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction N Ik + + 0 0 0 0

5. Water qualit^  ̂̂ + _ + _ +
s V '\ ^ iX ^

6. Organic soil preservation
- <•

+ _ .

Other Considerations

1. Additional cost to implement No Deferred Costs $4.3 Million
j fe  J§ ^

2. Additional time to implement No No TBD

❖ Indicates improvemeiJpver current conditions; 0 Indicates no measurable change; - Indicates degradation
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1. Vegetative Communities - 
For the Current Plan:
• the short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions due to 50 ppb 

of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem characteristics. See the 
discussion in Section 2.3 for a description of the general impacts associated with elevated nutrient loadings. 
It is anticipated that due to the existing dense sawgrass communities downstre|$^of thejproposed spreader 
canal, the extent of cattail growth will be significantly less thai^that observed downstream of the S-10

struc,ures- . j j p  V  I k  «• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how^effective cattail 
management is in retarding the expansion of cattails, and ho\lsoon the phosphoruses leached from the soil. 
It is anticipated that the periphyton community will recover quicker than the macrdphyfce co i^an ify .

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are posiijivecdue toisheetflow benefits and diversion of 
phosphorus load from the existing point source discharge location,;^

to continued phosphorus enrichment at high
For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative^ 

phosphorus levels.
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation as a result 

of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydl^afeiti*

For the Bypass option, M  ^1§
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a b a jp & o f negative impacts due to continued 

point source discharge and higher water depths and benefits due to lower phosphorus levels.
ie  to discharge of thejpb-imbalance” phosphorus level.

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are ne^itive due to continued degradation in northern 
WCA 3A Without hydropattem restoration.

For the C urrent Plan:
• the short-term fcorf impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions (particularly 

reduced qualitylaf habitat) due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved 
hydropattem characteristics.

• the lottg-term /oca/ Impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail 
management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are positive due to sheetflow benefits and diversion of 
Jpjtasphorus load from |f*e existing point source discharge location.

For the No Action option:
I the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphorus enrichment at high

short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation as a result 
of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem.
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For the Bypass option:
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a balance of negative impacts due to continued 

point source discharge and benefits due to lower phosphorus levels.
• the long-term local impacts are positive due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” phosphgrus level.
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation.

3. Hydropattern Characteristics - 
For the Current Plan:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem

improvement benefits. ' S f

I B i "For the No Action option: ; - '
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage

characteri sties. ^  ™  B 5 *

For the Bypass option:
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are

characteristics.

4. Groundwater Interactions - 
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term localimvA regional i 

improvement benefits.

l l l l l l l l l l iS ; .

dW'tb no change in drainage

e positive due to the hydropattem

For the No Action option:
• the short-term and long-termjoca/ and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage 

characteristic

For the Bypass option: 
the short-t
characteristics^

-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to no change in drainage

1P1 H|| - i l i f t *5. WatewPUallty - 
For the*Current Plan:
• d i short-term local impacts are negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological functions due to 50 ppb 

jl^phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem characteristics, 
the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or positive, depending on how effective cattail

I management is in jp loving cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.
long-term regional impacts are positive due to sheetflow benefits and diversion of

[>ad from the existing point source discharge location.
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For the No Action option,
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued vegetation community 

degradation due to phosphorus enrichment at high phosphorus levels.
• both short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued vegetative community 

degradation as a result of high phosphorus levels and inadequate hydropattem.

For the Bypass option,
• the net short-term local impacts are negligible, reflecting a balance of - dye to continued point source

discharge and + due to lower phosphorus levels. '
• the long-term local impacts are + due to discharge of the *no-imbalance” phosphorus level.
• theshort-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation of the vegetative community 

which does not receive hydropattem benefits, even though the phosphorus concentrations are reduced.
• the long-term regional impacts are positive due to the reductions in phosphorus concessions.

8 1111
6. Organic Soil Preservation - 
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are positive due to the hydropattem 

improvement benefits, particularly sheetflow, greater surface area and water depths.

lipps

For the No Action option,
• theshort-term and long-term local and regional imjfacts 

a result of not restoring regional hydropattem

For the Bypass option,
• theshort-term and long-term local and regional im

a result ofJo t restoring r^onal<hydropattefn.

M l
'

negative due to continued degradation as

lare negative due to continued degradation as

Although each 
provides the best balar.w^ < 
environmental benefits:tc

J T

impact, the evaluation suggests that the Current Plan 
ittem benefits against the potential impacts and maximizes the 

rotection Area.
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Section 6. ROTENBERGER HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION 

6.1. Introduction

The Current Plan calls for the discharge from STA 5 to be split - approximately 49% wiiy jp discharged to 
the Rotenberger Wildlife Management Area and spread along approximately ̂  mile$-of the northwest 
boundary; the balance of the discharge from STA 5 will be routed around the north end of the Rotenberger area 
and ultimately discharged to the Miami Canal (see Figure 6-1). Forihis.alternative, the local impact zone is 
immediately downstream of the spreader canal within the Rotenberger area. The estimated range of extent 
of impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between cattail expansion and phosphorus loading 
observed in WCA 2A and presented below. The regional area under consideration is the Everglades 
Protection Area (EPA) and Rotenberger area downstream and otitside of the impact zone which receives 
hydropattem benefits and no adverse water quality. v  -

The No Action plan would continue the discharge of untreated i^teNfoough the L-3 canal into the WCA 3A 
(see Figure 6-2). For this alternative, the local impact zone's do1wi^ 55 into northwest comer 
of WCA 3 A (existing location). Adverse impacts have been*«bserved at tti&existrag discharge locations. The 
No Action option would exacerbate the present situation by contimimg to discharge untreated water, and would 
result in an incremental area of impact, located ip|oeW 9lly downstream of Jhe already degraded area. The 
extent of adverse impact is calculated to be proportional to^e^u ttien t load over time (see Section 2.3). The

ction Area andthe Rotenberger area downstreamregional area under consideration is the Everglades Prj 
of the local impact zone. This area inclu4esf$he north
over drained, and will remain over d

The Bypass Option would route tre pel water tqj
(see Figure 6A  For this 
Miami Canal overflows i 
overflo The

Under
the"Rotenberger area which are presently 

temative.

al and on to S-8 for discharge into WCA 3A 
local downstream of the S-8 pump station where the

have been observed at the existing Miami Canal 
kwould exacerbate the present situation by continuing to discharge

water aboveth® '"no-imbalance”level, and would result in an incremental area of impact, located immediately 
downstream of !helaiiea^:xiegraded area. The extent of adverse impact is calculated to be proportional to the 
nutrient load over time (see Section 2 regional area under consideration is the Everglades Protection
Area and th|^Rotenberger arcadotwnstream of the local impact zone. This area includes the northern WCAs 
and the Rotenberger area\which are presently over drained, and will remain over drained under the Bypass 
alternative.

Thillical antecedent conditions for each of these alternatives is summarized in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1. Rotenberger Local Antecedent Conditions

Evaluation Criteria Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-8

1. Soil Phosphorus Level 
(high, medium, low)

High High High
j r

2. Vegetation Communities 
(types)

Sawgrass & Grass Sawgrass & GrassI.-.-.'.."''.
£ is

Cattail

3. Peat/Marl Accretion 
(positive, subsidence)

Subsidence j , Subsidence , Positive

6.2. Anticipated Benefits and Impacts:
I k * .  J r

Stage duration curves and stage hydrographs within the Rotenberger WMA are presented in Figures 6-4 and 
6-5. The locations of these results are shown in Figure 2-4w l .  triangle withirtthe Rotenberger WMA. In 
Figure 6-4, three stage duration curves are shown. The dashed curve represents the percentage of time that 
the water depth on the left axis is equaled or exceeded in "fee NSM jimulatioh^ltie solid line curve represents 
the percentage of time that the water depth on the left axis is equal&d or exceeded ln the ECP simulation. The 
dashed line curve with small squares represents JJb^ercentage^ftfme that the water depth on the left axis is 
equaled or exceeded in the No ECP simulation/ The sameline a^n ition  applies to the stage hydrographs in 
Figure 6-5.

Over the course of 10 months, the District convened multiple public meetings to gather input and address 
concerns regarding the proper timingand volumes Of water frCHBl STA 5 to be discharged to the Rotenberger 
WMA to achieve the desired hydropattem benefits. The Current Plan reflects the results of these efforts, and 
includes a .preliminary opeiattonal schedule for the Rotenberger WMA of 0-1 foot. The results of the 
hydropeqod benefits evaluation reaffirmthat positive cWacteristics of the Current Plan, identifying benefits 
to 100 percent of the area (approximately 28,000 acres) when compared to the No ECP simulation. These 
results are shown in Figures 2-6 and 6-6*

phosphorus loading an 
each of the alternatives e v , —
to any existing areas impacted by elevated nutrient conditions.

of adverse impacts was calculated from the simple relationship between 
expansion derived in Section 2.3, and is summarized in Table 6-2 for 
e No Action and Bypass options, the acreage estimated is in addition

/
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Table 6-2. Rotenberger Hydropattern Restoration Project - Estimates of Impacts (acres)
Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-8

With 50 ppb discharge from STAs
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 2.9 20.3 3.?A>

Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage A % J Ik M

Zero time lag 147 401 1028 W  28 lS 197 540
1-yr time lag 128 351 M99 245* '  S73 $$k. 472
3-yr time lag 92 251 / ‘642 j l § f 123 337
5-yr time lag 55 151 385 JPf054 7? 202
7-yr time lag 18 50 k l2 $ - -s' v̂ \ > 351 25 ^ • ^ 6 7
17-yr time lag 0 0 0 i i k  o 0 0

With 30 ppb discharge from STAs
Average Annual Load 
(metric tons per year) 1.7

20

Low Rate HigWRate Low Rate High Rate Low Rate High Rate
Estimate of cattail acreage ' 1 |  ' I k  J *

Zero time lag m 241. 617 1686 118 324
1-yr time lag m 211 540 1475 104 283
3-yr time lag JNHk J ts i s is 1054 74 202
5-yr time lag ^ ^ 3 3 JW  90 j U i 632 44 121
7-yr time lag 11 I 30 77 211 15 40
17jf£time lag 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: Actual impact  ̂may be lower with implementation of active management practices. Impacts from 
the No Action arid pypass options would occur downstream of their discharge points. Impacts are 
cumulative impacts through the year 2006.

Results of the potential i jxpansmn calculations are presented in Table 6-2 and Figure 6-7. For the 50 
LowHRate relationship between phosphorus loading and cattail expansion, 

for the Current Plan range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time 
MBratf (instantaneous or zero time lag). For the same scenario, estimates of 

lo Action alternative range from 0 acres for the Best Case (17-yr time lag) 
se (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an increase of 881 acres 
The Bypass option results in increased loads to the Everglades Protection Area 

to the Current Plan due to the additional treatment provided by the Rotenberger under the Current 
H lj^  estimatsstif potential cattail expansion for the Bypass options range from 0 acres for the Best Case 

acres for the Worst Case (zero time lag); this Worst Case estimate represents an 
(34%) over the Current Plan. In light of the antecedent conditions downstream of the 

hydropattem project, and the importance of the time lag before impacts occur, District staff best professional 
judgement suggests that the Best Case is the more likely scenario.

estim ates^ potential cat 
lag) to447 acres for the 
pote^ill cattail expansion f | 
to JB& acres for the Worstgl 

over the Current Plan
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Hydroperiod Improvement Relative to No Action (NOECP) 
for ROTENBERGER (33280 acres) over the 26 yr. simulation

>90d worse 7-30d worse 7-30d improvement >90 improvement overshoots NSM >30d
30-90d worse no change(+/-7d) 30-90 improvement overshoots NSM <«30d

Note: NSM«Natural System Model; BASE-Baseline for measuring improvement (e.g. 2010-Base); ALT-Alternative to compare with BASE

’Improvement’ means the mean annual hydroperiod resulting from the alternative is ’moving in the right direction’. For example 
if the hydroperiod for ALT is longer than that of the BASE, and is getting closer to that of the NSM, the hydroperiod 
of ALT is said to improve.

’Worse' means that the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving in the wrong direction’. For example, if the hydroperiod for 
ALT is shorter than that of the BASE, and is getting farther from the NSM, then the hydroperiod is said to get worse.

’Overshoots’ means the hydroperiod resulting from ALT is ’moving toward the NSM ’, but goes past the NSM hydroperiod.
For e.g., if the respective hydroperiods of the B A S E -270, the N S M -310 , and the A L T -350 , then the ALT hydroperiod is 
said to overshoot the NSM hydroperiod.
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Fig. 6-7. Influence of Time Lag on Estimate of Potential Cattail Impact in the Rotenberger Wildlife 
Management Area.

2500

2000

</> 1500 
a>

< 1000

500

Rotenberger Wildlife Management Aredj
Current Ran: Estimated Cattail A c e ra g e

—  3 0  ppb - high rate +  50  ppb - high rate

e  30  ppb - low rate *  50  ppb - low rate

3 5
Tim e Lag (years)

17

Tim e Lag is the time until the ecosystem begins to respond to a loading rate, 
high rate = highest rate of cattail expansion; low rate = lowest rate of expansion

Using artalternate modeling rnethodology presented by one of the stakeholders (Walker, pers. comm.), the time 
requjdSl to exceed the mostconservative soil P criterion for initiation of cattail expansion (10 cm soil depth 
and 610 mg/Kg) or the soili* criterion which best reproduced the initial 20-year cattail expansion in WCA-2A 
( m  o n  depth and 720 mgpg) would not be reached in the Rotenberger Wildlife Management Area by 2007 
wfaen'Phase II control^^are implemented. In addition, if the extent of cattails is controlled by fragmentation 

existing populations (Wu et al., 1996), the rate of cattail expansion would be expected to be slower than that 
P concentrations alone.

Results or the entire evaluation process which incorporate the estimates of cattail expansion and NSM- 
hydropattem match are summarized in Table 6-3 and are described below.
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TABLE 6-3. ROTENBERGER HYDROPATTERN RESTORATION EVALUATION MATRIX

Evaluation Criteria Current Plan No Action Bypass to S-8

Local (Impact Zone) Benefits/! mpacts

Short
term

Long
term i

j f t l lShort
term

Long
term

-Short
term

Long-
terai

1.Vegetation communities
- 0 with jj| 

mgmt. If

■p: ilF
r  +

2.Animal communities - 0 with i 
mgmt. f

- * +

3. Drainage characteristics +
*'

+ V 0 . 0 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction +
I k  °

0 0

5. Water quality 0 . _ +

6. Organic soil preservation + | + o 0 0 0

Regional (Everglades Protection Area) Benefits/Impacts

1 .Vegetation communities o - 5 ' 0 Af 0 0 - +

2. Animal communities ** ' 0 t ' 0 0 0 _ +

3. Drainage characteristics IPP^ Q 0 0 0 0

4. Groundwater interaction

..

0 0 0 0 0 0

5. Water quality * st l l 0 0 0 + _ +
' ' ' ' ' ' ■ ' '

V  0 0 _ _

j T  l j l p Other Considerations

U Compliance with State Lkw V ; Yes No No

/2, .Compliance with propped 
modified federal ConsenfDecree

Yes No No

3. Additional cost to implement No Deferred Costs $4.8 Million

4. Additional time to implement No No TBD
+ Indicates improvement over current conditions; 0 Indicates no measurable change; - Indicates degradation
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1. Vegetative Communities -
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term local impacts are anticipated to be negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological

functions due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive impact of the improved hydropattem 
characteristics, including reducing the incidence of fires. Fires have been suggested as a major determinant 
of cattail expansion. See the discussion in Section 2.3 for a description of the generaljtmpacts associated 
with elevated nutrient loadings. a

• the long-term local impacts may well be negligible or po$Mv|# deperi^ng on how effective cattail 
management is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached J&*om the soil.

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant quantity 
of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared;!** the remaining flows and loads.

For the No Action option, ^
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative du^pj continued phosphorus enrichment at high

phosphorus levels. jrfjjr
• both short-term and long-term regional (WCAs and Rotenberger) impacts are negligible due to the 

relatively insignificant quantity of water and phosphorus'being treatecNnlhe Rotenberger area compared 
to the remaining flows and loads; as a trade off, the continued dehydratioivof the Rotenberger will continue 
to degrade that environment.

For the Bypass option that will result in mons water downstreampto S-8,
• the short-term local and regional impacts are negative due to more water, therefore more load, even 

though the phosphorus concentration is reduced; in addition, tl^continued dehydration of the Rotenberger 
will continue to degrade that envkSnment.

• the long-term local and regional impacts are *** due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level; 
as a tradeoff, the continued dehydration of |he Rotenberger will continue to degrade that environment.

2. Animal Communities 
For the Current Plan,

anticipated to be negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological 
functions (particulariy mfuced qual%;^|lfabitat) due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positive 
impact of the^mproved hydrbpattern characteristics, including reducing the incidence of fires. Fires have 
been identified as a major determinant of cattail expansion.
the, long-term local impacts may well be 0 or positive, depending on how effective cattail management 
isfn removing cattails, Sdlfiyw soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil.

short-term and long-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant quantity 
| p f  water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the remaining flows and loads.

For the No Action option,
• \ the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to continued phosphorus enrichment at high

both short-term and long-term regional (WCAs and Rotenberger) impacts are negligible due to the 
relatively insignificant quantity of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared 
to the remaining flows and loads; as a trade off, the continued dehydration of the Rotenberger will continue 
to degrade that environment.
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For the Bypass option,
• the short-term local and regional impacts are negative due to more water, therefore more load, even

though the phosphorus concentration is reduced; in addition, the continued dehydration of the Rotenberger
will continue to degrade that environment.

• the long-term local and regional impacts are + due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” jpfesphorus level; 
as a trade off, the continued dehydration of the Rotenberger will continue tojlegradethat environment.

3. Hydropattern Characteristics
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are positive due to the
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively 

of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the rernai
% ' ■-

For the No Action plan, ? ■ r  ;
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are 0 due to no change in drainage

characteristics. ^

For the Bypass plan,
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant 

quantity of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the remaining flows.

4. Groundwater Interactions 
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term and long-term localimpacts are positive dlie to the hydropattem improvement benefits.
• the short-term and long-term regional impactsare negligible due to the relatively insignificant quantity 

of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the remaining flows.

For the
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are 0 due to no change in drainage 

characteristics*
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For the Bypass plan,
• the short-term and long-term local and regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant 

quantity of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the remaining flows.

5. Water Quality
For the Current Plan,
• the short-term local impacts are anticipated to be negative, reflecting adverse impacts to ecological 

functions due to 50 ppb of phosphorus that outweigh the positiy^inipacf^f the improved hydropattem 
characteristics, including reducing the incidence of fires. Fires'have been identi 
of cattail expansion.

• the long-term local impacts may well be 0 or positive, depending on how effectivt^cattail management
is in removing cattails, and how soon the phosphorus is leached from the soil. v

• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant quantity 
of water and phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger are¥^mpar&d|p the remaining flows and loads.

forus enrichment at high
For the No Action option,
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are negative due to

phosphorus levels. | ^
• the short-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insj

phosphorus being treated in the Rotenberger area co
meant quantity of water and 

flows and loads; as a trade 
off, the continued dehydration of the Rotenberger wjfl^contimje to degrade that environment, 
the long-term regional impacts are positive due to fhe reduction trt phosphorus concentrations; as a trade 
off, the continued dehydration of the R^tenberge^will continue to degrade that environment.

For the Bypass option,
• the short-term local andregional impacts are negative due to more water, therefore more load, even 

though the phosphorus odnc^tration is reduced; in addition, the continued dehydration of the Rotenberger 
will continue to degrade that environment.

• the long-term local and regional Impacts are + due to discharge of the “no-imbalance” phosphorus level; 
as a trade ofr^fhe continued d eh y ^ ia t|o ^^ h e  Rotenberger will continue to degrade that environment.

6. Organic Soil Preservation ^
For the Current Plan, \
• theshort-term and long-term fatal impacts are positive due to the hydropattem improvement benefits.
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negligible due to the relatively insignificant quantity 

/4)f water and phosphorus^being treated in the Rotenberger area compared to the remaining flows.

For the No Action pi
♦ the short-term and long-term local impacts are 0 due to no change in drainage characteristics.

the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation in the 
area.
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For the Bypass plan,
• the short-term and long-term local impacts are 0 due to no change in drainage characteristics.
• the short-term and long-term regional impacts are negative due to continued degradation in the

Rotenberger area. .

Summary

Although each alternative has some potential for adverse impact, 
provides the best balance of regional hydropattem benefits 
environmental benefits to the Everglades Protection Area.

■

Current Plan
maximizes the

*
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Section 7. ADAPTIVE ASSESSMENT RESOURCE PROTECTION PLAN

One objective of this paper is to provide reasonable assurance that the benefits of the selected hydropattem 
restoration alternatives outweigh the potential impacts. This reasonable assurance will be a combination of 
best available information and an adaptive assessment resource plan that describes ho\gfte District will 
continue to improve the resource information base and, if needed, make structurally operafkmal modifications 
if major problems are detected. Adaptive assessment is a processjhat integrates monitoring, modeling, 
research, and evaluation to develop scientifically sound management actions, The following description 
of this adaptive assessment philosophy was presented in the June 4,1996, Draft of the Integrated Science Pirn 
for the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Initiative: ^

Adaptive assessment establishes a protocol to select among alternative actions and gainuseful information 
regarding ecosystem response to restoration actions that are taken, t i t  acknowledges theN imperfection of 
information used in making resource management decisions and prescribes a structure to improve the 
resource knowledge bas>e and adjust decisions accordingly^ Periodic environmental assessment, using 
modeling to predict outcomes and monitoring to test tlfP predict!bns*ls the operational foundation of 
adaptive assessment. Related field and laboratory studies and experiments are used to acquire new 
information, help design better models, focus monitoring, andinterpret nl^iitoring and modeling results. 
(See Figure 7-1). Predicting effects of alternatives and analyzing consequences of management actions with 
respect to these objectives should be done jrf vafiolistic^contextand by adhering to principles of adaptive 
assessment.

The framework for an adaptive assessjnn^ntresource protection jian  was drafted during the initial four day
itings. This plan will be refined over theworkshops and was enhanced at the subsequent s| 

course of the next several months.

7.1. Recommended Monitoring V

Clear objectives must be defined in order to conduct a meaningful monitoring program. To aid in the 
definition of nSSpci3R|l|bjectives, District staff and shareholders developed the following list of questions:

What is theiJionitoring supposed to teli us? Over what temporal and spatial scales?
What parameters must be monitored in order to assess the degree of impact or benefit?
What parameters represent an early warning system to prevent or correct impacts?
\yhat monitoring is necessat^for support of modeling and research?

ii>nce a monitoring program is established, how rapid must monitoring data be analyzed in order to 
&J%plement changes?^?

Given these question!;? staff and shareholders recommended that development and implementation of a 
beginning prior to operation of STAs, is essential in order to establish baseline conditions 

inefits and impacts:

Vegetation communities - Transect and aerial or satellite photography will be conducted annually to detect 
changes in the extent and composition of the periphyton, sawgrass, cattails and other vegetation 
communities. Maps will be prepared and calculations made of areal extent of each vegetation community
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and annual changes in extent. Participants noted that baseline vegetation maps have already been initiated 
for each of the WCAs and the Rotenberger area as well as the ENP and Big Cypress Nature Preserve.

Animal Communities - The District, the National Audubon Society, the USACE, the ENP, apd other parties 
have sponsored Systematic Reconnaissance Flights to monitor wading bird populations within the 
Everglades Protection Area. Continuation of this monitoring program could^provide "data for evaluating 
local impacts and documenting the hydropattem benefits of the region. Other animaLcommunities should 
be examined for their ability to serve as indicators of ecosystenihealth. *

Soil and water column data - Sampling transects will be established downstreamvt>f the spreader canals to 
monitor total phosphorus, and other water quality paramete^lncluding mercury, ii^the water column and 
soils. Speciation of phosphorus in the water column and sediment should be given consideration. Bulk 
density of soils should be noted at sampling sites. The latter two recommendations are important because 
they are important to understanding mechanisms of plant grbwth and phosphorus uptake.

Hvdrologic - Water depths will be monitored along transects dowhstream of the spreader canals. Water 
depths and hydroperiods will be compared to the regional South Florida Water Management Model 
projections, and NSM or other appropriate restoration targets. Measurement of flow vectors and velocities,
or conservative tracers, would aid in determin las been established.

Success indicators - The Science Subgroup of the^buth ;l«bsystem Restoration Initiative is
developing measurable success indicatQj^ Where ^propriate^these"could be adopted to help assess the 
impacts and benefits of the hydropattemrestoration projects.
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7.2. Recommended Research

Clear objectives must also be defined in order to conduct a meaningful, applied research program. The 
following research issues that would aid in understanding and predicting the impacts and benefits of 
hydropattem restoration were recommended for further investigation: "

Soil-water interactions: How do phosphorus and other water quality constituents flux between soil and 
water as a function of initial soil phosphorus and water column phosphorus conditions? Could this be 
determined by transplanting cores from oligotrophic to eutrophic areas and vice versa? How are soil-watir 
fluxes affected by past fires or drought conditions that hav^oxidized the solls?%^ J j | j j |

Indicators of impact or benefit: Could mesocosms for phosjphonis dc«|ng experiments, s^ch as those used 
in WCA-2A, be deployed in WCA 3A to assess a priori the impacts/benefits of hydropattern restoration 
efforts that include 50 ppb and later, lowered, total phosphorus concentrations?

Reversibility of impacts: Once affected by nutrient inffSI, how long will i t  take for soil, water, and 
vegetative conditions to return to baseline states? Arethereexisting 
high nutrient loads in the past, that can be used

theEverglades that received

h  successful in colonizing areas 
anks, vegetative growth, ability

Vegetation competition and invasion: What pliant species iS KK 
affected by hydropattem restoration? Is thprsuccess d p  to reiideBf:
to withstand certain hydrologic conditi^B, superiorxompetition^fer nutrients, light, etc.? Will the most 
successful colonizing species be repbcedjby otherJjpecies if hyjropattems or phosphorus loads are altered? 
How long will this take?

Active management of exc
order to4educe the time to reverse any adv

4A ofinstance, cattail management in Ce 
combination of maintaining high watt 
effective aiHJimitinglthe sprea 
combinations of water depths, he 
to optimal controlk

species: Wliat management activities could be researched in 
s brought about by hydropattem restoration? For 
project has been very effective. Specifically, a

Lyels (>30 cm) and annual spot treatment with herbicide has been 
in the area. Research could be conducted to determine 

jKatments, post herbicide burning (or not), season, etc. leading 
e that any herbicide efficacy research will include ways to avoid 

secondary or collateral4mpacts to,adjacent wetlands. According to the District’s Vegetation Management 
Division, large scale cattail ccmtioris a relatively easy process using a helicopter to apply a herbicide, with 
cost estimates of about $J5Qper acre. This type of control should become less expensive as cattail acreage 
goes up, and when combined with other control measures may represent an effective way of "resetting” the 

s that favor other desirable species when nutrient loads are delivered at no-- ecosystem for 
I imbalance levels.

lere be a functional loss of habitat due to cattail expansion and is there a way to mitigate 
|!3<mld^®riments be conducted to determine ways to improve the habitat within a cattail monoculture, 

e.gTffirough selective clearing by burning, herbicide application or harvesting? Experiments could be 
conducted in the ENR project or in the cattail-infested area downstream of the S-10 structures.
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7.3. Recommended Modeling

Results from the monitoring and research identified above will be used to further develop and test landscape, 
water quality and hydrologic models. The goal of these models is to synthesize informationjnto cause and 
effect relationships, and then test how ecosystem components respond when presented with various natural 
and management scenarios. Model results will be feedback to management sojhat midi&urse operational 
corrections, if necessary, can be implemented. In addition, modeling will feedback to definition of further 
monitoring and research needs. The status of Everglades ecological and%ater quality modeling, with 
recommendations for needed monitoring data and research is: /

Everglades Landscape Model (ELM). The SFWMD ^developing the ELM wfciehis designed to 
understand and predict landscape level vegetation changes that^pccur as a resulNxom natural and 
management scenarios. The ELM has completed an initial calibration stage and is beinf^isSd on a very 
limited basis at this time to predict the effects of management scenarios. Algorithm development and 
related experimental research still continue to define condi^ m ^ B ^ ^ f c p "habitat switching,” such as 
the conditions that lead to cattails invading sloughs.

Across Trophic Level System Simulation (ATLSS)! The IjBS is developing the ATLSS model. This 
model focuses largely on higher trophic level responses todiangesan the environment. The ATLSS is still 
in the algorithm development stage, and relies on co ^ le tio n  of research'on food web interactions.

\TVID SjNffding the SFWQM, which will be used 
lorus ihroughout ilie EPA. As a surrogate for ecological

South Florida Water Quality Model (SI
to predict the fate and transport of\] 
response, the SFWQM could be ryn to  estimate the spatial extent of the downstream receiving water and 
associated sediments that would have phosphorus concentrations above the “no-imbalance” concentration 
as a result of each option. By making the appropriate assumptions, the spatial extent of the water body with 
concentrations greater than the' ‘no-imbalance” level could be estimated. This could serve as an estimate 
of the extent of adverse impa^;^T«^SFWQM has finished an initial calibration and is undergoing further 
calibration at this^time. R ^ ea^ h  m^sediment-^water nutrient interactions, and monitoring of nutrient 
concentrations and fluxes throughout the E$|A are necessary for improving the predictive capability of the 
SFWQM.

Wetlands Water Ouaftty Model fWWOM). The WWQM is under development by the SFWMD with the 
intent of using it to uiiBbrsiand and predict phosphorus retention by the Stormwater Treatment Areas 
(STAs). It will have the jcapafoility to predict the expansion and subsequent recession of the water column 

J f l  soil phosphorus concentrations after the “no-imbalance” discharge limit is achieved in December 2006.

i SAw c a t . a

initial conditions.

bilistic cattail expansion model was developed by Wu et al (1996) and gives 
and spatial cattail growth in WCA-2A if nutrient inputs go uncurtailed. This model 

the area of cattail expansions in other parts of the Everglades, given appropriate

The STA design model. The STA design model (Walker, 1995) was modified to include mass balances on 
the water-column and surface soils in the areas downstream of hydropattem restoration facilities. Impacts 
of hydropattem restoration have been assessed by comparing simulated spatial and temporal increases in
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soil phosphorus levels with threshold criteria associated with cattail expansion. One advantage of this 
approach over that described in Section 2 is that this model must accumulate sufficient phosphorus in the 
sediment compartments in order to reach the threshold for cattail to grow. This type of computation puts 
a realistic "lag” into the simulation of cattail response to phosphorus loads. This work is still under review, 
but should be available soon.

Recommendations common to most models include the need for (a) accurate integration#! th operations plans, 
(b) linkages to other models as appropriate, (c) more detailed elevation data, and (&) identification of "who is 
doing what,” and a repository of data available from all groups ds&ducting research arid Monitoring, and 
the need for endpoints that denote when benefits or impacts have occurred.

7.4. Science-driven Feedback Mechanism

If the results of the post-hydropattem restoration vegetation mdtiitoring and transect soil and water column 
chemistry sampling indicate either a significant acceleration^!* deceleration rate of cattail growth or soil 
enrichment compared to predicted, the following process is

1. Communicate the findings to the Corps of Engineers, US EPA, Florida EpP, arid other interested parties
1 1  I- 1 • A  . ' ,  ,  - ^  ,2. Convene a workshop to review the findings 

alternative management actions that can ameliorate 
options if they have been proven effectiv

a. Harvest the cattails;
b. Apply herbicide to cattail are„»,
c. Create more gaps in the sprelder canal levees
d. Accelerate the implementafion of superior techno
e. Modify the operation of the Iiydropattem

on forjlie changes as well as identify 
t not limited to, the following

4. Incorporate the results of these 
ecosystem restoration activities. ' ' ,

water velocity; 
s; or

components as appropriate.

communicate the success of the feedback mechanisms.

into future planning and implementation of subsequent
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Section 8. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Hydropattem restoration is one area of science where unequivocal answers are not available to every question; 
hence we rely on best professional judgement to supplement available information. This^document is a 
compilation of the best professional judgement of District staff regarding the potential benefits and impacts 
of the proposed hydropattem restoration components, and alternatives, of the Evejjjades Construction Project. 
The following major findings are presented. *

1. Extent of hydropattem restoration benefits were estimated by comparing simul&t&d hydroperiods for the 
Current Plan and alternatives with hydroperiod targets suggested by the ,Kitural^y$temt Model. A net 
improvement of 74,240 acres to the Everglades Protection Area and the ^tenbergerV ^ldlife Management 
Area was calculated for the Current Plan compared to the altematives.jgr

2. Using the simulation results of the SFWMM, estimates of Annual phosphorus loads and load reductions 
were calculated for each of the alternatives; results are presentedIft^ables 8-1 through 8-3 and Figures 8-1 
through 8-3. For the 8-yr time frame (1999-2006) evaluaii, the Current Plan had the least cumulative 
phosphorus discharged to the Everglades Protection Area(781-metric tons), the Bypass options released 841 
metric tons (60 metric tons more than the Current Plan), while the No A^ion alternative resulted in an 
estimated discharge of 1,645 metric tons of phosphorus fS65 metiicktons mordthan the Current Plan). The 
No Action alternative has the greatest extent of inverse im plrt||p |'allthe options considered. In general, the 
Bypass options are more expensive, have slightly more injf&ct than the Current Plan, yet do not have the same 
regional hydropattem benefits provided by^tfe Curren||Pian’s hy^p^ittlm  restoration activities. Of all the 
options evaluated, the Current Plan provides the best balance of trade-offs between regional hydroperiod 
benefits versus localized impacts.

3. Antecedent conditions play
rate of change in existing, er 
downstream of the S-l 0 ‘ *

i  extent of impacts, particularly, determining the 
mities. For example, observations in WCA 2A 

that conversion from desirable vegetation communities to cattails 
is accelerated jpven the presenci of numerous open-water slough communities, whereas a similar conversion 
in areas downstream of STA-2 woMd probably be reduced in due to an existing dense stand of sawgrass.

4. Active management of cattails,e.g., biHpng, removal or herbicide treatment, holds promise as an effective 
means ofameliorating soioneadverse impacts of the hydropattem restoration projects, particularly once the 
phosphorus discharge is reducedto jBe “no-imbalance” levels. Additional research has been proposed in FY 
97 (via SWIM funds) to begin intensive investigations on the efficacy of these techniques that could be used 
to reverse adverse impactsJihd to insure there are no collateral damage to adjacent wetlands.

5; For all the water bodi#evaluated, the Current Plan options are expected to have no regional short-term or 
tong«term ad verse jmpacts; all the regional impacts are either positive (WCAs) or negligible (Rotenberger). 
All of the Ro Action and Bypass options are expected to have regional short-term and long-term adverse 
impacts, primanly because of continued degradation of vegetation and animal communities not receiving the 
benefits of hydropattem restoration.
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Table 8-1. Total Phosphorus Annual Loads to the Everglades Protection Area

Current Plan No Action Plan Bypass Plan
Year Flow Load Flow Load Flow Load

1000 AF/yr (MT/yr) 1000 AF/yr (MT/yr) 1000 AF/yrj |pN(MT/yr)

1999 1250 143 1250 220 ^ ^ 2 5 0 ^ 159
2000 1250 143 1250 220 1250 159
2001 1250 143 1250 . 1250*tt 144
2002 1287 145 1287 # 2 2 9 1287 Ik  146 J
2003 1321 131 1321 *  237 4 1321
2004 1321 81 1321 237 1321 l a # "
2005 1321 81 1321 1321 " 82
2006 1321 81 1321 ;237 1321 82

Fig. 8-1. Annual Phosphorus Loads
C o m p a r is o n  o f A lte r n a t iv e s

ES9 C u r re n t  P lan  

■  B y p a s s  P lan  

€ 1  N o A c tio n

1 9 9 9  2 0 0 0  2 0 0 1  2 0 0 2  2 0 0 3  2 0 0 4  2 0 0 5  2 0 0 6
Y e a r

l! For the purpose of these comparisons, the flow volumes for each alternative were assumed to be equivalent.
2. A delay of two yearsforthe operation of STA 2 was assumed for the Bypass options for the WCA 2A project.
3.Forthepuipo$et>Tthese comparisons, STA discharge was assumed to be 50 ppb upon the date of initial operation.
4. For the purpose of these estimates, ECP design flows (plus BMP make up water)were used for all STAs except STA 

5 and 6; SFWMM flows were used for STA 5 and 6.
5. No delay was assumed for the STA 3/4, Rotenberger or west WCA 3A bypass options.
6. Flows and loads were prorated when STAs came on line mid-year.
7. EAA basin phosphorus concentrations were assumed reduced 25% due to BMPs.
8. Phosphorus discharged from Rotenberger was assumed to be at 25 ppb.
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Table 8-2. Cumulative Phosphorus Loads to the Everglades Protection Area

Year Current Plan 
(metric tons)

No Action Plan 
(metric tons)

Bypass 
Plan 

(metric tons)
1999 143 220 t j/J§f59
2000 287 440 JllP 318
2001 430 66t) 462
2002 576 M m 608
2003 706 i f f  126 740
2004 787 M  1362 J r 822
2005 867 II 1599
2006 948 V* W35" ^85

Fig. 8-2. Cumulative Phosphorus Loads
Comparsion of A lternatives

2000

1500
CD

E

1999  2000  2001 2002  2003
Y e a r

2004  2005  2006

Current Han  

Bypass Ran  

No Action Plan

Ajptaptions:
purpose of these comparisons, the flow volumes for each alternative were assumed to be equivalent.

4of two year^for the operation of STA 2 was assumed for the Bypass options for the WCA 2A project.
^  of these comparisons, STA discharge was assumed to be 50 ppb upon the date of initial operation.

4.HKor the purpose 6f these estimates, ECP design flows (plus BMP make up water) were used for all STAs except 
STA^iffl^SFW MM flows were used for STA 5 and 6.
5. No delay was assumed for the STA 3/4, Rotenberger or west WCA 3A bypass options.
6. Flows and loads were prorated when STAs came on line mid-year.
7. EAA basin phosphorus concentrations were assumed reduced 25% due to BMPs.
8. Phosphorus discharged from Rotenberger was assumed to be at 25 ppb.
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Table 8-3. Phosphorus Load Reductions to the Everglades Protection Area.

Year Current Plan No Action Plan Bypass plan
(metric tons) % (metric tons) % (metric tons) %

1999 77 35% 0 0 61 28%
2000 153 35% 0 0 122 28%
2001 230 35% 0 p 1

,, 198< 30%
2002 313 35% 0 281 32%
2003 419 37% 0 "■ 385 34%  i
2004 575 42% 0 540 40%  -
2005 731 46% 0 695% -
2006 887 48% 0 0 850

Fig. 8-3. Phosphorus Load Reductions
Compared to the No Action Alternative

T3
CD

DC
T3toO

800

600

400

« 200 3
E3o

Current Ran 

Bypass Ran

1999  2000  2001 2002  2003  2004  2005  2006
Y e a r

ions:
l£Fprthe purpose of these^COmparisons, the flow volumes for each alternative were assumed to be equivalent.
2. Aileiay of two years Jolitfie operation of STA 2 was assumed for the Bypass options for the WCA 2A project.

For the purpose of these comparisons, STA discharge was assumed to be 50 ppb upon the date of initial operation. 
4* For the purpose of these estimates, ECP design flows (plus BMP make up water) were used for all STAs except 
STA 5 and 6; SpWMM flows were used for STA 5 and 6.
5. No%ilPpWas assumed for the STA 3/4, Rotenberger or west WCA 3A bypass options.
6. Flows and loads were prorated when STAs came on line mid-year.
7. EAA basin phosphorus concentrations were assumed reduced 25% due to BMPs.
8. Phosphorus discharged from Rotenberger was assumed to be at 25 ppb.
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6. Subject to legal interpretation, the No Action and Bypass options may violate the scope and time frames 
mandated in the 1994 Everglades Forever Act and may violate the hydropattem restoration intent of the 
Federal Consent Decree. These options result in delayed implementation of the hydropattem restoration goals 
of Everglades Restoration and as a result, would probably cost millions of public dollars more than the Current 
Plan due to inflation. In addition, the Bypass options necessitate expenditures of millions ofjfcjfclic dollars for 
construction of temporary bypass canals and structures. This money would be betj^ spent other restoration 
activities. A

7. The acreage within the water conservation areas which should show an improvement in hydroperiodas 
summarized in Table 8-4. Results of these modeling efforts indicate that the Current Planresults id an 
improvement of more that 74,000 acres of restored Everglades wetlands.^ i U s P

' : V
8. An appropriate adaptive assessment resource protection plan  ̂|ncluding monitoring, research and modeling,
with a well-crafted science-based feedback mechanism, should be implemented concurrently with the
hydropattem restoration projects. This will reduce the scientifie uriceitainties, enhance our future ecosystem
restoration planning effectiveness, and will allow for detection and collection o&any unanticipated adverse
impacts. *

Table 8-4. Hydroperiod Benefit Summary (froi

AREA

... ...-- frr

Acres Impix>ved ^ Acres||^6rsened Net Change 
(acres)

WCA-1
(145,920 acres) 23,040^15.8%) /

A Jill*
0 f 23,040(15.8%)

W C A -2A ^'' " 
(104,960aeres)m 7,680 (7.3%) ^ w 7,680 (7.3%)

\  :
North W C A ^A  
(204,800 acres)

.

58,880*(28.7%) * 48,640 (23.8%) 10,240 (5.0%)

Rotenberger WMA 
(33,280 acres) 33,280,(100%) 0 33,280 (100%)

To^l
(488,960 acres) P 22,880 (25.1%) 48,640(9.9%) 74,240(15.2%)

j t r :
. 1. Areas are to nearest 2560 acres (4mi2 x 640ac/mi2) as estimated by the SFWMM.
■ 2. “Acres Improved” are areas predicted to have the hydroperiod improved due to the Current ECP Plan

30 days more than the No ECP results up to 30 days over the NSM hydroperiod, 
are areas predicted to have the hydroperiod worsened due to the Current ECP Plan

by greater than 30 days more than the No ECP results and greater than 30 days over the NSM
hydroperiod.
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Response to Public Workshop Comments





t h e  S o u th  F lo r id a  W a te r  M a n a g em en t D is t r ic t  R espon se t o  
P u b lic  H y d r o p a tte r n  R e s to r a t io n  W o rk sh o p  C om m ents  

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996  ̂ 7 P  Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

July 19,1996 W orkshop jjj^  \  | ; \  ,.v

Comments from the July 19,1996 Workshop on the Technical Plan
Participants were asked to provide their comments regarding the presented Technical Plan and review the proposed benefits and impacts. The following is the 
list of comments and questions provided by the participants and recorded in the July 19 workshop.

1

Rename Technical Plan (Fig. 1.1) as the General Design Memorandum figure. Figure 1 fjeiiig revised and was presented in draft form at the second 
workshop Augusts. The revised figure will be called Simulated Performance of 
Ift&Everglades Construction Project (ECP) using the South Florida Water

2

Does the S-8 pump station have the capacity to implement the By-Pass V*' 
alternative?

The South FloridajiW er Management District is carrying out the directives of the 
' Everglades' Forever Act to construct the Everglades Construction Project 
according to the fconceptual Design and the various General Design Memoranda. 
Shoula m hydropattem bypass option be set in motion, a hydraulic study would be 
made to determine if S-8, S-7 and S-6 can handle the redirected flows. If not, 
addi^dnal pump stations could be required at significant additional cost to the

3 Do the No Action or By-Pass alternatives involve jfndilig water to ti^e? additional water will go to tide because of the bypass option.

4

Table 1-1 and 1-2 are redundant,lhere are p la ( ^ within diese tables where 
things are listed as both a benefit and un impact, i Breaking these tables info 
long term and short term components may accomplish the desired objective 
and allow something to be both a short teriifi impact but a long-term benefit or 
the opposite. An example was increased average depths BCmtlr ̂ bfch may 
both improve biological abundance^and cause adverse impacts.

Several comments suggest that Table 1-1 and table 1-2 obscure rather than 
clarifies the issues discussed in Section 1. The South Florida Water Management 
District removed both tables from the revised document leaving the detailed 
discussions to illuminate the issues the section contains.

5

Investigate whether S-8, S-7, and S-6 can accommodate by-pass flow without 
lowering current flood protection and include the attenuation capacities of the 
STA’s in the calculate®!. ? |

M  / -
#

l i l l l lp k

The South Florida Water Management District is carrying out the directives of the 
Everglades Forever Act and will construct the Everglades Construction Project 
according to the Conceptual Design and the various General Design Memoranda. 
Should a hydropattern bypass option be set in motion, a hydraulic study would be 
made to determine if S-8, S-7 and S-6 would have the required capacities. The 
study could also determine if the required level of flood protection would be 
provided by the existing facilities. If not, additional pump stations may be 
required at significant additional cost to the Everglades Construction Project.
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the South  Florida W ater M anagement D istrict  Response to 
Public Hydropattern  Restoration W orkshop Com m ent!

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 ^  "  ̂ Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

6
Table 1.1, can benefits be changed to reflect long-term and short term 
components?

SeAcfil comments^fij|gest that Table 1-Land obscure rather than 
clMfles the isstlp discussed in Section L Tfie ̂ outh Florida Water Management 
Dlsirielreme^ld both tables from the revised document leaving the detailed 
di^lusstons to illuminate the issues thlfe Section contains.

”’v

7

Revise definitions (particularly "short term") to reflect the following:
a. length of time,
b. duration of impact,
c. reversibility, and
d. spatial extent.

8 Benefits of the Current Plan are all short term because they will all occur 
anyway whenever the water quality standards are implemented.

Notedi 11  \ I
___________

9
All of alternatives are a violation of Tribal Rights if they provide unacceptable j  
water, and the Miccosukee Tribe will not accept water that will degrade Tribal 
Lands. jH !'

is complying with the the Consent Decree per requested 
modifications* W ith  the Everglades Forever Act, and with all applicable federal 
and s tp | laws.

10

The Miccosukee Tribe has applied to EPA to be able to s q u a l i t y ^ ^  
standards. These are to be approved for as an ONRW ( ( ^ S t a n d i n g  Namfm  
Resource Water) so that water will have to meet wjrate\lfeltandards ate set by 
the tribe prior to discharge, /  \ '  v f |

11
Cattail impacts will not b#a!lowe<J dbJVIiccosiilcee Tribal lands (w hichift 
have a series of over-drainage jproblecrttifi addition)»\|^"~#;

Noted.
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the South  Florida W ater M anagement D istrict Response to  
Public H ydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ents

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment

12 Add a column called Aquatic Productivity to both Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

13 Change wording for fires to Reduction of Severe Fires and Peat Fires in Table 
1-1.

14 Change wording to Improved/Degraded Wildlife Habitat in Table 1-1 and 
Table 1-2.

15
Do not agree that spreading water out will result in decreased water ^  
purification. Suggested change to "decreased water quality" from decreased" , 
water purification in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2.

16

The group requests clarification of the meaning of the words "sh o rk ||m ' soil |  
impacts. Generally they do not agree that soil impacts are short tdaii Clarify, 
this statement to reflect that soil impacts are not generally short term and that ( 
vegetation changes are also not short term. (Refers to T a b l e t /  J

17
A major benefit of Hydroperiod Restoration is "areal decrease in nutrient |  
loading." Change the wording from diversion of nutrienl loads in Table t - l  and^ 
Table 1-2 to "diversion and djSpfe^al" or "diffuskal* bfniltrient loads:

18 Marks in all columns of Table 1-1 and Table 1 -2,;that havJmodified
must be shifted to reflect the modifi^l Wording. f |  v

' ■*,

19
Change the title of Table 1-2 to potential adviftse impac ts, freinove tfee words 
short term. ^ 1 1 1 ^

20 The words local definition^ the text is self defining arid should be modified to 
reflect the specific geographic areas under consideration.

21 Add a column in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 to address ^ potential shift to 
"undesirable vegetative communities" ^

Action and Future Assignment

Several commentsliggest that Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 obscure rather than 
clarifies the issi^S discussed in Section l/Tffe&outh Florida Water Management 
District removed both tables from the revised document leaving the detailed 
discussions tojlluminate the issues the section contains.
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t h e  S o u th  F lo r id a  W a te r  M an a g em en t D is t r ic t  R esp on se t<$ 
P u b lic  H y d r o p a tte r n  R e s to r a t io n  W ork sh op  C om m ents

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996
COMMENT

/  ' V' 1 Second Public Workshop: August 5, 1996

Comment Action and Future Assignment

Questions and Comments from the July 19,1996 Workshop on Methods and Adaptive Assessment 
Participants were asked to provide their comments regarding the presented methodologies used to develop the Technical Plan and to comment on the process of adaptive 

assessment. The following is the list of comments and questions provided by the participants and recorded in the July 19 workshop.

22

Were there other participants beyond Distinct Staff involved in the original 
four workshops? (No) Who were the "other scientists" referred to in the text? 
The language in the text implying this referred to future participants in this 
process.

The South &orida Water Management District held four internal workshops with
invijtedi District staff as participants. Those workshops developed the 
hy^fropatteoi resioratfon position paper that formed the basis for discussions in the 
Jiffy 19 and August 5, 1996 public workshops.

23

[The South Florida Water Management District] may want to use the Hole 
Land phosphorus/Cattail rate data to apply to WCA-3 rather than using 
from WCA-2A. Would want to use the data from whatever is the mo: 
appropriate and representative area for antecedent conditions of th 
interest. Use weight vs. volume data for calculations (loading?) M 
disagreement on this issue.

This fc^mment is b^irig considered by the South Florida Water Management
tesearch grot

V

24 There is a dilemma between the re-hydration of over dried ta 
impacts from increased phosphorous or other nutrients. S/4

The dilemma is the focus of the evaluation.

25

Natural System Model (NSM),~\An area of concerais iftat this process dews | 
not really represent an issue lorwSA-1 sinceytne h^dwp&ciod for WCA-t is 
controlled by the regulatida $&hedttfe t̂ ,

'*%• x

i-l is included in the South Florida Water Management District’s evaluation 
of the options because the current plan contemplates diversion of S-6 to STA 2 
and then to WCA 2A, and the No Action and Bypass (to S-6) option would 
involve sending water to WCA 1.

►
-

1
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A
the South  Florida W ater M anagement D istrict Response to 

Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ents 
First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 4  i  Second Public Workshop: August 5 , 1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

26

NSM impacts to tree islands could result from water depths proposed for 
WCA-2A. The South Florida Water Management District will use existing 
data for hydroperiod and hydropattern to compare model runs for the NSM as 
part of the LECRWSP which will also look at a rainfall driven model. There is 
a new process being developed as part of the Lower East Coast Regional Water 
Supply Planning process, it is a tool to calculate the number of acres of 
wetland that would benefit from hydroperiod improvement. The South Florida 
Water Management District wants to be able to quantify the number of acres of 
hydroperiod improvement and the number of acres of ponding improvement - 
(their respective changes). This would serve as a means of assessing the 
process if people who worked in the area were able to look at a set of time 
series hydrographs and the output of spatial coverage. This would a l^  provide 
the tools the biologists need to make the evaluations (time series hydrographs /  
and stage duration curves). / '

Thimbuth Florida^iter â^ 8̂*a®B ĵ(>j|strictj^ f̂entation by Cal Neidrauer and 
Dpfcwift at tJ^ second publi^wdrkshop August 5 responded to this comment in 
detail. The new process showed hydroperiod Improvements in east WCA-3, 
WCA-2 and It problem area of reduced hydroperiod in west WCA-3A. The 
redulc^Jhy^rojfedod area of concern will be the subject of consideration to 
det^dlifily l^|l^|ii^South Florida Water Management District can revise its 
<2C$flnt operations strategies to increase hydroperiod benefits to that area. STA 
3/i will not be designed Before 6/99 and design modifications to that treatment 
arei^ould eliminate the jtt&Jicament.

The revisfed, Evaluamm o f Benefits and Impacts o f the Hydropattem Restoration 
Components o f thk Everglades Construction Project will contain maps and stage- 

' duratfoaciirv^^ support the presentations made by Cal Neidrauer and Dave 
Swift jt  the Atfgust 5 workshop.

27 Place a map in the text to refer to stage duration curve to '$ige duradfcn 
curves for the alternatives proposed above. f

The dlf>onse to comment 26 is applicable here.

28 Put stage duration curves in thej>lan showing howt|e and SFWMM are 
related to actual difference ip̂ CtUnd surface el^V&iion |

f

29

Using Stage duration curfe, you -'watlyo f in d ^ f i» '4 fe ^ d e l output that 
are more representative of regional iiiflitiace. Should show a 'sk^pon further 
downstream of the changes and §TAs that are more regiona!ly |:e|lfesentative of 
downstream conditions. Show a stage diirati<M]curve and <ff record or 
a time series analyze for the area 4 data chosen;^ good plac^ for these 
locations would be to choos<C^lection where there water gauge located.

30 * i -Include a hydro graph ,for the no-action and by pass Options.

31 Provide a spatial lo4: it the grid cells of the NgA-tdd  this as a figure and the 
relationships betv&ei|cells. £J?

32 Add a hydroperjod dkflerence map.
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the South  Florida W ater M anagem ent D istrict  Response to  
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Comment^

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 A /  * Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

33 Remember that the results presented represent a current set of assumptions 
which may change with different future regulation schedules Af^f* j j f '  ' : '

34

Alternative to the NSM — as and alternative to the NSM can use the number of 
acres vs hydroperiod or ponding changes predicted (or observed?). This must 
include a table with the assumptions, definitions and also provide: A) stage 
duration curves B) time series hydrographs.

Thfe respdll»4o comment 26 is applieableliere..

w f \ .

35

Must add whatever model was used to take into consideration the subsidence ojL 
WCA-3A (as well as subsidence elsewhere). This requires topographic data, 
for this area which does not exist and must be collected. Must include 
recommendations for topographic data wherever it does not reflect acmpate 
current conditions. WCA-3A is the priority. /  f  A

-in addition to tW other maps and data representations provided in the Simulated 
Peifdrpiance o f tfie Eyirglades Construction Project (ECP) using the South 
Florida w ^ r  M a ^ A e n t Model (SFWMM).

36

Several people felt that the current methodology of using the NSM to Jjjr 
determine aerial extent changes or benefits was inappropriat^ahd the JW  
LECRWSP approach may be a better choice. This appliedfoitlflo the Table 2- 
3 and associated discussions in the text to quantify the area of benefitagainst 
the NSM. a  Iff

The methodology was refined as suggested. The South Florida Water 
Management District is evaluating several options for displaying the data. 
Examples will be included in the Simulated Performance o f the Everglades 
C^0truction Project (ECP) using the South Florida Water Management Model 

0t?W M M ) report.

July 19,1996 Workshop Breakout Discussion of the Four Hydropattern Project Tables
The entire group was assigned the task of reviewing the assumptions in the evaluation of each hydropattern restoration project and comment on the assignment of the values +, 
and o to each category in the tables for each project. This was done as a group breakout project where everyone was asked to choose an are based on their expertise. The four 

hydropattern restoration projects were: 1) Water Conservation Area East-3A, 2) Water Conservation Area West-3A, 3) Rotenberger Tract, and 4) Water Conservation Area-2A. 
TTiey were asked to circle values in cells of the table that the group consensus did not agree with the District and change values if there was consensus within the breakout group 

over the change and the new value. The following are the breakout group consensus comments for each hydropattem project by area.

1 f| |  f ^ xWater Conservation Area East-3A

37 Some factors are redutCcknt (soil protection, v^er|HJpiication, diversion of 
nutrients) and inapp^|^iate. | ; |

Tables 1-1 and 1-2 were removed from the document to avoid confusion.
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the South  Florida W ater M anagement D istrict R esponse to 
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ent^

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 x ^ Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

38

Current Plan for long term animal communities go from 0 to + as animal 
communities move into the new habitat it will become a positive. In a current 
"no action" condition plant and animal communities are adapted to current 
conditions so any changes may have a negative affect

C l i e n t  may need clarificttioii*; *JBf'enlpJtmsm̂ Ofl long term benefits, animal 
communities \^dbld be expectedt6  change as a function of hydropattern 
rekoratioa, perhaps negatively in the short term, but should show improvement 
ov fac long term, as habitat improves. ’ !

39 Criteria for animal communities disturbance usually increases abundance and 
diversity even if it does not remain stable.

Comment needs Clarification. We are not sure what is meant by criteria usually
i ^ a s e s ’a b iM iite l^

40 Include information and figures to show regional conditions and data. ^qmments needs clarification.

41 Regional information needs more support for back-up explanation. j j j  jj Comments needs clarification.

42 Use as factors for animal communities similarities to native reference^ 
community structure. / |  /

Agreed. Native reference community structure needs clear definition in order to 
Hn sK i

43

Factors for Animal Communities should be reworded A) Drof*4pdlife habitai 
since this really refers to healthy vegetative communities B) tkjpip biological 
diversity and abundance- may be more undesirable specps % fiigh ?' , 
phosphorous environments that would show up as a falsi'Jsbsitive for high 
biological diversity. ,a  I '

and 1-2 were removed from the document to avoid confusion.

44 Criteria — Animal Commutes- ftisturbancd^sually increases abunJalcl'iff^ 
diversity even if it does not remain stafel̂ . * ;

Need to know whether these increases occur in short or long time frames in order 
to know where to assign + or -.

45
WCA-3 antecedent soil conditioh^ are different from WCA-2 re: s6il [P], 
disturbance water depth/hydroperiod is factor ̂ hich may ifcrrklefP] in water, 
needs to be addressed (re: ctf.> 1996) h--%

Noted. Blue document acknowledges that Holey Land cattail experience may be 
more applicable to WCA 3. Model for predicting WCA-3 impacts in revision by 
stakeholder consultant.

46
Evaluation of "No Actionlvplan was based oh knowledge of the future 
everglades demands willreduce hydroperiods-and thC;Vb1ume of water 
delivered to W CA-^f^ | ! |

Noted. Is this future everglades demands or urban and agricultural demands?

47
Much of the imj 
water availabilil 
rainfall cycles).;

pacts Jepend on factors unaffected by STA construction (i.e., 
:y, regional restoration effoilsi water supply planning options,

These factors are accounted for in STA design documents and LECRWSP 
planning efforts.
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the South  Florida W ater  M anagement D istrict Response to 
Public Hydropattern R estoration Workshop Comm ents 

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 4 > Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

48 Table 4-1 peat and marl accretion in impact zone. Comments needs^ificatidti, '-pcki tl^commefit suggest that the word 
“positive” should Be substituted for “subsidence” in current plan column?

49
By-pass long term assumptions are that hydroperiod restoration would be 
instituted in 2007 when background levels [P] are attained without a 
description of how these levels will be reached.

West Water Conservation Area 3A: %

50 Definitions of time frames (short and long) are serious issues that need 
resolution.

Noted.

51 How can water qualities improve in "Long Term" for "No-Action" §$pSr 
"By-Pass" ? J g f

*BMP$ % effect.

52
M  j S

Keep discharge until background water quality levels can be/feliyered. S3 Noted/ |r

53 Map of impacted areas is in error. It shows impacts only the northeast side 
of Miami. Should also show on the south West side, jf | f /  - |

Maj/|tfill be changed to show any impacts.
A

Rotenberger Tract

54 Add column to Table 6.3 &Mch deftttfes local asall of Rotenberger (not just the 
impact zone). Cattail expansion & likely in areas otfier than (^discharge area.

Definition of “local” needs to remain consistent from area to area.

55 Question short term impact on water quality d£vthe Curr^^^^^lft^tiative 
(Current condition is unknown.)<. I u

Noted. Can we find out more about current conditions.

56
Long term impacts of thejffy-pass" optioH should fee ^imilar to that of the 
Current Plan.

True for cattail expansion estimates. What about other aspects of Table 5-3?

57 Where does the 4.8^llion dollar cost associated wifi the"By-pass"option 
come from /  ; *

TBD

....
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t h e  S o u th  F lo r id a  W a te r  M a n a g em en t D is t r ic t  R esponse tO  
P u b lic  H y d r o p a tte r n  R e s to r a t io n  W o rk sh o p  C om m ents  

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 4 /  \ A. Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

Water Conservation Area-2A

58
Documentation behind methodology needs to be clarified. AgfeeH  ̂T hej^sed  Evaluation o f  Benefits and Impacts o f the Hydropattern 

R estoraikm  Components o f the Everglades Construction Project will contain 
exploded ttietibdology descriptions.

59 Table 1-1 and 1-2, must add reduction of severity of fires. Tatiiis *  and 1*2 were removed from the document to avoid confusion.swm$" % - v'i'" -
60 Benefits to diversity to regional but negative to regional(sic). W  ̂Jpomment neeas^clmmcaUoi .̂

61 Customize matrix to WCA-2A JS ■ C o m m it needs clarification.

62 Antecedent Conditions (sic) ;,C^l|i%it^e^d|ws^'ification.

63 Table 6-1 No Action and By-Pass should be the same i f Disagree.

64

Matrices, add points:  ̂ d j f  
Compliance with Tribal Laws MW 
Remove “proposed modified”
Reference to Tribal Lands ||j f  < - *-

Noted

65

Evaluation of.... . ^ l§ |p l t l ^  
By-pass option *
Local= where the wa|e*g6«i ^
Regional^ includes where the water is diverted from. {

Noted

66
If Cattail management is effective then long tedll impacts for,Ctlrlent Plan is 0 
if not,... ~ ' ^

67 Evaluation based on the4<lng-term operation i>f hydropari&d restoration 
components; but the tirtpacts must be considerW m the same local area.
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the South  Florida W ater M anagement D istrict Response Td 
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ents

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 ^ 5 Second Public Workshop: August 5 ,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

Action Items and Changes in Methodology
Participants were asked to provide consensus comments on action items for the next workshop. The following are group consensus items

68 Change wording of Factors to reflect "more natural" or reference communities 
in place of diversity and abundance.

Ta%i«!S;i~I and 1-2 were removed from the document to avoid confusion.

69
Customize matrices for different regions verses local areas. Customization 
should reflect scale and region.

70
Tables on antecedent conditions should be the same for all options- Gary's - ’ 
response: antecedent conditions are different because each option defines, a 
different area. Needs to be better explained in text.

Answer is in comrtiertt section. Move it to Action and Future Assignment 

columB” ]p
71 Check antecedent conditions table for "No Action" and "By-Pass"| tfiese 

should be the same Table 6-1.  ̂^  jpF

W Vi 
Same as 63

' "

72 Add compliance with Tribal Law and the Federal Indian I .and Claimant A /  
Settlement Act. J

73 Consider Adaptive Assessment^ detail in the next^orlshop on August 5th. Adaptive assessment technology was discussed in detail during the August 5, 
1996 workshop and comments on that discussion are contained in this document.

74

Participants in the first pdttic workjA^p July l5 f e e  to evaluate 
hydropattern restoration evaluation matrices.

Marked copies of the matrices are included in the workshop summary prepared by 
the facilitator. The documents contain little or no annotation that would permit a 
direct evaluation of the proposed change. We therefore have not dealt with the 
proposed changes in this document.

August 5 ,1996  W orkshop

Comments from the August 5 Workshop on the Methodology Section

75

Dr. Bill Walker asldsd If there was any consideration given to delays and the 
impacts that may be caused to the system byxdelays. Dr. Walker said that the 
delay could also;pe estimated as ecological Impacts and that additional cost 
could be estimated and added to the cost Sf impacts.

Noted.

1 ■
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First Public Workshop: July 19,1996

t h e  S o u th  F lo r id a  W a te r  M a n a g em en t D is t r ic t  R espon se xm.
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop CoftMEr

Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

76

Comment Action and Future Assignment

Dr. Mike Zimmermann (Everglades National Park) said that the impacts of 50 
ppb will not only result in cattail changes but will also result in changes in the 
other communities including microbial communities that will be more sensitive 
to changes than will cattails. Dr. Zimmermann said this is of more concern 
when considering the build up of phosphorus in the sediment and the 
equilibrium that exists between phosphorus in the sediment and phosphorous in 
the soil. That equilibrium will continue even when the inflows of phosphorus 
stops so that the changes in periphyton can be expected for far longer. In 
addition, it is important to look at other plant communities beyond sawgrass, ^  
particularly periphyton and macrophytes.

Df. Walker ans\\*lM that his work was a surrogate for organisms that respond 
o \^ lhe same ran|e of phosph3l^conceal^cMs and that this work is still under

77
Blake Sasse said that he would like the information from the cattail expansion 
in the Holey Land to be used in addition to the cattail expansion ratls fbr WCA-* 
2A.

August 5,1996 Workshop Adaptive Assessment Break-Out Groups
Dr. Tom Fontaine presented a summary of the Adaptive Assessment program as presented in Section 7 of the document "Evaluation of Benefits and Impacts of 
the Hydropattem Restoration Components of the Everglades Construction Project" (Attachment 7).

78

John Davis said that he did not lfee this as fittinggin the regulatory process and 
that the regulatory process would abfine the criteria, Peitttitting processes must 
include quantitative reasonable assurance. * - ; ,

Tiary Goforth agreed that this is not a standard regulatory process, and the 
adaptive management strategy was being proposed to deal with the scientific 
uncertainty of the projects. This approach has been used in the DEP and NPDES 
permits for the ENR project. The USACE has dealt with uncertainty in creative 
ways in the past, e.g., the C- 111 and Modified Water Delivery to ENP projects.

m m . W
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the S outh Florida W ater M anagement D istrict Response to 
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ents

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996

Comment

Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

Action and Future Assignment

August 5,1996 Workshop Break-Out group results

Research:
l i l i i — i f  

-

79

80

81

82

1. Leading indicator
Use monitoring measures 
Targets
Process for determining and refining 
targets (underway)

Many 6f th&Sefcomments were addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
were^fllctiit iheorporate into the rewrite, but are nevertheless valid comment

Ik 1̂1
2. Deterministic models

3. Experiments 
Potential Impacts

. (1) soil water interaction 
(1 )mesocosum in northern 3A 
(1 )Resistance of vegetation types to change 
Seed bank germination studies 
Effects of fire on establishing antecedent cond^ionj 
measures of vegetation ,
Chemical speciation of sioits ^
Ecological important of mclici 
Active managers
Research on control of impacts (active 
Recovery
Reversibility of impacts
Water column versus s W ....
Research on vegetation response to hydroperiod changes 
NSM goals M f

.

' .

4. Baseline development
charact«tstl|s of soil 
vegetation pattern
Animals

mmirnrn
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A
the South  Florida W ater Managem ent  D istrict R esponse to  

Public Hydropattern  Restoration  W orkshop Com m ent^
First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 ^  w  Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

83

5. Defining actions on levels 
Feedback mechanism

1. Monitor specific components
time line
interested people including other active researchers, people 
monitoring and modelers

2. Interagency Groups and Stakeholders 
annual review of information 
Participation by existing working group

3. Notification of trends and changes (these are defined in research) 
formulate and recalibrates models

Mjjnjlof these cou^lnts wtSre addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
wjffe difficult tt/lii'corporate into the are nevertheless valid comments.

u >,. /  -

X
[ B. Modeling ^ V ■:

84

1.* Modeling ! Jw
Baseline data must be planned as soon as possible /

Strategic modeling plan needs to be developed /  ?,4> />■% 
Local and regional § / 'f 
budget-hydrologic if#
Water quali^%)rocesses A  1 
Biologicfil responses ^  W  

More detailed ground data
Research to refine prbcessei ait^cesponses'^Jf * S''v 
Experimental and synoptfc aippit>ach,/or integration into Modeling 
(tree islands) ,
Measure climatic input !;f" . /
Access climate cha**|eimportance

Many M tfifese comments were addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
were difficult to incorporate into the rewrite, but are nevertheless valid comments.

/

JF Ifll
I | l l l i

' 5 J H f
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the South  Florida W ater  Management D istrict Response to

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996
Public Hydropattern  Restoration W orkshop Co m m e n t

a  A ' Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

85

86

87

88

Comment

2. Modeling Process
Sensitivity analysis/uncertainty analysis (risk)
Verification
Calibration
Integration of operations 
Operational plan 
Linkages to regional models 
Merging LECRWSP & ECP and restudy

Action and Future Assignment

3. Data Processing *
Need for clear cataloging of “who is doing what” (solve informational - 
overload) Identify missing pieces 
See big picture across agencies 
Then prioritize activities 
Model extreme conditions Flood, Drought, Fire 
Operation sensitivity A

>rmational

.

4. Need easily modifiable models
Developed modified operational plans based 
Research feedback /  '• 
Feedback-modeling research tftf>(iitoring

5. Establishment of criteria
For success or failure (spatial 
changes based upon model

ial temporal) that would direct operational or
predict]® |I

Mcfny of these coniments were addressed in revmt^of sections 2 through 6. Some 
w^Blifficult to incorporate into the mwrite»i>Ut are nevertheless valid comments.

i t

J

C. Monitoring

89

(1 )Clearly define objective for monitoring 
What about the ecosystem do you want to* know and understand 
Design monito^fi^ to give the answer to ilecessary questions 
Best define tjie Benefits and Impacts fa ________________

Many of these comments were addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
were difficult to incorporate into the rewrite, but are nevertheless valid comments.

ill
iiiiiiiix -
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the South  Florida W ater M anagem ent  D istrict Response  to  
Public Hydropattern Restoration  W orkshop Comm ents 

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 ' Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

# Comment Action and Future Assignment

90

2. (l)Define Monitoring Program based on Site Specific measures for long 
term and short term changes
Define site specific chemical measures for water and soil quality 
Define site specific animal measures 
Define site specific vegetation measures
Define hydrologic site specific measures in conjunction with numbers 
1,2&3 (of above)
Research needs may be identified as a result of information from the 
previous four steps

MdijPof these coodllints w^e addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
w^Siifficulrp^llicorporate into the rewrite, f)ttt are nevertheless valid comments.

] \
" i l i j r

r  %

91

3. (l)Clearly define baseline or reference conditions (in coordination with 
other researchers monitoring and modeling programs to find ouygpf 
exists) A  
Define reference communities /  '
Define Key Indicators and point of entry for early warning information to 
prevent or correct impacts ^  ̂ / 0  
Define components of these communities of interesy'uifcfuding: /  |  
Vegetation, Animals, Water /Soil (sediments) Quality Parameters  ̂and. 
Hydroperiod. ■ A Ilk W

| B. Feedback Mechanisms ^ 4  , - -

92 1. Analyze all data from monitoring and provide a feport with a Review of its 
importance with respect to adjusfil^tits wmehneed to fee Made to th<| system.

Many of these comments were addressed in rewrite of sections 2 through 6. Some 
were difficult to incorporate into the rewrite, but are nevertheless valid comments.

93
2. Create a structure (which utiliz^exkting comhuttees a^dswitdng groups 
as possible) to provide information, management and scientific evaluation of 
information collected. ^  : : * '*v

94
3. Provide a means to implement changes in operational schedules based on 
monitoring (go to A Main). #

(■ A

Putting research, monitoring and modeling as permit conditions is a precedent that 
has already been set with the ENR permits. A work around is to have Governing 
Board participate in and approve permit language before signing.
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Comment Action and Future Assignment

August 5,1996 Workshop Closure

Dr. Goforth closed the workshop by announcing the Public Workshop on all Technical Issues Involved irrProgrammatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) in the 
District auditorium from 5 pm to 9 pm on August 22, 1996. This will include all technical issues raised tb date. The District is attempting to finish the PEIS in the next month 
and a half and would like all public input._______________________________________ ’V'-* /  *

Additional Comments from the August 5,19996 Workshop

the South  Florida W ater M anagement District Response to 
Public Hydropattern Restoration W orkshop Com m ents 

First Public Workshop: July 19,1996 a /  Second Public Workshop: August 5,1996

16 August 16, 1996

Dr. Davis indicated a concern that the District’s monitoring, research, and 
modeling for the ECP may be identified and controlled by the permitting 
process. This could possibly be removed from the District board and so 
amount of money spent will be defined by permitting process.

Mr. Blake Sasse of the FGFWFC suggested that negative imp; 
and vegetation in the Brown's Farm Water Management Area 
addressed in the section on STA-2.
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L Background
A. Purpose
These public workshops are being held in support o f the Federal 404 permit process and 

the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) that the South Florida W ater 
Management District (District) is developing for the Everglades Construction Project (ECP). In 
developing the hydropattem  components o f  the Everglades Construction Project, the District held 
four workshops in June 1996 with internal District scientists, engineers, and planners. These 
workshops were designed to  develop the strategy to be followed by the District as part o f the 
hydropattem restoration associated with the Everglades Construction project. The document 
“Evaluation o f  Benefits and Impacts o f  the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f the 
Everglades Construction Project” was developed as a position paper on the topic o f  hydropattem 
restoration in conjunction with the Everglades Construction Project.

B. M eeting Goals and Objectives
These public workshops are designed to  review the strategies presented in the document 

“Evaluation o f  Benefits and Impacts o f  the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f  the 
Everglades Construction Project”. Public workshops are envisioned as a process intended to 
advance completion o f  a Federal construction permit as part o f  Federal 404 permitting as well as 
providing material for the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the Everglades 
Program  The workshop technique is designed to function as a means o f focused evaluation o f 
hydropattem management alternatives by internal and external reviewers.

The goal o f  this workshop was to  receive input on the District’s proposed hydropattem 
restoration proposal and the process by which it was designed. The objectives o f  the workshop 
were: 1) To inform interested parties on the methodology and alternatives used in the

hydropattem  restoration technology projects;
2) To gain a clear understanding o f  the benefits and impacts o f  hydropattem

restoration;
3) To gain a clear understanding o f  the strengths and weaknesses o f  the evaluation

method and the adaptive assessment program and to  provide recommendations for 
improvement;

4) To gain a clear understanding o f  the evaluation o f  four proposed hydropattem
restoration projects.

The District hired outside facilitators to  maximize input from all parties participating in the 
workshop. The results o f this workshop represent the combined comments and questions o f  the 
participants and not necessarily consensus unless indicated as such.
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II. W orkshop Introduction
A. General Background
The meeting began with an introduction by Gary Goforth o f  the SFWMD who introduced 

John Rogers o f CH2MHill and Sarah Bellmund o f Milian, Swain & Associates, Inc. as the 
facilitators o f the Workshop. Dr. Goforth presented an outline o f the Everglades Hydropattem 
Restoration process, as pursued by the District staff, along with goals, principal o f which was to 
"...provide that benefits o f the hydropattem restoration components o f the Everglades 
Construction Project outweigh the potential adverse impacts" (p. 3 SFWMD, 1996). The 
information being solicited is necessary to complete the Army Corps o f Engineers (US ACE) 404 
W etland permitting process. The process o f determining the best means o f hydropattem 
restoration is a highly complex and technical process. In the absence o f complete information 
the District has assembled the available information as well as using the best technical judgem ent 
o f District scientists and experts to develop the presented strategy for hydropattem restoration. 
This work has additionally been shaped by the other processes involved in the Everglades 
Restoration including ETAC (Everglades Technical Advisory Committee) and the 
STA(Stormwater Treatment Area) design meetings.

B. Meeting Structure
John Rogers presented the objectives o f this meeting as well as a description o f the 

meeting process and methodology. Participants were asked to describe their expectations and 
provided the following:

1. New methodology — an explanation and discussion
2. More public notice and advance meeting notice
3. Hear everyone’s position and debate
4. Open discussion.

This process was originally designed to have three presentations and three small group 
break out sessions, which were envisioned to provide expanded input. There was a general 
discussion o f  this process where several objections to this structure were voiced. Mr. John Davis 
o f Environmental Services Permitting (ESP) and Mr. Gene Duncan o f the M iccosukee Tribe 
objected on the basis that they felt small groups are a way to diffuse objections and that in small 
groups there is no way for the larger group to know other participants positions. The structure of 
the meeting and the agenda proposed by the District was therefore discussed and discarded based 
on the participants views and requests.

A t the initiation o f the workshop, Drs. Kadlec and Walker requested time to present the 
conclusions from a paper on a new modeling assessment o f phosphorus concentrations in water 
column and soil downstream o f the Everglades stormwater treatment areas. General participants’ 
requests and the proposed paper by Dr. Kadlec and Dr. Walker were seen as such important 
information that the agenda was modified to accommodate participants suggestions and interest 
in the reviewing the new method.
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IIL Video
A  video o f  a flyover o f  the area o f  interest was introduced by Gary Goforth and narrated 

by Mr. Neil Larson o f  the District.

IV. Technical Plan Overview
A. General Discussion
Dr. Goforth presented the Current Plan, the No Action Plan and the By-pass Options as 

they relate to  H ydropattem Restoration, as described in the District’s position paper, "Evaluation 
o f Benefits and Impacts o f the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f the Everglades 
Construction Project". The structure o f  the meeting was amended to  allow the additional 
presentation o f the new methodology by Dr. Kadlec and Dr. Walker. To accommodate this 
presentation, it was necessary to eliminate the small group break out sessions and have the 
options reviewed in the larger entire group. (See Attachment 1)

1. Current Plan
The individual general design memoranda (GDM) for each area provide the 

supporting information to the presented options in the Draft document, "Evaluation o f  Benefits 
and Impacts o f  the H ydropattem  Restoration Components o f the Everglades Construction 
Project". Dr. Goforth pointed out, in response to questions, that the numbers in Figure 1-1 will 
change as the information is revised and models are re-run and as part o f the GDM process and 
that the information is an annual average and for a 10 year simulated period o f  record. The factors 
presented in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 are used as a means to quantify the Evaluation Criteria as 
presented in Figure 3 o f  the document text.

2. No Action Alternative
This alternative assumes that the STA's will not be implemented but that by 

January 1, 2007 the w ater will meet the “no degradation” standards for phosphorous impacts. 
Therefore, at this time, hydropattem  restoration can be fully implemented, as described in the 
Conceptual Design Document dated February 15, 1994. Under this alternative the STA's will not 
be operated until the year 2007.

3. By Pass Alternative
Under this alternative, the STA's will be built and operated but w ater leaving the 

STA's will be routed into existing receiving points within the W ater Conservation Areas (WCA's).
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B. Group Discussion and Comments on the Technical Plan
Participants were asked to provide their comments regarding the presented Technical 

Plan and review the proposed benefits and impacts. The following is the list o f  comments and 
questions provided by the participants and recorded in the workshop.

1. Rename figure Technical Plan (Fig. 1.1) as the General Design 
Memorandum figure.

2. Does the S-8 pump station have the capacity to implement the By-Pass 
alternative?

3. Do the No Action or By-Pass alternatives involve sending water to tide?

4. Table 1-1 and 1-2 are redundant, there are places within these tables where 
things are listed as both a benefit and an impact. Breaking these tables 
into long term and short term components may accomplish the desired 
objective and allow something to be both a short term impact but a 
longterm benefit or the opposite. An example was increased average 
depths o f water which may both improve biological abundance and cause 
adverse impacts.

5. Investigate whether S-8, S-7, and S-6 can accommodate by-pass flow 
without lowering current flood protection and include the attenuation 
capacities o f  the STA's in the calculations.

6. Table 1.1, can benefits be changed to reflect long-term and short term 
components?

7. Revise definitions (particularly "short term") to reflect the following:
a. length o f time,
b. duration o f  impact,
c. reversibility, and
d. spatial extent.

8. Benefits o f the Current Plan are all short term  because they will all occur 
anyway whenever the water quality standards are implemented.

9. All o f these alternative are a violation o f Tribal Rights if  they provide 
unacceptable water, and the Miccosukee Tribe will not accept water that 
will degrade Tribal Lands.
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The Miccosukee Tribe has applied to EPA to be able to set water quality 
standards. These are to be approved for as an ONRW  (Outstanding Natural 
Resource Water) so that water will have to meet whatever standards are set 
by the tribe prior to discharge.

Cattail impacts will not be allowed on Miccosukee Tribal lands (which 
also have a series o f over-drainage problem in addition).

Add a column called Aquatic Productivity to both Tables 1-1 and 1-2.

Change wording for fires to Reduction o f Severe Fires and Peat Fires.

Change wording to Improved/Degraded Wildlife Habitat.

Do not agree that spreading water out will result in decreased water 
purification. Suggested change to "decreased water quality" from 
decreased water purification.

The group requests clarification o f the meaning o f the words "short term" 
soil impacts. Generally they do not agree that soil impacts are short term. 
Clarify this statement to reflect that soil impacts are not generally short 
term and that vegetation changes are also not short term.

A major benefit o f Hydroperiod Restoration is "areal decrease in nutrient 
loading" change the wording from diversion o f nutrient loads to "diversion 
and dispersal" or "diffusion" o f nutrient loads.

Marks in all columns that have modified titles must be shifted to reflect 
the modified wording.

Change the title o f Table 1-2 to potential adverse impacts, remove the 
words short term.

The words local definition in the text is self defining and should be 
modified to reflect the specific geographic areas under consideration.

Add a column for Potential shift to "undesirable vegetative communities"



V. M ethodology and Adaptive Assessment Overview.
A. Presentation of Methodology
The methodology associated with the District's evaluation o f benefits and impacts o f the 

Hydropattem Restoration Components o f the Everglades Construction Project was presented by 
Dr. Fontaine. This presentation focused on:

1. The District’s definition o f time and location;
2. A review o f the models and information available;
3. Development o f tables o f antecedent conditions for each area under

consideration, and;
4. Quantifying the impacts using the compiled information and the

evaluation criteria with associated factors.

The review and evaluation process used three categories o f information: a) existing 
research from the past and the present as well as compiled antecedent conditions, b) best 
professional judgement, and c) models. This information was assessed using evaluation criteria 
and associated hydropattem factors ( Attachment 2). Important antecedent conditions considered 
by the District were soil phosphorus, vegetation communities (including both macrophytes and 
periphyton) and peat/marl accumulation. Models available for use include the following; Natural 
Systems Model (NSM), the Everglades Landscape Model (ELM), Across Trophic Level System 
Simulation (ATLSS), Everglades Water Quality Model (EWQM), SawCat (a sawgrass-cattail 
model), and others (Walker, Tetra Tech). Using these means as well as adaptive assessment the 
District seeks to take existing data and apply best judgem ent which will be modified as the 
process continues to develop the best most environmentally conservative means to restore 
hydroperiod and hydropattem downstream o f the STA’s.

B. Discussion o f Methodology
Some participants questioned the methodology applied to arrive at the cattail expansion 

rate used to develop the alternatives. This methodology is described on page 18 o f the D istricts’ 
document “Evaluation o f Benefits and Impacts o f the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f 
the Everglades Construction Projects.” These participants did not believe that the technique 
used accounts for time lags within the system and that the method o f quantifying the rate o f 
cattail expansion based on the Jensen and Rutchy (1995) paper or the Rutchy and Vilchek (1994) 
paper is not valid due to methodology problems. Dr. Fontaine answered that when the rate o f 
cattail expansion was calculated using the two different approaches that the results were within a 
similar range.

Mr. Federico believed that, based upon the proposed methodology, there was no 
threshold and that any input in phosphorus would result in a net increase in cattails according to 
the proposed methodology. Mr. Shulte suggested that different pre-existing conditions 
(antecedent conditions) determine changes, which can be expected as an area is re-hydrated with 
any water. These conditions include soil saturation with respect to phosphorus since, if  soils are
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already loaded with phosphorus, any re-hydration will cause cattail expansion. These factors 
may also include fire history, disturbance, and soil density. Several people felt that while this 
concept o f changes due to rehydration was very important, it is important not to consider this to 
the exclusion o f the re-hydration o f areas. It was reiterated that this method o f approximation o f 
soil phosphorus history was chosen as a conservative one, erring on the side o f  calculating the 
most rapid spread o f cattails.

C. Questions and Comments on Methods and Adaptive Assessment
Participants were asked to provide their comments regarding the presented methodologies 

used to develop the Technical Plan and comment on the process o f adaptive assessment. The 
following is the list o f  comments and questions provided by the participants and recorded in the 
workshop.

1. Were there other participants beyond Distinct Staff involved in the original four 
workshops? (No) Who were the "other scientists" referred to in the text? The 
language in the text implying this referred to future participants in this process.

2. May want to use the Holey Land phosphorus/Cattail rate data to apply to WCA-3 
rather than using data from WCA-2A. W7ould want to use the data from whatever 
is the most appropriate and representative area for antecedent conditions o f the 
area o f interest. Use weight vs. volume data for calculations (loading? Not 
agreed upon by everyone).

3. There is a dilemma between the re-hydration o f over dried lands vs. the impacts 
from increased phosphorous or other nutrients.

4. Natural Systems Model (NSM)--*An area o f concern is that this process does not 
really represent an issue for WCA-1 since the hydroperiod for WCA-1 is 
controlled by the regulation schedule. It is however included in the by-pass 
options, since the by-pass alternative moves water from the diversion o f S-6 into 
WCA-1.

5. * The NSM  impacts to tree islands are due to water depths proposed for WCA- 
2A. Will use existing data for hydroperiod and hydropattem to compare model
runs for the NSM  as part o f the LEC-WSP which will also look at a rainfall driven
model. There is a new process being developed as part o f the Lower East Coast 
W ater Supply Planning process. It is a tool to calculate the number o f acres o f 
wetland that would benefit from hydroperiod improvement. W ant to be able to 
quantify the number o f acres o f hydroperiod improvement and the number o f 
acres o f ponding improvement (their respective changes). This would serve as a 
means o f assessing the process if  people who worked in the area were able to look
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at a set o f time series hydrographs and the output o f  spatial coverage. This would 
provide the tools the biologists need to make the evaluations (time series 
hydrographs and stage duration curves).

Place a map in the text to refer to stage duration curve to show stage duration 
curves for the alternatives proposed under Number 5 (above).

Put stage duration curves in the plan showing how the NSM  and WMM are 
related to actual difference in ground surface elevation.

Using Stage duration curves, you want to find cells in the model output that are 
more representative o f regional influence. Should show a section further 
downstream o f the changes and STAs that are more regionally representative o f 
downstream conditions. Show a stage duration curve and a period o f record or a 
time series analyze for the area and data chosen. A good place for these locations 
would be to choose a section where there is a water gauge located.

Include a hydrograph for the no-action and by pass options.

Provide a spatial look at the grid cells o f the NSM - add this as a figure and the 
relationships between cells.

Add a hydroperiod difference map.

Remember that the results presented represent a current set o f assumptions which 
may change with different future regulation schedules.

Alternative to the NSM  — as and alternative to the NSM  can use the number o f 
acres vs hydroperiod or ponding changes predicted (or observed?). This must 
include a table with the assumptions, definitions and also provide: A) stage 
duration curves B) time series hydrographs.

M ust add whatever model was used to take into consideration the subsidence o f 
W CA-3A (as well as subsidence elsewhere). This requires topographic data for 
this area which does not exist and must be collected. Must include 
recommendations for topographic data wherever it does not reflect accurate 
current conditions. W CA-3A is the priority.

Several people felt that the current methodology o f using the NSM  to determine 
aerial extent changes or benefits was inappropriate and the LEC approach may be 
a better choice. This applied only to the Table 2-3 and associated discussions in



the text to quantify the area o f benefit against the NSM.

VI. Presentation of Alternative Methodology
Dr. Kadlec and Dr. Walker presented the methodology and conclusions from their paper 

“Simulations o f Phosphorus Concentrations in Water Column & Soil Downstream o f Everglades 
Stormwater Treatment Areas.” This was a modification o f the STA design model, by Dr. Walker 
which was changed to include mass balances on the water column and surface soils in the areas 
downstream o f the proposed hydropattem restoration facilities. Impacts o f hydropattem 
restoration facilities were assessed by comparing simulated spatial and temporal increases in soil 
phosphorus levels with threshold criteria associated with cattail expansion. This information was 
presented in some detail, however the final paper was not yet available. It was expected to be 
completed by the week following the workshop and would be available from either Dr. Kadlec, 
Dr. Walker or the District. Conclusions were already available and were handed out at the 
meeting (Attachment 3). A brief question and answer section followed this presentation, 
however major comments and questions were held until participants had the opportunity to 
review the final completed paper.

VII. Breakout Discussion of the Four Hydropattem  Project Tables
The group was assigned the task o f reviewing the assumptions in the evaluation o f  each 

hydropattem restoration project and comment on the assignment o f the values +, -, and o to each 
category in the tables for each project. This was done as a group breakout project where 
everyone was asked to choose an are based on their expertise. The four hydropattem restoration 
projects were: 1) Water Conservation Area East-3 A, 2) Water Conservation Area West-3 A, 3) 
Rotenberger Tract, and 4) Water Conservation Area-2 A. They were asked to circle values in 
cells o f  the table that the group consensus did not agree with the District and change values if  
there was consensus within the breakout group over the change and the new value. These Tables 
are included as Attachment 4. The following are the breakout group consensus comments for 
each hydropattem project by area.

A. W ater Conservation Area East-3 A
1. Some factors are redundant (soil protection, water purification, diversion 

o f nutrients) and inappropriate

2. Current Plan for long term animal communities go from 0 to + as animal 
communities move into the new habitat it will become a positive. In a 
current "no action" condition plant and animal communities are adapted to 
current conditions so any changes may have a negative affect

3. Criteria for animal communities disturbance usually increases abundance 
and diversity even if  it does not remain stable.
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4. Include information and figures to show regional conditions and data.

5. Regional information needs more support for back-up explanation.

6. Use as factors for animal communities similarities to native reference 
community structure.

7. Factors for Animal Communities should be reworded A) Drop wildlife 
habitat since this really refers to healthy vegetative communities B) Drop 
biological diversity and abundance- may be more undesirable species in 
high phosphorous environments that would show up as a false positive for 
high biological diversity.

8. Criteria — Animal Communities- Disturbance usually increases 
abundance and diversity even if  it does not remain stable.

9. WCA-3 antecedent soil conditions are different from WCA-2 re: soil [P], 
disturbance water depth/hydroperiod is factor which may override [P] in 
water, needs to be addressed (re: Newman et a l., 1996)

10. Evaluation o f "No Action" plan was based on knowledge o f  the future 
everglades demands will reduce hydroperiods and the volume o f water 
delivered to WCA-3A

11. Much o f the impacts depend on factors unaffected by STA construction 
(ie. water availability, regional restoration efforts, water supply planning 
options, rainfall cycles).

12. Table 4-1 peat and marl accretion in impact zone.

13. By-pass long term assumptions are that hydroperiod restoration would be 
instituted in 2007 when background levels [P] are attained without a 
description o f how these levels will be reached.

W ater Conservation Area west-3A:
1. Definitions o f time frames (short and long) are serious issues that need 

resolution.

2. How can water qualities improve in "Long Term" for "No-Action" and for 
"By-Pass" ?



3. Keep discharge until background water quality levels can be delivered.

4. Map o f impacted areas in error. It shows impacts only on the north east
side o f Miami. Should also show on the south West side.

Rotenberger Tract
1. Add column to Table 6.3 which defines local as all o f  Rotenberger (not 

just the impact zone). Cattail expansion is likely in areas other than the 
discharge area.

2. Question short term impact on water quality o f the Current Plan alternative 
(Current condition is unknown.).

3. Long term impacts o f the "By-pass" option should be similar to that o f the 
Current Plan.

4. Where does the 4.8 million dollar cost associated with the"By-pass"option 
come from?

W ater Conservation Area-2 A
1. Documentation behind methodology needs to be clarified.
2. Table 1-1 and 1-2, must add reduction o f  severity o f fires.
3. Benefits to diversity to regional but negative to regional(sic).
4. Customize matrix to WCA-2A
5. Antecedent Conditions (sic)
6. Table 6-1 No Action and By-Pass should be the same.
7. Matrices, add points:

5. Compliance with Tribal (sic)
6. Remove “proposed modified”
7. Tribal Lands

Evaluation of....
8. By-pass option Local= where the water goes

Regional= includes where the water is 
diverted from.

9. I f  Cattail management is effective - long term impacts for Current Plan is 
0 if  n o t , ...

10. Evaluate based on the long-term going d/s (sic) o f hydroperiod restoration 
components; but the impacts must be considered in the same local area



VHL Action Items and Changes in M ethodology
Participants w ere asked to  provide consensus comments on action items for the next 

workshop. The following are group consensus items.

1. Change wording o f  Factors to reflect "more natural" or reference communities in 
place o f  diversity and abundance.

2. Customize matrices for different regions versus local areas. Customization should 
reflect scale and region.

3. Tables on antecedent conditions should be the same for all options- Gary's 
response: antecedent conditions are different because each option defines a 
different area. Needs to be better explained in text.

4. Check antecedent conditions table for "No Action" and "By-Pass", these should be 
the same Table 6-1.

5. Gene Duncan add compliance with Tribal Law and the Federal Indian Land 
Claimant Settlement Act.

6. Consider Adaptive Assessment in detail in the next workshop on August 5th.
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Attachment 2:

Evaluation Criteria and Associated Hydropattem Factors

Evaluation Criteria Factors
V eg eta tio n  C o m m u n ities • Floating and benthic periphyton

• Conversion to cattails
• Biological abundance and diversity
• Wildlife habitat

A n im a l C o m m u n ities • Biological abundance and diversity
• Wildlife habitat

D ra in ag e  charac teristics • Organic Soil protections
• Fires
• A quifer recharge
• W ater purification
• Phosphorous cycling

G ro u n d w a te r  in te rac tio n • W ater purification
• A quifer recharge
• Organic soil protection

W ate r q u a lity • Phosphorous cycling
• W ater purification
• Soil enrichm ent
• Diversion of nutrien t loads

O rgan ic  soil p re se rv a tio n • Soil enrichm ent
• Organic soil protection
• Reduction of fires
• D iversion of nu trien t loads
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Attachment 3: Conclusions of Kadlec and Walker paper





Simulations o f Phosphorus Concentrations in W ater Column & Soil 
Downstream  of Everglades Storm water Treatm ent Areas.

by
W. W alker & R. Kadlec 

for
US Department of Interior 

July 19 ,1996

Draft Conclusions

The STA design model (Walker,1995) has been modified to include mass 
balances on the water-column and surface soils in the areas downstream of 
hydropattem restoration facilities. Impacts of hydropattem restoration facilities 
have been assessed by comparing simulated spatial and temporal increases in 
soil P levels with threshold criteria associated with cattail expansion.

Soil P thresholds for cattail expansion estimated from observed spatial variations 
in soil P and vegetation in WCA-2A and WCA-1 range from 610 to 990 mg/kg for 
a 10 cm soil depth and from 540 to 720 mg/kg for a 20 cm soil depth. Errors in 
predicting vegetation types based upon observed soil P levels range from 1% to 
19%. Site classification errors are higher when soil P criteria are expressed on a 
volumetric basis (mg/cm3).

The model successfully predicts observed spatial variations in soil phosphorus 
concentrations below the S10's, averaged over soil depths of 10 and 20 cm after 
-2 8  years of loading (1962 -1990). Observed cattail expansion during this period 
is best simulated with a soil column depth of 20 cm and threshold soil P value of 
720 mg/kg. Model simulations using a 10 cm depth and threshold of 610 mg/kg 
consistently over-predict observed cattail expansion during the first 20 years of 
discharge are likely to generate conservative estimates of cattail expansion below 
the STA’s over a similar time frame.

The steady-state solution of the model yields a linear relationship between long
term average, flow-weighted-mean, water-column concentration and equilibrium 
soil phosphorus concentration. Under continuously wet conditions, water column 
concentrations ranging from 10 to 50 ppb correspond to equilibrium soil P levels 
ranging from 612 to 1211 mg/kg. For the same concentration range, times 
required to achieve equilibrium soil P levels range from 48 to 19 years,



respectively, for a 10-cm soil depth and from 96 to 38 years for a 20-cm soil 
depth. Equilibrium soil P levels decrease and response times increase as 
hydroperiod (fraction of time soil is wet) decreases.

When the STA’s are operationing, water-column concentrations in the areas 
immediately below the STA discharges will increase fom background levels (< 1 0  
ppb) to -5 0  ppb. Soil P levels will increase over time scales which are long in 
relation to expected 4-8 year duration of 50 ppb discharges. Equilibration of soil 
P levels with 50 ppb water will require -2 0  and -4 0  years for soil column depths 
of 10 and 20 cm, respectively.

Primarily because of lower initial bulk densities (reflecting historically wetter 
conditions), soil P levels downstream of STA-2 will respond faster than soil P 
levels downstream of the other STA’s. Times required to exceed the most 
conservative soil P criterion (10 cm soil depth and 610 mg/kg) range from 5 years 
for STA-2 to 13 years for STA-6. Times required to exceed the soil P criterion 
which best reproduces the initial 20-year cattail expansion in W CA-2A (20 cm 
depth and 720 mg/kg) range from 17 to 42 years.

When Phase II controls are implemented in 2007, simulations indicate that soil P 
levels downstream STA-2 will exceed the most conservative soil P criterion (10 
cm, 610 mg/kg) for a distance of -1  km and area of -1 2 0 0  hectares. If the 50 ppb 
discharge were to be continued past 2007, exceedence of the 20 cm, 720 mg/kg 
criterion would not occur until 2016, well after implementation of Phase II controls. 
Simulations indicate that neither soil criterion will be exceeded below STA’s 34, 5, 
or 6 within the relevant time frame.

Particularly in the case of STA-2, the model is thought to generate conservative 
estimates of soil and vegetation response for the following reasons:

a. In the early years of the project, a portion of the phosphorus 
removed from the water column will not reach the soil, but will be - 
stored as increased plant biomass. As a result, soil P responses 
will be slower than predicted by the model.

b. To the extent that spread of cattails is controlled by fragmentation 
of existing populations (Wu et al., 1996), the rate of cattail 
expansion would be lower than that predicted based only upon soil 
P levels.

c. Soil threshold criteria for invasion of cattails into well-established 
sawgrass communities (e.g., discharge zone for STA-2) may be



higher than criteria estimated from historical WCA-2A and WCA-1 
data, which primarily reflect invasion into slough communities.

d. Recent projections of STA performance accounting for revised 
BMP load reductions and seepage (Brown & Caldwell, 1996) 
indicate average outflow concentrations in the range of 31 to 44 
ppb. If this performance is realized, impacts on soil P levels would 
be lower than those predicted assuming a 50 ppb discharge 
concentration.

9. If cattail communities actually respond to changes in volumetric soil P content 
(mg/cm3) instead of mass content (mg/kg), considerably different results would be 
obtained. Observed soil phosphorus and vegetation patterns in WCA-2A suggest 
a volumetric threshold criterion of -0 .0 6  g/cm3 for a 10-cm soil depth. Because of 
high bulk densities (0.18 to 0.23 g/cm3), soils in the discharge zones of STA’s- 
34,5,& 6 have initial volumetric P concentrations (.08 - .10 mg/cm3) which exceed 
the 0.06 mg/cm3 criterion. Significant changes in volumetric P content in these 
areas are not expected to result from discharge of 50 ppb water. If a volumetric 
criterion is appropriate, these areas would be at risk for cattail expansion at any 
time, regardless of phosphorus concentrations in the inflowing waters. Since 
observed vegetation patterns in W CA-2A and WCA-1 are more strongly correlated 
with soil P content expressed on a mass basis, however, there is no evidence to 
suggest that a volumetric criterion is more appropriate.

10. Impacts on other ecological components (e.g., bacteria, algae, and periphyton) 
may result from increases in water-column P concentrations. Simulations 
indicate that water-column concentrations would exceed 10 ppb for distances 
ranging from 1.8 to 8.6 km downstream of the STA discharges. Such impacts 
are likely to be more reversible than impacts caused by increases in soil P 
because water-column P concentrations are more responsive than soil P 
concentrations to changes in external loading. These impacts would be offset by 
corresponding decreases in water-column concentrations in areas which would 
otherwise receive discharges from the hydropattem restoration facilities. Overall, 
the project is expected to achieve substantial reductions in the area exceeding 10 
ppb and in equilibrium soil P levels as a result of the substantial reduction in 
phosphorus load.

/
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Attachment 7: Adaptive Assessment Presentation
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Adaptive Assessment Resource 
Protection Plan

•  Reasonable assurance = best present information
+

adaptive assessment resource plan

•  Adaptive assessment = acknowledgement of the
imperfection of information used

+

a protocol for evaluating ecosystem 
response to restoration actions

+

a plan for improving knowledge 
bases and adjusting restoration 
decisions accordingly

+

a plan for scientific & engineering 
feedback



A Protocol for Evaluating Ecosystem 
Response to Restoration Actions

Develop & implement a pre- & post operation monitoring plan 

Vegetation communities: transects & aerial/satellite photos

Animal communities:

Soil & water column:

Hvdrologic:

Other parameters:

Systematic Reconnaissance Flights, 
transects for fish & invertebrates

transects located downstream of 
spreader canals; monitor for 
nutrients, Hg, etc.

water depths & hydroperiods 
monitored and compared with 
SFWMM, NSM, ELM, etc.

recommendations from Science 
Sub-Group and other organizations



A plan for improving knowledge 
bases and adjusting restoration 

decisions accordingly

Conduct research on ways to reverse any adverse impacts

Conduct research on downstream areas to further define relation 
between vegetation communities, phosphorus inputs, seed 
banks, antecedent conditions, water depth and hydroperiod.

Construct models for predicting nutrient fate and transport and 
long term ecological effects, including possible trend reversals, 
of restoration actions.



------------------------------------------------------ — ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A plan for soliciting scientific & 
engineering feedback

•  Workshops

•  Informal discussions

•  Presentations at professional societies

•  Peer review of manuscripts

•  Establishment of a web site

•  Annual reports
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I. Background
A. Purpose
This is the second public Hydropattem Restoration Technology Workshop. These workshops 

w ere designed to aid the South Florida W ater Management District (District) in developing and 
reviewing hydropattem restoration components o f the Everglades Construction Project (ECP). The 
document "Evaluation o f Benefits and Impacts o f the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f  the 
Everglades Construction Project" is designed to describe the proposed methods to achieve 
hydropattem restoration and associated benefits in conjunction with the ECP. Public input and 
participation are a critical step in the Federal 404 permit process and the Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) o f the District's Everglades Construction Project.

B. Goals
The second public workshop was designed to achieve closure on issues introduced in the first 

public workshop and provide a substantive review o f the Districts proposed Adaptive Assessment 
Methodology. The goals o f this workshop were A) to review proposed modifications in the District's 
original strategy, B) to correct any misinterpretation or omissions from the first public workshop, and 
C) to provide substantive review o f the proposed Adaptive Assessment Methodology.

n . Workshop Introduction
The workshop was introduced by Mr. John Rogers (Workshop Facilitator). This workshop 

agenda is included as Attachment 1. Mr. Rogers laid out the workshop as follows: comments, 
corrections or ideas from last meeting may be given to Ms. Sarah Bellmund. This agenda was to 
follow up on the last meeting and provide information on what actions are being taken in moving 
forward with information from the last meeting. This workshop was to include a short discussion on 
methodology o f hydropattem benefits, and then was proposed to conclude with the methodology 
section with any additional thoughts or ideas on how to improve the methodology itself. The next 
portion o f  the meeting was proposed as a presentation on adaptive assessment methodology to be 
followed by breakout sessions focusing on the three areas o f adaptive assessment, monitoring, 
modeling, and research. These groups will then make short presentations on their ideas and findings 
and the group will have an open discussion. The meeting then was proposed to  conclude with a 
series o f  action items.

Dr. Gary Goforth began the workshop with an overview o f the previous workshop's findings. 
The first workshop was very beneficial and the District received many comments. The District's 
document "Evaluation o f  Benefits and Impacts o f  the Hydropattem Restoration Components o f  the 
Everglades Construction Project" will be revised to address comments and the revised document will 
be available by August 16, 1996. The goal will be to mail to all attendees a copy o f  this document. 
Some o f these comments have already been addressed, some are being addressed and some are still 
being evaluated. Some o f these comments may be best addressed in other forums such as the 
Stormwater Treatment Area (STA) design workshop, the Everglades Technical Advisory Committee 
(ETAC) or other portions o f the Technical Review process.
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The W alker and Kadlec paper promised for review was still not available (as o f August 5, 
1996). It is being prepared for the Department o f the Interior and is still being reviewed by Interior 
staff prior to official release. Dr. Tom Fontaine will work directly with Dr. Walker to attempt to 
incorporate as much o f this methodology as possible in the existing process.

ID. Summary o f Hydropattern Benefits
Cal Neidrauer was introduced as senior supervising professional working on the South Florida 

Water Management Model (SFWMM). He introduced a handout on the w ater management district 
model base flows (Attachment 2.). Mr. Neidrauer works with Mr. Dave Swift, who discussed 
specific hydropattem restoration benefits. Attachment 3 shows a grid cell specification o f  the Water 
Management Model as requested from the first workshop. The package o f information in 
A ttachm ent 4 is information that will be included in the August 16 version o f  the update o f  the 
District's Hydropattem document. Mr. Niedraurer presented the results o f  the analysis to determine 
the likely changes in WCA (W ater Conservation Area) hydropattems resulting from the latest ST A 
designs and the current operational intent o f the ECP (Attachment 5- slide 1). An overview o f  the 
SFW MM is found in Attachment 5- slide 2. This model is an excellent tool for the simulation o f 
proposed structural modifications in the system. The key SFWMM assumptions are found in 
Attachment 5- slide 3. These assumptions were derived from the projections and requirements o f the 
Low er East Coast W ater Supply Plan (LEC-WSP). It is based on a year 2010 projected land use 
planning horizon. Two simulations were run one using the current plan and one using a no-action 
(no ECP) using the exact same criteria. The primary reasons for differences between the SFWMM 
simulated flows and the flows using the ECP designs (in Attachment 2) are found in Attachment 5- 
slide 4. Mr. Niedraurer did not go into details however he said he would be happy to discuss this 
information in detail separately.

Dr. Goforth interjected that much o f the differences between the ECP design flows and the 
simulated flows are based on assumptions on operational criteria which are not finalized and can be 
changed. This exercise has been good that it has identified differences which can be addressed. 
These are being reviewed and will be addressed in future planning processes. Mr. Neidrauer 
referenced information in the Chapter 7 o f  the February 1994 conceptual design document on 
intended operation saying that these are preliminary in nature an that these are meant to  serve as a 
basis for initial hydrologic modeling. Mr. Swift then began a discussion o f  the differences in 
operation o f  the SFWMM with and without the ECP.

Dave Swift’s presentation, as a follow up on discussions from the first workshop, was on the 
performance measures defined by the LEC process and designed to  compare hydroperiod benefits o f 
alternatives. The LEC Water Supply Plan is moving toward maintaining rainfall driven hydroperiods. 
He has worked on developing a means o f quantifying the hydrologic benefits which may be derived 
from operating the system. He presented this proposed alternative method for evaluating hydroperiod 
benefits (Attachment 6). Mr. Swift redefined categories (Attachment 6-page 3) to be able to quantify 
a more natural, rainfall driven hydroperiod restoration. This new proposed method allows benefits 
to be credited if hydroperiod improves and moves toward a more rainfall driven system for more than 
30 days even if it does not achieve Natural Systems Model targets. This is quantified on the map in 
A ttachm ent 6- page 4. The explanation for thfe legend o f  this map is quantified on Attachment 6-
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page 5. The results from this analysis are shown on page 6 o f Attachment 6 for the benefits o f the 
ECP versus the No Action Plan for Hydroperiod. The logic for choosing ±30 days is that this is seen 
as a significant window o f time from an ecological viewpoint.

Dr. John Davis asked, What did that majority grey area on the map represent? Mr. Swift 
answered that they represent 'no change' and not a significant differences between the ECP and the 
No ECP simulations. Bill Walker asked why choose 30 days why not use 15 days or 7 days. Mr. 
Swift's answer was that generally this was a rough means o f showing this information and that shorter 
periods o f  time were much more ephemeral and that, in general the 15 day picture was roughly the 
same as the 30 day picture. The 30 day period was seen as one that would be lasting and represent 
more real benefits or impacts. Mr. Niedraurer said that they had reviewed histograms for several 
time frames and that this data can be reviewed if anyone is interested. The District's proposal to 
address areas which are not seen a having a benefit are shown in Attachment 6, page 7.

Dr. Davis questioned the accuracy o f the model since it showed cells juxtaposed to  each other 
with substantially different hydroperiods and that a 2x2 mile area is really an accurate representation. 
Mr. Swift said that this was in most cases due to a very short change o f time where it may exceed the 
criteria by 2 or 3 days rather than a large period o f time. Mr. Tom McVicar asked about two cells 
near the Miami Canal where they are shown as overshooting the NSM  and are next to some large 
areas which area shown as too dry. Mr. Neidrauer answered that this was due to the way the post 
processing program worked and how it dealt with areas that have water levels which start too high 
(above the NSM) and then go below the NSM  where the other areas are actually drier and then get 
even drier. Mr. McVicar said that the modelers may want to use other values rather than mean years 
because the system will allow much more flexibility and operational changes if non-mean years were 
used. It is possible to  route water differently and this may actually result in bigger benefits if there 
is more operational flexibility. Mr. Niedraurer said that this was a good idea and that it was the 
direction the planning process intended to review. This really fell within the general area of 
operational criteria and that it should be considered when operational schedules were developed. Mr. 
McVicar said that some o f the apparent reductions may actually be improvements due to operational 
flexibility. Mr. Niedraurer said that as part o f the Seminole W ater issue and the design o f STA 5 and 
6/Rotenberger was the need to  possibly increase the size o f  the G-404 pump station as a means to 
get more o f  the flows out into the northwest WCA-3 A.

Blake Sasse from the Florida Game and Fresh W ater Fish Commission (FGFWFC) asked if 
the numbers for the Rotenberger Tract included the STA. Mr. Swift answered no, that the reason 
the acreage was so high was that some areas included canal overlap during the rough calculation o f 
the output from the SFWMM. Mr. Sasse suggested that all o f Rotenberger will not be a hydroperiod 
improvement in reality Rotenberger is only 28,000 acres and the area that will be improved may really 
not be the entire area. He suggested that the District use the Game Commission Schedule as a target 
rather than the NSM. Mr. Niedraurer said that a schedule is different than a hydroperiod and that 
surprisingly the hydroperiod resulting from the NSM is very similar to the hydroperiod resulting from 
the Game Commission schedule. The LEC plan is using the restoration o f  natural rainfall driven 
hydroperiods as a means o f  achieving a more natural system.
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IV. Comments from M ethodology Section of First W orkshop
Mr. R ogers turned the system over to the audience for any suggested improvements in 

m ethodology that may have arisen from last week. Dr. Bill Walker asked if there was any 
consideration given to delays and the impacts that may be caused to the system by delays. One 
scenario he proposed was that if one alternative which is that it is more favorable to hydropattem 
restoration is suggested, however that this may cause a time delay which causes increased impacts 
due to phosphorus. Dr. Goforth answered that this issue was considered as an example, on page 31, 
the table showed the additional cost and additional time to implement. Dr. Walker said that the delay 
could also be estimated as ecological impacts and that additional cost could be estimated and added 
to the cost o f impacts.

Dr. Mike Zimmermann (Everglades National Park) said that the impacts o f  50 ppb will not 
only result in cattail changes but will also result in changes in the other communities including 
microbial communities that will be more sensitive to changes than will cattails. This is o f  more o f a 
concern when considering the build up o f  phosphorus in the sediment and the equilibrium that exists 
between phosphorus in the sediment and phosphorus in the soil. This equilibrium will continue even 
when the inflows o f phosphorus stop so that the changes in periphyton can be expected for far longer. 
In addition, it is important to look at other plant communities beyond sawgrass, particularly 
periphyton and macrophytes. Dr.Walker answered that his work was a surrogate for organisms that 
respond over the same range o f  phosphorus concentrations but that this work is still under review.

Blake Sasse asked that the information from the cattail expansion in the Holey Land to be 
used in addition to  the cattail expansion rate for WCA-2A.

V. Adaptive Assessment Break-Out Groups
1. General Description
Dr. Tom Fontaine presented a summary o f the Adaptive Assessment program as presented 

in Section 7 o f  the document "Evaluation o f  Benefits and Impacts o f  the Hydropattem  Restoration 
Com ponents o f  the Everglades Construction Project" (Attachment 7). This included a means o f 
evaluating the results providing reasonable assurance and using adaptive assessment. Development 
o f  a monitoring plan includes the following components; vegetation communities, animal 
communities, soil and water column information, hydrologic information, and other parameters. This 
involves research to further define relationships and modeling to predict changes that may occur. The 
D istrict's plan for scientific feedback includes; workshops, informal discussions, presentation at 
professional societies, peer review o f  manuscripts, establishment o f  a web site, and annual reports. 
John Davis said that he did not see this as fitting in the regulatory process and that the regulatory 
process would define the criteria. Permitting processes must include quantitative reasonable 
assurance. Dr. Goforth agreed that this is not a standard regulatory process, and the adaptive 
management strategy was being proposed to deal with the scientific uncertainty o f  the projects. This 
approach has been used in the Department o f Environmental Protection (DEP) and National Pollutant 
Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES) permits for the Everglades Nutrient Removal (ENR) 
Project. The Corps o f Engineers had dealt with the uncertainty o f  permitting in creative ways in the 
past, such as in the C -l 11 GRR and the Modified Water Delivery to  Everglades National Park (ENP) 
projects.



j \  .

2. Break-Out group results
Break-out groups were divided into Research, Modeling, and Monitoring. The consensus 

comments on structure by the group is presented under each heading. The groups were asked to 
consider 1) W hat actions should be included in the process, 2) Prioritize Activities, 3) Define 
appropriate feedback. Activities that were prioritized are listed with a (1) for Research and 
M onitoring, this indicated a high priority. Unfortunately no other prioritization was listed by the 
groups and the Modeling group did not provide any prioritization beyond saying that the list was 
roughly in order o f  priority.

A. Research:
Activities included in program[ (1)— indicates high priority ]
1. Leading indicator

• Use monitoring measures
• Targets
• Process for determining and refining targets (underway)

2. Deterministic models

3. Experiments

• Potential Impacts
(1) soil water interaction

(l)m esocosum  in northern 3 A 

(l)Resistance o f  vegetation types to change 

Seed bank germination studies

Effects o f  fire on establishing antecedent conditions and different 
measures o f  vegetation

Chemical speciation o f  soils

Ecological importance o f indicators

• Active managers
Research on control o f  impacts (active management)

• Recovery

Reversibility o f  impacts 

W ater column versus soil

Research on vegetation response to  hydroperiod changes 

NSM  goals
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4. Baseline development

• characteristics o f soil
• vegetation pattern
• Animals

5. Defining actions on levels

Feedback mechanism

1. M onitor specific components
• time line
• interested people including other active researchers, people

monitoring and modelers
2. Interagency Groups and Stakeholders

• annual review o f information
• Participation by existing working group

3. Notification of trends and changes (these are defined in research)
• formulate and recalibrates models

B. Modeling:
Activities included in program
1. M odeling

• Baseline data must be planned as soon as possible
• Strategic modeling plan needs to be developed 

Local and regional
W ater budget-hydrologic 
W ater quality—processes 
Biological responses

• M ore detailed ground data
• Research to refine processes and responses
• Experimental and synoptic approach for integration into modeling

(tree islands
• Measure climatic input
• Access climate change importance

2. M odeling Process

Sensitivity analysis/uncertainty analysis (risk)
Verification 
Calibration
Integration o f operations 
Operational plan 
Linkages to regional models 
Merging LECWSP & ECP and restudy



3. Data Processing

• Need for clear cataloging o f  “who is doing what”
(solve informational overload)

• Identify missing pieces
• See big picture across agencies
• Then prioritize activities

• Model extreme conditions 
Flood, Drought, Fire

• Operation sensitivity

4. Need easily modifiable models

• Developed modified operational plans based upon models
• Research feedback
• Feedback-modeling research monitoring

5. Establishment o f criteria

• For success or failure (spatial temporal) that would direct
operational or other changes based upon model predictions

C. Monitoring:

Activities to be included in the process

1. (1 )Clearly define obj ective for monitoring
• What about the ecosystem do you want to  know and understand
• Design monitoring to give the answer to necessary questions
• Best define the Benefits and Impacts

2. (l)D efine Monitoring Program based on Site Specific measures for long
term and short term changes

• Define site specific chemical measures for water and soil quality
• Define site specific animal measures
• Define site specific vegetation measures
• Define hydrologic site specific measures in conjunction with 

numbers 1,2&3 (o f above)
• Research needs may be identified as a result o f  information from the 

previous four steps
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3. (l)Clearly define baseline or reference conditions (in coordination with 
other researchers monitoring and modeling programs to find out what 
exists)
• Define reference communities
• Define Key Indicators and point o f  entry for early warning 

information to prevent or correct impacts
• Define components o f these communities o f  interest including: 

Vegetation, Animals, W ater /Soil (sediments) Quality Parameters, 
and Hydroperiod.

B. Feedback Mechanisms

1. Analyze all data from monitoring and provide a report with a review o f its 
importance with respect to adjustments which need to  be made to the 
system.

2. Create a structure (which utilizes existing committees and working groups
as possible) to provide information, management and scientific evaluation 
o f information collected.

3. Provide a means to implement changes in operational schedules based on
monitoring (go to A again).

VL Action Items

Dr. Goforth closed the workshop by announcing the Public W orkshop on all Technical 
Issues Involved in the Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) in the District 
auditorium from 5 pm to  9 pm on August 22, 1996. This will include all technical issues raised to 
date. The District is attempting to finish the PEIS in the next month and a half and would like all 
public input.

VTL Additional Comments

Dr. Davis indicated a concern that the District’s monitoring, research, and modeling for 
the ECP may be identified and controlled by the permitting process. This could possibly 
circumvent the District board such that the amount o f money spent will be defined by permitting 
process.

Mr. Blake Sasse o f the FGFWFC said that negative impacts on wildlife and vegetation in 
the Brown's Farm W ater Management Area (WMA) need to  be addressed in the section on STA-
2 .
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I. W orkshop Introduction

II. Summary o f  Hydropattem

III. Comments from Methodology Section o f  First Workshop

IV. Adaptive Assessment Break-Out Groups

1. Group Discussion

2. Comments

V. Action Items



Attachment 2: Water Management District Model Base Flows Map
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Attachment 3: Grid Cell Configuration from the LEC-SFWMM
output



SFWMM Grid Superimposed Over Study Area



Attachment 4: Information to be Included in the August 16,1996 
Version of the District’s Hydroperiod Restoration 
Plan



Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R43 C27
Downstream of STA-2

Percent Time Equaled or Exceeded
Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C24
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C24
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C22
Downstream of STA-3&4

Percent Time Equaled or Exceeded
Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C22
Downstream of STA-3&4
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Normalized Stage Duration Curves at R41 C17
Downstream of STA-5&6

Percent Time Equaled or Exceeded
Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to 
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Normalized Stage Hydrograph at R41 C17
Downstream of STA-5&6

Rainfall Year

Note: Normalized stage is stage referenced to Land Elevation. Thus, values above zero indicates ponding while below zero indicates depth to
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Attachment 5: Slides Presented by Mr. Cal Neidrauer



Simulated Performance of the Everglades Construction Project (ECP) 
using the South Florida Water Management Model (SFWMM) {8/5/96 CN}

Slide l

Simulated Performance of the 
Everglades Construction 
Project (ECP) using the 

South Florida Water Management 
Model (SFWMM)

• Purpose: to estimate the likely changes 
in WCA hydropattem s resulting from 
the latest STA designs & the current 
operational intent of the ECP

Slide 3

SFWMM Key Assumptions

• C urren t P lan  (aka 2010 Base)
• 2010 projected land use & associated demands
• Kissimmee River Restoration
• Current (Run25) Lake Okee. Regulation Schedule
• New WCA-1 Regulation Schedule
• USACOE Modified Water Deliveries GDM
• USACOE C -l 11 CRR
• ECP (BMP's, BMP Replacement Water, STAs)

• N o-A ction (aka NOECP)
• 2010 Base without STAs

Slide 2

Brief Overview of the SFWMM
• Regional-scale, continuous sim ulation, 

hydrologic m odel
• Lake Okeechobee to Florida Bay

• includes basins tributary to Lake Okeechobee
• 2mi x 2mi grid cells (7000 sq.miles)
• 1965-90 simulation period (daily stress period)
• 1979-90 calibration/validation period

• Simulates all key hydrologic processes
• rainfall, ET, infiltration, percolation, overland flow, 

groundwater flow, canal/structure flows
• Simulates current or proposed structures

• reservoirs, STAs, pumps, spillways, etc

• Simulates current or proposed system  
operational rules

Slide 4

Primary reasons for differences 
between SFWMM simulated flows 
and flows used for ECP design
• Lake Okeechobee regulatory (flood control) 

discharges {136kaf/yr less -50%}
• BMP replacement water deliveries 

{193kaf/yr more}
• Southern L-8 runoff {74kaf/yr more}
• EAA backpumping & backflow to L.Okee
• et al

• Net Effect = ~110kaf/yr more to WCAs 
(WCA1:+180; WCA2: +50; n.e.WCA3A: -120)



Attachment 6: Slides Presented by Mr. David Swift



Is there a better method available 
for determining the hydroperiod 
benefits of the Project?



Proposed Alternative Method for Evaluating 
Hydroperiod Benefits:

• Identifies areas where hydropattern restoration is 
movinq in the right or wrong direction (towards or 
away from the rainfall-driven NSM target)

• Gives credit to areas that are improved, but are less 
than the NSM hydroperiod target -  these areas may 
not have been counted by the former method.

• Identifies those areas where (1) no significant change 
has occurred, (2) hydroperiods have been shortened, 
and (3) NSM targets have been exceeded less than or 
more than 30 days.



NewJLingo (Definitions}
"NO CHANGE" = mean annual hydroperiod does not 
change greater than _+ 30 days as compared to No Action 
plan.

"IMPROVEMENT" (BENEFIT) =  mean annual hydroperiod 
moves in the rjgfit direction towards a more rainfall- 
driven, natural system hydropattern.

"WORSE" (IMPACT) =mean annual hydroperiod moves in 
the wrong direction away from a rainfall-driven, natural 
system hydropattern.

"OVERSHOOTS NSM" =mean annual hydroperiod is 
moving in the right direction but exceeds the NSM 
hydroperiod target (30 days <  NSM target =  
improvement, >30 days of NSM target =  impact).



Hydroperiod Benefit/Impact 
for Current Plan (ECP)

Relative to NOECP Simulation

Mean Annual (1965-90) 
Hydroperiod Change 

(Days)

III! No change (+/-30days) 
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Overshoots NSM>30days
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ECP versus No Action Plan: 
Hydroperiod Results

Rotenberger WMA:
Hydroperiod Improvement =

WCA-1:
Hydroperiod Improvement =

WCA-2A
Hydroperiod Improvement =  + 7,680 acres

WCA-3A (North) 
Hydroperiod Improvement 
Hydroperiod worse

+ 33,280 acres

+ 23,040 acres

+ 58,880 acres 
- 48,640 acres

ECP Hydroperiod Benefit^ + 74,240 ACRES



How will the District address those areas that 
show restoration heading in the wrong 
direction ?

• ECP design for STA's 3& 4 is scheduled to allow input 
from the LEC Planning process.

• The LECRWSP Advisory Committee has recognized this 
problem and has already modeled several options to 
fix over-drainage problems in the N.W. portion of 
WCA-3A (e.g.. Alternative 3).

• The LEC Plan will make recommendations for 
modifying the ECP design and operations to provide a 
better distribution of water delivered from the STA's 
to the WCAs.

i



Table 2-3 (Replacem ent). Hydroperiod Benefit/Impact Summary (from SFWMM  
simulation results)

AREA Acres Improved Acres Worsened Net Change 
(acres)

WCA-1
(145,920 acres)

23,040 (15.8%) 0 23,040(15.8%)

WCA-2A 
(104,960 acres)

7,680 (7.3%) 0 7,680 (7.3%)

North WCA-3A 
(204,800 acres)

58,880 (28.7%) 48,640 (23.8%) 10,240 (5.0%)

Rotenberger WMA 
(33,280 acres)

33,280(100%) 0 33,280(100%)

Total
(488,960 acres)

122,880 (25.1%) 48,640 (9.9%) 74,240(15.2%)

Notes:
1. Areas are to nearest 2560 acres (4mi2x 640ac/mi2) as estimated by the SFWMM.
2. “Acres Improved” are areas predicted to have the hydroperiod improved due to 
the Current ECP Plan by greater than 30 days more than the No ECP results up to 
30 days over the NSM hydroperiod.
3. “Acres Worsened” are areas predicted to have the hydroperiod worsened due to 
the Current ECP Plan by greater than 30 days more than the No ECP results and 
greater than 30 days over the NSM hydroperiod.





Attachment 7: Adaptive Assessment Presentation



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Adaptive Assessment Resource 
Protection Plan

Reasonable assurance = best present information
+

adaptive assessment resource plan

Adaptive assessment = acknowledgement of the
imperfection of information used

+

a protocol for evaluating ecosystem 
response to restoration actions

+

a plan for improving knowledge 
bases and adjusting restoration 
decisions accordingly

+

a plan for scientific & engineering 
feedback



r

A Protocol for Evaluating Ecosystem 
Response to Restoration Actions

Develop & implement a pre- & post operation monitoring plan 

Vegetation communities: transects & aerial/satellite photos

Animal communities: Systematic Reconnaissance Flights, 
transects for fish & invertebrates

Soil & water column:

Hydrologic:

Other parameters:

transects located downstream of 
spreader canals; monitor for 
nutrients, Hg, etc.

water depths & hydroperiods 
monitored and compared with 
SFWMM, NSM, ELM, etc.

recommendations from Science 
Sub-Group and other organizations



A plan for improving knowledge 
bases and adjusting restoration 

decisions accordingly

Conduct research on ways to reverse any adverse impacts

Conduct research on downstream areas to further define relation 
between vegetation communities, phosphorus inputs, seed 
banks, antecedent conditions, water depth and hydroperiod.

Construct models for predicting nutrient fate and transport and 
long term ecological effects, including possible trend reversals, 
of restoration actions.



A plan for soliciting scientific & 
engineering feedback

•  Workshops

•  Informal discussions

•  Presentations at professional societies

•  Peer review of manuscripts

•  Establishment of a web site

•  Annual reports
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